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This is a reference grammar for students of English as a second or foreign
language. tilfith a minimum of terminology and a broad table of contents, it
seeks to make essential grammar understandable and easily accessible. The
charts are concise presentations of information that second/foreign
language learners want and need to know in order to use English clearly,
accurately, and communicatively.

Intended as a useful tool for students and teachers alike, rhe Chartbook can
be used alone as a desk reference or in conjunction with the Workboo,&. The
practices in the Workbook are keyed to the charts in the Chartbook.

In the lVorkbook, the answers are given to all the practices. The
ChartbooklWorkbook combination allows learners to study independently.
Upper-level students can work through much of the grammar on their own.
They can investigate and correct their usage problems, as well as expand their
usage repertoire, by doing selfstudy practices in the Workbook; they can find
answers to most of their grammar questions in the charts in the Chartbook.

\Triting classes (or other courses, tutorials, or rapid reviews in which
grammar is not the main focus but needs attention) may find the
Chartbookl lX/orkbook combination especially useful.

Differences in structure usage between American and British English are
noted throughout the text. The differences are few and relatively
insignificant.

Tlre Tbacher\ Guide for Understanding and Using English Grammar contains
additional notes on many grammar pointsl each chart is discussed and
amplified in some way.
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:c diagram shown below will be used in the tense descriptions:

SI,\IPLE PRESENT

I
#

I

TENSE

SI,\IPLE PAST

SI,\IPLE FUTURE

(a) It snotrs in Alaska.
(b) Tom utatches television

every day.

In general, the simple present
expresses events or situations that
exist always, usually, habitually; tbey
exist now, have existed in the past,
and probably will exist in the future.

(c) It snoued yesterday.
(d) Tom u,satched television last

night.

At one particular time in the past, this
happened. It began and ended in the
past.

(e) lt utill szoa, tomorrow.
It is going to snou) tomorrow.

(f) Tom usill ulatch television
tonight.
Tom is going to tpatch television
tonight.

At one particrllar time in the future, this
will happen.

I



Form: be + -ing (present participlQ
Meaning: The progressive,tenses* give the idea that an action is in progress during a particular time.

The tenses say that an action begins before, is in progress diring, and. contiiuei after another time
action.

PRESENT PROGRESSIVE

O i

(a) Tom is sleeping right now. It is now I l:00. Tom went to sleep at
10:00 tonight, and he is still asleep.
His sleep began in the past, r rn
progress at the present time, and
probably will continue.

PAST PROGRESSI\,'E (b) ToT usas sleeping when I
arrrveo,

Tom went to sleep at 10:00 last night.
I arrived at l1:00. He was still
asleep. His sleep began before and
was in progress at a particular time in
the past. It continued after I arrived.

(c) frT zoill be sleeping when we
arrlve.

Tom will go to sleep at 10:00
tomorrow night. We will arrive at
I l:00. The action of sleeping will
begin before we arrive, and it will be
in progress at a partirular time in the
future. Probably his sleep will
contrnue.

*The progressive tenses ate also called the "continuous" tenses: present continuous, past continuous, and future continuous.

Tom is washing the dishes right now.

2 csnpren r



Fr-rrrr: haoe + pasr participle
-\leaning: The perfect tenses all give the idea that one thing happens before anotber time or event.

?F.ESENT PERFECT

P.I.ST PERFECT

,'TURE PERFECT

Ftr IlfLi

\ leaning:
hazte + been * -ing (present participle)
The perfect progressive tenses give the idea that one event is in progress immediately before, up to,
until another time or eztent. Tlte tenses are used to express the duration of the first event.

(a) Tom has been studying for two
hours.

(a) Tom has akeady eaten. Tom finished eating sometime before
nout. The exact time is not imoortant.

(b) Tom had abeady eaten whenhis
friend arrived.

First Tom finished eating. Later his
friend arrived. Tom's eating was
completely lzished before another time
in the oast.

(c) Tom uill abeady haae eaten
when his friend arrives.

First Tom will finish eating. Later his
friend will arrive. Tom's eating will be
completely lzished before another time
in the future.

Event in progress: studying.

$7hen? Before now, up to now.

How long? For two hours.

(b) Tom had been studying for two
hours before his friend came.

Event in progress: studying.

!?hen? Before another eztent in the past.

How long? For two hours.

(c) Tom u:ill hazse been studying
for two hours by the time his
friend arrives.

Event in progress: studying.
\07hen? Before another eaent in the
future.
How long? For two hours.

I
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Tom rs studying right now.

Tomshtdied last night. Tom aras shtdying when they came.

Tom will be st:ttdying when you come.
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PRESENT PERFECT PROGRESSIVE

Tom ftcs been studying for two hours.

PAST PERFECT PROGRESSI\'E

Torn h.ad been studying for two hours before his
friends came.

FUTURE PERFECT PROGRESSIVE

Tom utill hatse been studying for two hours by the
time his roommate qets home.

[-t-n ftas already studied Chapter One.

'.{ST PERFECT

b-i.r. had already sad.ied Chapter One before he
regan studying Chapter TWo.

r, IL'RE PERFECT

Ir-:n rlrill already haoe shtdied Chapter Four before
.e .iudies Chaoter Five.

I
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(a) hope hoping hoped
date dating dated
injure injuring injured

(1) vnnnsruar
END IN A

CONSONANT
AND -E

(2) VERBSTHAT
END INAVOWEL
AND A CONSONANT

ONE-SYLI-ABLE \'ERBS

(b) stop stopping stopped
rob robbing robbed
b"g begging begged

(c) rain raining rained
fool fooling fooled
drearn drearning drearned

TWO-SYLLABLE \'ERBS

(d) listen listening listened
offer offering offered
open opening opened

: ,(e) begin beginning (began)
prefer preferring preferred
control controlling controlled

(f) start starting started
fold folding folded
demand demanding demanded

(3) wnns ruar
END IN TITO

CONSONANTS

(g) enjoy enjoying enioyed
pra praying Prayed
b.ry buying (bought)

(h) study studying studied
try trying tried
reply replying replied

(4) r,'erus rnar
END IN -Y

(i) die dying died
lie lying lied

(5) \€RBSTHAT
END IN -IE

*Exception: If a verb ends in -ee, the final -e is not dropped: seeing, agreeing'freetng.

**Exception: -u.. and -x are not doubled: plow + plowed;fix - fixed.

-ING FoR ,t: If the word ends in -e,

drop the -e and add -ing.*

-ED FoR /t: If the word ends in a
consonant and -e. iust add -d.

, l  vowe l ,  2  consonants**

2 v o w e l s - l c o n s o n a n t

1sl syllable stressed - ,1 consonant

2nd syllable stressed - 2 consonants

If the word ends in two consonants, lust
add the ending.

If -y is preceded by a vowel, keep
the -y.

If -y is preceded by a consonant:
-rNG FoRr,l: keep the -y, add -ing.

-ED FoR.lvl: change -y to -i, add -ed.

-rNG FoRNt: Change -ie to -y, add -ing.

-ED FoRNt: Add -d.
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(a) Water cor?srsls of hydrogen and
oxygen.

(b) The average person bl'eathes
21,600 t imes a day.

(c) The world rs round.

The simple present says drat something
was true in the Past, is true in the
present, and will be true in dte futule.
it .*presses geaetol staumenu of fact
dnd timeless truths.

(d) I srudy for two houts every night.
(e) 1 gel up at se\'ten eL)ery mornmg.
(f) He alzlals eats a sandwich for

lunch.

The simple present is used to express
habituaL or et:e4tday adioities,

(g)
(h)

( i )

(k)

( l )

John rs sre€prlg right now.
I need an umbrella because it ,s
taining.
The students ar"e .sittin€' at tllell
desks right now

John rs trying to improve his
work habits.
Susan rs t'riting another book
rhis year.

The present progressive explesses an

activity that is m progess at the t rorrlent
of speaking. It is a tempotary actMty
*rat began in the pastr is continuing
at present, and will probably end at

some point in the futule.

Often the activily is of a general

nature: something generally in progress

this week, this month, this Yeal.

Note (l): The sentence means drat
writing a book is a genelal acti!'lty
Susao is engaged in at plesent' but it

does not mean that at the moment of

speaking she is sitting at her desk

with pen in hand.



(4 ,

o)
Yuml This food tasles good.
I 1/Ae it very much.
lNCoRRECr. Ttris food is tasting good.
I am lihing it vety muct'.

Some English verbs have sraatr meanings. They
descdbe states: conditions or situations thar exis!. When
verbs have stative meanings, tley are usually not used
in progressive tenses.

In (a): tostes and rifte have stative meanings. Each
describes a state that exists.

(c) The chefis in his kitchen.
He rs ,asrir?g the sauce.

(d) It tasles too salty.
(e) He doesr'r  /rAe i t .

A verb such as tcste has a sraabe meaning, but also a
progressri'e meaning. In (c): tast ng descdbes t}le
action of the chef putting something in his mou*r and
actively testiog its flavor (progressive). In (d): fostes
describes the pe$on's awareness of the quality of rhe
food (stative).

A verb such as rifte has a stative meaning. It is rarely
if ever, used in progressive tenses.

In (e): It is incorrect to say He isn't lihing it.

The chef is tosting the souce, lt iostes too
solty. He doesn't like it.

COMMONVERBS THAT HA\E STATN'E MEANINGS
Note: Verbs with an asterisk (i) are like the verb tdsre: rhey can have borh srarive and progressive meanings
and uses.

( l )

llit

MENTAL STIAIE hnva
realize
understand
fecognize

beliez'e
Jeel
suwose
think*

doubt*

foryet'

need
desire

love
like
appreciate
please
prefer

dislike
fear
efip))

astonish

surprise

(3) PossEssroN poJrerJ

(4)

fisl 
"t""* u*'.trNi srarsi

resemble
look lihe

weigh'
equal
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( 4 , Ann rs src& today.
Alex is nerzrous about the exam.'fom is tall ar'd handsotne.

Be I an adjectite usually expresses a stative
meaniog, as in rhe examples in (a). (See Appendix
Chart A-3, p. A2, for information about adiectives.)

Sometimes main verb be + an adjectiT)e is used in rhe
progressive. It is used in the progressive when it
describes temporary, in-progress 6elot ror.
In (b): Jack's foolishness is temponry and probably
uncharacreristic of him.

In (d): Age does nor descdbe a temporary behavior.
Be + o1d cannor be used in rhe progressive.

Examples of other adjectives that cannor be used with
arr.lisldre being: angry, beautiful, handsome, happlt,
heahhl, hung41 lucky, neroow, sich, tall, thirsry,goung.

ADJECTIVES Trriir cAN BE usED wrrH ,urs/ARE BErNG

bad (ill-behaoed)
cdreful

fair
loolish
funnl
generous

good (well-behaoed)
illogical
impolie
irresponsible
hind
ldzJ)
logical

loud

nors))
Patie t
?leasant
polire
quret

rcsPonsible
rude

silly

unkind
unPleasant

(b) Jack doesn't feel well, but he refuses ro see a
doctot. He is being foolish.

(c) Sue rb being very quiet rcday. I wonder if
anlthing is wrong.

(d) ncoaprc r: N&. Smirh rs berrg old.
coRRlcr-r Mr. Smith rs o/d.

rtha is doing an experiment with
dangerous chemicals. She la balng carcful.
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REGUr-AR\.'ERBS: The simple past and past participle end in -ed. English verbs have four
principal parts:

(l) simple form
(2) simple past
(3) past participle
(4) present participle

SIMPLE

FORlvt

hope
stop
listen
study
start

IRREGUL-{R \,'ERBS:

end in -ed.

SIMPLE

FORN,l

break
come

find
hit
swxm

The simple past and past parriciple do not

SIMPLE
PAST

hoped
stowd
listened
studbd
started

SIMPLE

PAST

broke
cqTrxe

found
hit
sTDAtTt

PAST
PARTICIPLE

hoped
stopped
listetrcd
studied
started

PAST

PARTICIPLE

broken
coTrxe

found
hit
s7DU17'

PRESENT

PARTICIPLE

hoping
stopping
listening
studying
starting

PRESENT

PARTICIPT"E

breaking
coming

finding
h'itting
swimming

Alexei played the violin on stage last night.
He has played before audiences many times.
We went to hear him play last night.
We have gone lo several of his concerts.

Some verbs have irregular
past forms.

Most of the irregular verbs in
English are given in the
alphabetical list in Chart 2-7,
p . 1 2 .
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',:hed - lookltl
-..tpped - clapltl
't:t:sed , misslt/
..ttched - watchltl
t:,tr:hed + finishltl
;-tushed - laughlil

b ,,,tell - smellldl
,t'.ed - saaeldl
:.:aned - cleanldl
,tbbed - robldl

;iayed - playldl

-ed has three different pronunciations: /t/, ldl, and

Final -ed is pronounced ldl after voiced sounds.
Voiced sounds come from your throat. If you touch your neck when you make a
voiced sound, you can feel your voice box vibrate. Examples ofvoiced sounds: "1,"
"vr" "nr" "br" and all vowel sounds.

Final -ed is pronounced ladl after "t" and "d" sounds. The sound /ad/ adds a whole
syllable to a word.

coMPARE: looked =

smelled =
needed =
wanted =

She mopped the kitchen floor,
vacuumed lne carpet, and

dusfed the furniture.

c -i;;ided -
,t;tded ,

. - . t r t ted ,

: r t t i t e d ,

decideladl
needladl
wantledl
inaiteladl

one syllable - looVt/
one syllable + smell/d/
two syllables - need/ad/
two syllables .+ want/ad/

Final -ed is pronounced ltJ after voiceless sounds.
Voiceless sounds are made by pushing air through your mouth; no sound comes
from your throat. Examples of voiceless sounds: "kr" "pr" "s," "ch," "shr" "f."

I
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Note: Verbs followed by a bullet (.) are defined at the end of the list.

SIMPLE PAST
PARTICIPLEFORM

SIMPLE
PAST

arlse
be
bear
beat
become
begin
bend
bet.
bid.
bind.
bite
bleed
blow
break
breed.
bring
broadcast.
build
burn
burst.
buy
cast.
catch
choose
cling.
come
cost
creep.
L U L

deal.
dig
do
draw
dream

eat
fall
feed
feel
fight
find
fit
flee.
Fl in  o .

fly

arose
wasrwere
bore
beat
became
began
bent
bet
bid
bound
bit
bled
blew
broke
bred
brought
broadcast
built
burned/burnt
burst
bought
cast
caught
chose
clung
came
cost
crept
cut
dealt
dug
did
drew
dreamed/

dreamt
ate
fell
fed
felt
fought
found
fit/fitted
fled
flung
flew

ansen
been
borne/born
beaten/beat
become
begun
bent
bet
bid
bound
bitten
bled
blown
broken
bred
brought
broadcast
built
burned/burnt
burst
bought
cast
caught
chosen
clung
come
cost
crept
cut
dealt
dug
done
drawn
dreamed/

dreamt
eaten
fallen
fed
felt
fought
found
fit/fitted
fled
f l r rno

flown

*In British English: get-got-got. In American English: get-got-gotunlgot.
** Hang is a regular verb when it means to kill someone with a rope around his,/her neck. cor.apanp : I hung my chthes in the

closet. They hanged the murderer fut the nech until he was dead.
tr*Also possible in British English: quitluitted-quitted.
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SIMPLE SIMPLE PAST
FORIVT PAST PARTICIPLE

forbid
forecast.
forget
forgive
forsake,
freeze
get
give
go
grind.
grow

hang**
have
hear
hide
hit
hold
hurt
keep
kneel
know
lay
lead
lean
leap
learn

leave
lend
let
lie
light
lose
make
mean
meet
mislay
mistake
pay
put
guit***
read
rid
ride
ring

forbade
forecast
forgot
forgave
forsook
froze
got
gave
went
ground
grew

hung
had
heard
hid
hit
held
hurt
kept
kneeled/knelt
knew
laid
led
leaned/leant
leaped/leapt
learned/

learnt
left
Ient
let
lay
lighted/lit
lost
made
meant
met
mislaid
mistook
paid
put
quit
read
rid
rode
rang

forbidden
forecast
forgotten
forgiven
forsaken
frozen
gotten/got*
given
gone
ground
grown

hung
had
heard
hidden
hit
held
hurt
kept
kneeled/knelt
known
laid
led
leaned/leant
leaped/leapt
learned/

learnt
left
lent
let
lain
lighted/lit
lost
made
meant
met
mislaid
mistaken
paid
put
quit
read
rid
ridden
rung



SIMPLE
FORIVI

SIMPLE
PAST

PAST
PARTICIPLE

nse
n t n

sa]'
see
seek.
se l l
send
seI
shake
shed.
shine
shoot
shorv
shnnk.
shut
s i n s

srnk.
sit
sleep
shde.
s l r t .
smell
speak
speed
sg'el l
spend
s;i11
siln.
s ; i r
s n l i r .

s -o i l

spread.

rose
ran
said
saw
sought
sold
sent
set
shook
shed

risen
run
said
seen
sought
sold
sent
set
shaken
shed

spnng.
stand
steal
stick
st in o.

stink.
strike.
strive.
string
swear
sweep
swim
swing.
take
teach
tear
tell
think
throw
thrust.
understand
undertake
upset
wake
wear
weave.
weeP'
win
wind.
withdraw
write

sprung
stood
stolen
stuck
stung
stunk

shone/shined shone/shined
shot shot
showed shown/showed
shrank/shrunk
shut
sang
sank
sat
slept
slid
slit
smelled/smelt
spoke
sped/speeded
spelled/spelt
spent
spilled/spilt
spun
spiVspat
split
spoiled/spoilt
spread

shrunk
shut
sung
sunk
sat
slept
slid
slit
smelled/smelt
spoken
sped/speeded
spelled/spelt
spent
spilled/spilt
spun
spit/spat
split
spoiled/spoilt
spread

sprang/sprung
stood
stole
stuck
stung
stanlVstunk
struck
strove/strived
strung
swore
swept
swam
swung
took
taught
tore
told
thought
threw
thrust
understood
undertook
upset
woke/waked
wore
wove
wept
won
wound
withdrew
wrote

sffung
swofn
swept
swum
swung
taken
taught
torn
told
thought
thrown
thrust
understood
undertaken
upser

.Definitions of some of the less frequently used irregular verbs:

wager; offer to pay money forecast .. . predict a future occutrence
ifone loses forsake .. . abandon or desert

make an offer of money, grind . .. . crush, reduce to small
usually at a public sale

fasten or secure
bring animals together to

produce young
:,tadcast. . send information by radio

waves; announce
r1.r- r / .  .  .  . .  explode;break suddenly
- J , i I  .  . .  .  . .  t h row

:. t r tg .  .  . .  .  hold on t ight ly
:':.p . . .. . crawl close to the ground;

move slowly and quietly
;eal . . . .. . distribute playing cards to

each person; give
attention to (deal with)

i ; , :  . . . . . .  e s c a p e ; r u n a w a y
' :ntg .  .  . . .  throwwith force

pleces

look for
drop offor get rid of

. become smaller
move downward, often

under water
slide . . .. . glide smoothly; slip or skid
sl i t  .  . .  .  . .  cut  a narrow opening
spin. . . . .  turn rapid ly around a

central point
split . . . .. divide into two or more

parts
spread. .. push out in all directions

(e.9,, butter on bread,
news)

woken/waked
worn
woven
wept
won
wound
withdrawn
written

spring . . jump or rise suddenly from
a still position

sting... cause pain with a sharp
obfect (e.g., pin) or bite
(e.g., by an insect)

stink . . . have a bad or foul smell
strike . . hit something with force
striz.te . . try hard to achieve a goal
swing . . move back and forth
thrust.. push forcibly; shove
weaoe . . form by passing pieces of

material over and under
each other (as in making
baskets, cloth)

weep . . .  c r y
wind . . . (sounds like find) turn

around and around
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TRANSITI\'E

(a) raise, raised, raised
Torr'raised hk hand.

(c) set, set, set

I usill set the book on the desk.

(e) la.y, laid, laid
I arn laying the book on the desk.

rxse, rose, r6en
The sun nses in the east.

(d) sir, sat, sat
I sit in the front row.

(f) lie,*' la3t, lain
He is lying on his bed.

(b)

*See Appendix Chart A-1, p. a1, for information about transitive and intransitive verbs.

t* Lie is a regular verb (lie, lied) when it means "not tell the truth": He lied to me about his age

Raise, sef, and lay are tansitiae
verbs; they are followed bY an
obiect. Rise, sit, and lie are
intransitiae; i.e., they are Nor
followed by an object.*

In (a): raised is followed bY the
object hand.

In (b): rrbes is not followed bY an
object.

Note: Lay and lie are troublesome
for native speakers too and are
frequently misused.

The simple past indicates that an

activity or situation began and ended
at a particul(lr time in the Past.

(a) I u:alhed to school yesterdaY.
(b) John liz;ed in Paris for ten years,

but now he lives in Rome.
(c) Ibought a new car three days ago.

If a sentence contains ashen andhas
the simple past in both clauses, the
action in the zphen clause haPPens
first. In (d): lst: The rain began.
2nd: She stood under a tree.

(d) Rita slood under a rree when it
began to rain.

(e) Wh,en Mrs. Chu heat'd a strange
rolse, she got up to investigate.

(f) lX/hen I dropped m)) cuq' the
coffee sPilled on mY laP.

lst: It began to rain. 2nd: Rita stood under a tree.

Rito sfood under o tree when iI begon to roin.
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(g) I zoas usalking down the street
when it began to rain.

(h) V4rile I uas u:alking down the
street, it began to rain.

(i) Rita usas standing under a tree
when it began to rain.

(i) At eight o'clock last night, I aras
studying.

(k) I-ast year at this time, I reros
attending school.

In (g):lst: I was walking down the
street.

2nd: It began to rain.
Both actions occurred at the same
time, but one action began earlier and
was in progress when the other action
occurred.

In (j): My studying began before
8:00, was in progress at that time, and
probably continued.

(l) utas studying in one
room of our apartment, my
roommate uas hatsing a party in
the other room.

Sometimes the past progressive is used
in both parts of a sentence when two
actions are in progress simultaneously.

lst: Rita stood under a tree.

Rito wos sldnding under o

2nd:lt began to rain

tree when iI begon to roin,

Present ond Post, Simple ond Progressive
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(b)

(a) Mary alzoays leanses for school at 7 i45.

Mary rb alutays leaaing her dirty socks on the
floor for me to pick up! r07ho does she think I am?
Her maid?

(c) I arn alzuays lforezler I constantly piching up
Marv's dirw socks!

(d) I didn't like having Sam for my roommate last year.
He oas ahuays leazsing his dirty clothes on the floor.

*CoMPARE:

(l) "Mary is alusays leaoing her dirtg socks on the floor" expresses annoyance.
(2) "Mary alusays leaoes her dirty socks on the floor" is a statement of fact in which the speaker is not necessarily

expressing an attitude of annoyance. Annoyance may, however, be shown by the speaker's tone of voice.

In sentences referring to present time, usually the
simple present is used with alu,says to describe
habitual or everyday activities, as in (a).

In special circumstances, a speaker may use the
present progressive with alanys to complain, i.e., to
express annoyance or anger, as in (b).*

In addition to alutays, the words.,;forezser and
constantly are also used with the present progressive
to express annoyance.

Alutaysrforeoer, and constant$t can also be used with
the past progressive to express annoyance or anger.

( a )

(b)

-l0Vhat is Kay doing?
- Shet sttrdying in her rootn.
-l07here's Kay?
- Shet in her roorn studying.

-\What was Jack doing when you arrived?
- He zr.'as reading a book in bed.
- Where was Jack when you arrived?
- He was in bed redding a book.

(d)

An expression of place can sometimes come between
the auxiliary be and t}:'e -ing verb in a progressive
tense, as in (b) and (d):

is + in her room + studying
was * in bed + reading

In (a):The focus of both the question and the answer is
on Kay's activity in progress, i.e., on what she is doing.

In (b):The focus of both the question and the answer
is on Kay's location, i.e., on where Kay is.
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a

( a ) They hazse tnozsed into a new
apartment.

(b) Haz;e:tov eoer oisitudMe'4,co?
(c) I haae neuer seen stow.
(d) | haz:e alreadlt seenrflat movie.
( e ) Jack hasn't seen it yet.
( f) Ann started a letter to her

parents last week, but she srl/
hasn't finished it.

(g) Alex ftels bad. He has jusr
heardsome bad news.

The present perfect expresses the idea
that something happened (or never
happened) before now, at an unspecified
time in the pasr. The exact time it
happened is not important.

If there is a specific mention of time.
the simple past is used: They mooed inti
a new apartment last month.
Notice in the examples: the adverbs eoer,
neoer, already, yet, still, and just are
frequently used with the present perfect.

(h) u7e hazse hadfotrtests so /ar
this semester.

(i) I hat:e zaritten my wife a
letter every other day /or the
last two weeks.

( i ) I hazte rnet llrlsny people sin ce
I came here in June.

(k) I haz;e lloztrn on afl airplane
nlan! txnles.

The present perfect also expresses the
repetition of an actiaity before now. The
exact time of each repetition is not
lmportant.

Notice in (h): so/ar is frequently used
with the present perfect.

( l)  I  hazte beenhere sit t , .c seven
o'clock.

(m) ufe hatse beenherc -for two
weeks.

(n) | haz:e had this same pair of
shoes for qfuyss ysqy5.

(o) I haz,te liked cowboy movies
ever stnce I was a child.

(p) I haoe hnousnhim for 771any
years.

The present perfect, when used with/or
or since, also expresses a situation that
began in the past and conrinues to the
present.*

In the examples, notice the difference
between since andfor:

since -t a particular time
for + a duration of time

'The verbs used in the present perfect to express a situation that began in the past and still exisrs are aypi""tty *.u, *i,r, ,
:tative meaning (see Chart 2-3, p. 8).

The present perfect progressive, rather than the present perfect, is used with action verbs to express an act vity that
oegan in the past and continues to the present (see Chart 3_2, p. lg):

I'oe been sitting at my desk for an hour. Jack has been watching TV since se,en o'clock.

I
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This tense is used to indicate the
duration of an activity that began in the
past and continues to the present. lvhen
the tense has this meaning, it is used
with time words, slJch as for, since,
all rnorning, all day, all anek.

Right now I am sitting at my desk.
(a) I haue been sitting here since

seven o'clock.
(b) I hazte been sitting hsls/or two

hours.
(c) You hanse been studying for fwe

straight hours. $7hy don't you
take a break?

(d) It ftas been raining all day. It
is still raining right now.

Reminder: verbs with stative meanings
are not used in the progressive. (See
Chart 2-3, p. 8.) The present perfect,
NoT the present perfect progressive' is
used with stative verbs to describe the
duration of a state (rather than an
activity) that began in the past and
continues to the present.

(e) I haz:e hnousn Alex since he
was a child.

(f) ralconnrcr: I have been knowing
Alex since he was a child.

\7hen the tense is used without any
specific mention of time, it expresses
a general act'iaity in progress recently,
lately.

(e) lhaoe been thinking about
changing my major.

(h) All of the students hazse been
studying hard. Final exams
start next week.

( i ) Mv back hurts, so I hanse been
sleeping on the floor lately. The
bed is too soft.

\ifith certain verbs (most notably hz;e,
work, teach), there is little or no
difference in meaning between the
two tenses when since orifor is used.

( i)  |  haae l ioed here since I 995.
I hatse been lioing here since
1995.

(k) He has u;orked at the same
store for ten years.
He has been zuorhing at the
same store for ten vears.

Mr. Ford has been waiting in lhe

dentist's office for 20 minutes.
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(a) Sam had akeady /e/l by the time
Ann got there.

(b) The thief simply walked in.
Someone had forgotten to lock
the door.

The past perfect expresses an activity
that was completed before another
actiaitt or time in the past.

(c) Sam had abeady /efi when Ann
got there.

In (c): Firsr: Sam left.
Second: Ann got there.*

(d) Sam had left before Ann got there.
(e) Sam left before Ann got there.

(f) After the guests had left, I went
to bed.

(g) After the guests /efi I went to bed.

If either before or after is used in the
sentence, the past perfect is often not
necessary because the time
relationship is already clear. The
simple past may be used, as in (e) and
(g). Note: (d) and (e) have the same
meaning; (f) and (g) have the same
meaning.

*coMPann: Sam left whenAnn got there. = First: Ann got there,
Second: Sam lefr.

(a) The police had been looking
for the criminal /or two years
before they caught him.

(b) Eric finally came at six o'clock. I
had been zuaiting for him since
four-thirty.

The past perfect progressive
emphasizes t}re duration of an activity
that was in progress before another
actiaity or time in the past.

(c) \ilflhen Judy got home, her hair
was still wet because she had
been susintrning.

(d) I went to Jane's house after the
the funeral. Her eyes were red
because she had been crying.

This tense also may express an
activity in progress close in time to
another actioity or time in the past.

Perfect ond Perfect Progressive Tenses



Jack utill finisft his work tomorrow.
Jack fu going to finisft his work
tomorrow.

Anna uill not be here tomorrow.
Anna uson't be here tomorrow.

*The use of shall with I or use to express future time is possible but uncommon in American English. Shatl is used more
frequently in British English than in American English.

Who wants to erase the board?
Are there any volunteers?
l'l/ do it!
l ' l/ do it!

Why does he have an eraser in his hand?
Ne's going to erase the board.

(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

B:

C :

A:
B :

Will or be going lo is used to express
future time.* In speech, going to is
often pronounced "gonna."

In (d): The contracted fotm of asill + not
is anon't.
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To express a rREDICTIoN: LJse either wILL or BE GaING To.

(a) According to the wearher report, it zt:ill be cloudy
tomorrow.

(b) According to the weather reporr, it is going to be
cloudy tomorrow.

(c) Be careful! Yotll hurt yourself!
(d) rtrTatch out! You're going to hurt yourselfl.

To express a pRroR pr-aN: IJse only BE GaING To.

(e) A: ri(rhy did you buy this paint?
B: I'rtt going to paint my bedroom tomorrow.

(f) I talked to Bob yesterday. He is tired of taking tJre
bus to work. He's going to buy a car. That's
what he told me.

To express wILLINcNEss: IJse only wrzz.

(g) A: The phone's ringing.
B: I'll get t.

(h) A: I don't understand this problem.
B: Ask your teacher about it. She'll help you.

*coMPAnn:

Situation lz A: Are you busy this evening?
B: Yet I'rn going to rneet Jack at the library at seoen. lVe're going to study together.

In situation l, only be going lo is possible. The speaker has a prior plan, so he uses be going to.
Situation 2z A: Are you busy this evening?

B: lVell, I really haz.ten't made any plans. I'Il eat on I'rn going to eat d,inner,.of course. And then I'll
probably @atch oR I'm probably going to u:atch TV for a little while.

In Situation 2, either uill or be going lo is possible. Speaker B has not planned his evening. He is "predicting', his
evening (rather than stating any prior plans), so he may use either uill ot be going to.

Future Time 2l

r . .  " .  . . ,  _ . _ . .

$[rhen the speaker is making a prediction (a statement
about something s/he thinks will be true or will occur in
the future), either usill or be going fo is possible.
There is no difference in meaning between (a) and (b).

There is no difference in meaning between (c) and (d).

\(rhen the speaker is expressing a prior plan (something
the speaker intends to do in the future because in the
past s/he has made a plan or decision to do it), only be
going to is used.*

In (e): Speaker B has made a prior plan. Last week she
decided to paint her bedroom. She intends to paint it
tomorrow.

In (f):The speaker knows Bob intends to buy a car.
Bob made the decision in the past, and he plans to act
on this decision in the future.

Will is not appropriate in (e) and (f).

In (g): Speaker B is saying "I am willing; I am happy to
get the phone." He is not making a prediction. He has
made no prior plan to answer the phone. He is, instead,
volunteering to answer the phone and uses adl/ to show
his willingness.

In (h): Speaker B feels sure about the teacher's
willingness to help. Be going to is nor appropriate in
(e) and (h).



In (a): When Bob cornes is a time clause.*

uhen t subject + aerb = a time clause

Wilt or be going to is Nor used in a time clause. The

meaning of the clause is future, but the simple
present tense is used.

A time clause begins with such words as ashen,

before, after, as soon as' until, ushile and includes

a subject and a verb. The time clause can come either

at the beginning ofthe sentence or in the second part

of the sentence:

IYhen he comes, we'tlsee him. on
\07e'll see him when he comes.

(a) Bob will come soon. When Bob contes, we will see

him.
(b) Linda is going to leave soon. Before she leantes, she

is going to finish her work.
(c) I will get home at 5i30. After I get home, I will eat

dinner.
(d) The taxi will arrive soon. As soon as it avviops,

we'll be able to leave for the airport.
(e) They are going to come soon. I'll waithete until

they conte.

Sometimes the present progressive is used in a time

clause to express an activity that will be in progress rn

the future, as in (f).

(f) While I atn traz,seling in Europe next year, l'm
going to save money by staying in youth hostels.

Occasionally, the present perfect is used in a time

clause, as in (h). Examples (g) and (h) have the same

meaning. The present perfect in the time clause

emphasizes the completion of the act before the other

act occurs in the future.

(g) I will go to bed after I finish my work.
(h) I will go to bed after I hazse finished my work.

*A .,time clause" is an adverb clause. See Charts 5-1 (p.24),5-2 (p. 25), and l7-l (p. 88) for more information'

PRESENT PROGRESSIVE

(a) My wife has an appointment with a doctor. She 15

seeing Dr. North nextTuesdaY'
(b) Sam has already made his plans. He is leatsing at

noon tomorrow.
(c) A: \f'hat are you going to do this afternoon?

B: After lunch I arn rneeting a friend of mine.'We

are going shopping. r0Tould you like to come

alongr

The present progressive may be used to express future

time when the idea of the sentence concerns a planned

event or definite intention.
(conrlenr: A verb such as rain is not used in the

present progressive to indicate future time because

rain is not a planned event.)

A future meaning for the present progressive tense is

indicated either by future time words in the sentence

or by the context.

SIMPI-E PRESENT

(d) The museum opens at ten tomorrow morning.
(e) Classes begin next week.
(f) John's plaie arriaes at 6:05 P.M. next Monday.

The simple present can also be used to express future

time in a sentence concerning events that are on a

definite schedule or timetable. These sentences

usually contain future time words. Only a few verbs

are used in this way: e.g.' open' close' begin' end, start,

finish, arrive, leave, come, return.
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(a) I will begin to study at seven.You
will come at eight. I uill be
studying when you come.

(b) Right now I am sitting in class. At
this same dme tomorro% | uiil be
sitting in class.

The future progressive expresses an
activity that will be in progress at a time in
the future.

(c) Don't call me at nine because I
won't be home. I arn going to be
studying at the library.

(d) Don't get imparienr. Stre tpilt be
conting soon.

(e) Don't get impatient. She arl/
coTne soon.

Sometimes there is little or no difference
between the future progressive and the
simple future, especially when the future
event will occur at an indefinite time in
the future, as in (d) and (e).

The progressive form of be going to:
be going to + be + -ing

(a) I will graduate in June. I will see
you in July. By the time I see
you,I uill haoe graduated.

(b) I uill hazte finished my
homework by the time I go out
on a date tonight.

The future perfect expresses an
activity that will be completed before
another time or event in the future.
(Note: by the tinte introduces a dme
clause; the simple present is used in a
time clause.)

(c) I will go to bed at ten p.M. Ed
will get home at midnight. At
midnight I will be sleeping. I
u,till haz;e been sleeping for
two hours by the time Ed gets
home.

The future perfect progressive
emphasizes the duration of an activity
that will be in progress before another
time or eoent in the future.

(d) \(rhen Professor Jones retires next
montlr, he u,:ill hazte taught fot
45 years.

(e) \?hen Professor Jones retires next
montlr, he uill haoe been
teaching for 45 years.

Sometimes the future perfect and the
future perfect progressive have the
same meaning, as in (d) and (e). Also,
notice that the activity expressed by
either of these two tenses may begin
in the past.
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( a )

adverb clause main clause
t l

When the phone rang, the baby woke up.

INCIRRECT: '$7hen 
the phone rang. The baby woke

up.
The phone rang. The baby woke up.

(d) When the phone rang, the baby woke up.
(e) The baby woke up zahen the phone rang.

When Jennifer went for a ride yesterday,
she fell off her horse.

(b)

(c)

ln (a): When the phone rang is an adverb clause of
time. An adverb clause is one kind of dependent
clause. A dependent clause must be attached to an
independent, or main, clause. In (a): the baby anke
.rp is the main clause.

Example (b) is incorrect because the adverb clause is
not connected to the main clause.
Example (c) is correct because there is no adverb
clause. The two main clauses are both indeoendent
sentences.

Examples (d) and (e) have the same meaning. An
adverb clause can come in front of a main clause. as in
(d), or follow the main clause, as in (e).

Notice that a comma is used to separate the two
clauses when the adverb clause comes first.
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t.l;rt

i:lore'

-,.lr 

r n

: : r l c e

l . r r t t t l

r:, i

i: soon as
t - r l i€

,i: long as

s,: long as

( t ) I will never speak to him again as long as I litt.
( u ) I will never speak to him again so long as I li,te.

as long as, so long as = during all
that time,from beginning to end

'.: heneaer
;i er! time

rh: -first time

the last time

tne next tl,me

'.{Jter and before are commonly used in the following expressions:
shortly after shortly before
a short tinte after a short tirne before
a little uhile after a little uhile bejore
not long alter
soon after

not long before

Adverb Clouses of Time ond Review of Verb Tenses 25
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(a) After she gradttates, she will get a job.
(b) After she (had) graduated, she got a job.

A present tense, Nor a future tense,
is used in an adverb clause of time, as
in examples (a) and (c). (See Chart
4-3, p. 22, for tense usage in future
time clauses.)

(c) I will leave before he cones,
(d) I (had) lefrbefore he came.

( e )
( f )
( o )

( h )
( i )

When I drriaed,he was talking on the phone.
When I got there, he had already left.
When it hegan to rain,I stood under a tree.
When I uas in Chicago, I z;isited the museums.
When I see hint tomorrozl, I will askhim.

uthen = at that time

Notice the different time
relationships expressed by the tenses.

( j ) While I was zualking home, it began to rain.
( k ) ls I uas walking honte, it began to rain.

ushile, as = during that time

By the titne he arriaetl, we had akeady left.
By the tinte he conrcs, we will haae akeady left.

by the tinte = one event is completed
before another etent

Notice the use of the past perfect and
future perfect in the main clause.

(n) I haven't seenhlm since he le.ft tl'tis ntorning.
(o) I'oe knownher ezter since I uas a chiltl.

";nsp = from that time to the present

In (o): ezser adds emphasis.

Note: The present perfect is used in
the main clause.

(p) We stayed there until ae.fittished ()ur zlork.
(q) We stayed there till ue .finrslud our ruork.

( r ) ls soon as it stops raitirtg, we will leave.
(s) Once it stops raining, we will leave.

until, till = to that time and then
no longer (Till is used more in
speaking than in writing; it is
generally not used in formal English.)

as soon as, ot ce = when one eoent
happens, another event happens soon
aftenuard

(v) Whenezter I see /zer, I say hello.
(w) Eztery tinte I see her, I say hello.

(x) The first time (that) I z.oent ro r\izr, 16r*, I went
to an opera.

(y) I saw two plays the last tirne (tltat) I uent to
NercYork.

(z) The next tinte (rhat) I go to NezaYork,I'm going
to see a ballet.

Adverb clauses can be introduced by
rhe following:

("ft'"t \
I second I

the I third,etc.\ tfune (that)
I last I
I next I
\ etc. l



(e) dishes '
catches *
kisses +
mixes +

Prizes +
edges +

dishlazl
catchlaz.l
hissltzl
mixlazl
prizelazl
edgelazl

(a) NouN I -s: Friends are important.
NOTIN + -.es; I like mV c/asses.

(b) I'Enn * -s: Mary works ar the bank.
VERB + -.asr John watches birds.

PRONUNCIATION OF -S/-ES

(c) seats + seatlsl
ropes + ropelsl
backs + backlsl

(d) seeds - seedlzl
robes + robelzl
bags + baglzl
sees + seelzl

A final -s or -es is added to a noun to make the noun
plural.

friend= asingularnoun

tr iends=aphralnoun

A final -s or -es is added to a simple present verb
when the subject is a singular noun (e.g., Mary, my
father, the machine) or third person singular pronoun
(she, he, it).
Mary utorks = singular She usorks = singular
The students utork - plural They anork - plural

Final -s and -es are pronounced lazl aftet "-shr" "-chr"
"-sr" "-zr" and "-ge"/"-dge" sounds. Tlte lazl ending
adds a syllable. A1l of the words in (e) are pronounced
with two syllables. coMpARE: All of the words in (c)
and (d) are pronounced with one syllable.

For most words (whether a verb or a noun), simply
a final -s is added to spell the word correctly.

Final -es is added to words that end in -sh, -ch, -s,
-2, and -x.

For words that end in -y.'

In (h): If -y is preceded by a vowel, only -s is added.

In (i): If -y is preceded by a consonant, the -y is
changed to -r'and -es is added.

FINAL -Svs. -ES

*See Chart 2-6,p,11, for an explanation ofvoiced vs. voiceless sounds
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Final -s is pronounced /s/ after voiceless sounds, as in
(c): "tr" "pr" and "k" are examples of voiceless sounds.*

Final -s is pronounced lzl aftet voiced sounds, as in (h):
"dr" "br" "gr" and "ee" are examples of voiced sounds.*

(f) sing
song

+ sxngs
+ songs

(g) wash + washes
watch + watches
class - classes
bttzz + buzzes
box + boxes

(h) toy + toys
buy + buys

(i) baby + babies
cry + cries



(a) MyJriend liztes in Boston. (b) My friends lizte in Boston. verb + -sl-es = third person singular
in the simple present
tense

noun+-"7-ss=plura l

(c) My brother and sister lioe 1n
Boston.

(d) MV brother, sister, and cousin
lizse in Boston.

Two or more subjects connected by
and requie a plural verb.

(e) Ezsery man, woman, antd
child needs love.

(f ) Each book and magazine is
listed in the card catalos.

EXCEPTIoN: Eoery and each are
always followed immediately by
singular nouns. (See Chart 7-13,
p. 37.) In this case, even when there
are two (or more) nouns connected
by and, the verb is singular.

(g) That book on political parties
rb interesting.

( i ) My dog, as well as my cats,
likes cat food.

(k) The book that I got from my
parents rrr4s very interesting.

(h) The ideas in that book are
interesting.

( j) My doJ's, as well ^s m! cat,like
cat food.

(1) The books I bought at the
bookstore zuere expensive.

(rn) Growing flowers rs her hobby. A gerund used as the subject of the
sentence requires a singular verb.
(See Char t  14-11 ,  p .  81 . )

Annie had a hard time when she was coming home
from the store because the bag of groceries was

too heavy for her to carry.

Sometimes a phrase or clause separates
a subject from its verb. These
interrupting structures do not affect
basic agreemeot. For example, in (g)
the interrupting prepositional phrase
on political parties does not change
the fact that the verb rs must agree
with the subject booh. In (k) and (l):
The subject and verb are separated by
an adiective clause. (See Chapter 13.)
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(a )

(c )

SINGULARVERB

Some of the booA rc good.

.1 l,,t of rlte equiprnent is
new.
T:,,-rltird.s of rlte rnoney is
mine.

One o;f my friends is herc.
Each of my friends is here.
Eaery one of my friends is
here.

( i) None of the boys /s here.

(l) The nurnber of srudents 1n
the class rs fifteen.

In most expressions of quantity, the verb is
determined by the noun (or pronoun) that
follows ol, For example:
In (a): Sotne of + singular notrn = singular verb.
In (b): Sozre of+ plural noun = plural oerb.

fo )

(h)
( i )

EXCEprroNs: One of, each of, and eoery one
o/take singular verbs.

one of I
each ol | + plural noun = singular aerb

ez:ery one of )

Subjects with none o/are considered singular
in very formal English, but plural verbs are
often used in informal speech writing.

(b) Some of the books are
good.

(d) A lot of mt friends are
here.

(f ) Two+hirds of the pennies
are mine.

( k ) None of the bolts are here.
(informal)

(m) A number of studenrs
useye late for class.

coMpARE: In (l): The nurnber is the subject.
In (m): A nutnber o.f is an expression of
quantity meaning "a lot of." It is followed by
a plural noun and a plural verb.

(a) There are t'wenty students in my class.
(b) There's a fly in the room.

(c) There are seven continents.

SINGULARVERB

(d) There is a book on
the shelf.

(f) nrounlaar: There's sone books on the shelf.

I

In the structurc there t be,there is called an
"expletive." It has no meaning as a vocabulary word.
It introduces the idea that something exists in a
particulaf place.

Pattern: there I be + subject * expression ofplace

Sometimes the expression of pJace is omitted when
the meaning is clear. In (c): The implied expression
of place is clearly in the world.

(e) There are some books on
the shelf.

The subject follows be when there is used.
In (d):The subject is book.
In (e):The subject is books.

In very informal spoken English, some native speakers
use a singular verb even when the subject is plural,
as in (f). The use of this form is fairly frequent but is
not generally considered to be grammatically correct.
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SINGUII\RVERB

(a) The United States is big.
(b) The Philippines consrbts of more than 7,000 islands.
(c) The Unitetl Narions ftas its headquarters in

NewYork City.
(d) Sears rs a department store.

( e ) The nezas is interesting.

( f ) Mathemarics rs easy for her. Physics rs easy for her
too.

(h) Eight hours of sleep r's enough.
(i) Ten dollars is roo much to pay.
( j ) Fizte thousand miles is too far to travel.

PLURALVERB

(m) Those people are from Canada.
(n) The police haae been called.
(o) Cattle are domestic animals.

(q) The English drinh tea.

(s) T/ze C/ziese haae an
interesting history.

(t) Tlte poor hazse many
problems.

(u) The rich get richer.

Sometimes a proper noun that ends in -s is singular. In
the examples, if the noun is changed to a pronoun, the
singular pronoun dt is used (not the plural pronoun
they) becatse the noun is singular. In (a): The United
States = it (not thejt).

( k )

( l )

(g) Diabetes rs an illness.

Two and rzlo ls four.
Two and tuso equals fou.
Two plus two islequals four.
Five times fite rs twenty-five.

(p) English rs spoken in
many countries.

( r ) Chbtese is his native
language.

Nez.us is singular.

Fields of study that end in -e'cs require singular verbs.

Certain illnesses that end in -s are singular: diabetes,
measles, mumps, rabies, rickets, shingles.

Expressions of time, money, and distance usually require
a singular verb.

Arithmetic expressions require singular verbs.

Peopler* police, and cattle do not end in -s, but are
plural nouns and require plural verbs.

In (p): English = language. In (q): The English =
people from England. Some nouns of nationality that
end in -sh, -ese, and -ch can mean either language
or people, e.9., English, Spanish, Chinese, Japanese,
Vietnam es e, Portugue s e, F rench.

A few adjectives Can be preceded by the and used as a
plural noun (without final -s) to refer to people who
have that quality. Other examples the young, the elderb,
the lfuing, the dcad, the blind, the dea| the disabled.

*The word "people" has a final -s (peoples) only when it is used to refer to ethnic or national groups: All the peoples of the
utorld desire beace,
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(a) song-songs

(b)  boxtboxes

(c) baby-babies

(d) man-tnen
woman-TDon en
child-children

(e) echo-echoes
hero-heroes

ox-oxen

foot-feet
goose-geese

life-lioes
loaf-loazses
self-selz.tes
shelf-sheloes

toorh-teeth
mouse-rnice
louse-lice

potato-potatoes
tomato-tomatoes

( f) auto-autos photo-photos
ghetto-ghettos piano-pianos
kangaroo-hangaroos radio-radios
hilo-kilos solo-so/os
memo-7/re7/roS 5opr1no-sopranos

(h) calf-calaes
half-halztes
knife-kniaes
leaf-leazses

lg) memenm-me'rnentoesltnementos aolcano_aolcanoeslzsolcanos
mosquito-ntosquitoes lntosquitos zero _ zeroes lzeros
tor nado - to r na do e s I tor n a do s

studio-studios
tatoo-tatoos
aideo-ztideos
zoo-zoos

thief-thieues
wolf-z.tsolaes
scarf-scaroes lscarfs

( i ) belief-beliefs
chicf-chiefs

( j ) one deer-tzt;o deer
one fish-tutro fish**
one means-tzDo ,neans
one ofspring - tzu o offspring

(l;;i*rt""-rrtt.rt" ( o )
p heno menon - p h e n onten a

( | ) cactus-cactilcactuses

fungus-fungi
nucleus-nuclei
stimulus-sthnuli
sg llab us- s y ll ab i I sy ll abu s e s

(m) formula-fornrulaelfornrulas 
(p)

oertebra-ztertebrae

( n ) appmdix--appendices lappendixes
index - in di c e s I in de x e s

cffi-cliffs
roof-roofs

one series - tu,to series
one sheep-ttDo sheep
one s hrimP - ttu o s hr irnp* * *
one species-tuo species

analysis - analyses
basis-bases
crisis-crises
I4tp oth e sis - hy p o t he s e s
oasxs-oases
p arenthe sis - p arenth e s e s
thesis-theses

bacterium-bacteria
curriculum-curyicula
datum-data
medium-rnedia
m em o ran dum - nt e rn o r a n d a

rFor information about the pronunciation
*tFishes is also oossitrle. hrrt rarel. ,,o..1

and spelling ofwords ending in -s/-es, see Chart 6-1, p. 26."Fishes is also possible, but rarely used. 
'-- e' ve) v \' P' 'w'

***Especially in British English, but also occasionally in American English, the plural of shrimp can be shrimps.

Some nouns that English has
borrowed from other languages
have foreign plurals.

The plural of most nouns is
formed by adding final -s.*

Final -es is added to nouns thar
end in -sft, -ch, -s, -2, afld -x.*

The plural of words that end in a
consonant + -y is spelled -e'es.*

The nouns in (d) have irregular
plural forms that do not end in -s.

Some nouns that end in -o add -es
to form the plural.

Some nouns that end in -o add
only -s to form the plural.

Some nouns that end in -o add
either -es or -s to form the
plural (with -es being the more
usual plural form).

Some nouns that end in -f or -fe
are changed to -oes to form the
plural.

Some nouns that end in -/simply
add -.s to form the plural.

Some nouns have the same
singular and plural form: e.g.,
Onp dcer is . . . . Two deer are . . . .



SINGUI.AR NOIIN POSSESSIVE FORM

(a) the girl the girl's
(b) Tom Tont's
(c) nA wife rny uife's
(d) alady alady's
(e) Thomas Thotnos'slThornas'

To show possession, add an apostrophe (') and -s to
a singular noun: The girl's book is on the table.

If a singular noun ends in -s, there are two
possible forms:

l. Add an apostrophe and -s.. Thornas's book.
2. Add only an apostrophe: Thontas' book.

PLURAL NOUN

(f) the girk
(g) rheir wives
(h) the ladies
(i) the men
(j) my children

POSSESSIVE FORA4

the girls'
their usioes'
the ladies'

the nten's
rny children's

Add only an apostrophe to a plural noun that ends in
-s: The girls' books are on the table.

Add an apostrophe and -s to plural nouns that do not
end in -s.' The tnen's books are on the table. I

j

The soup has vegetables in it.
(a) It is ztegetable soup.

The building has offices in it.
(b) It is an office building.

When a noun is used as a modifier, it is in its singular form.*
In (a): oegetable modifies soap.

In (b): office modifies building.

II(rhen a noun used as a modifier is combined with a number
expression, the noun is singular and a hyphen (-) is used.
INCaRRECT: She has a fizte years old son.

(c)

(d)

The test lasted two hours.
It was a tu,to-houy test.

FIer son is five years old.
She has afizte-year-old son.

*Adfectives never take a final -s. (tNconnacr: beauifuk pictures) See Appendix Chart A-3, p. a2. Similarly, nouns used as
adjectives never take a final -s. (tNcoanzcr: aegetables soup)

I
./, dr

Harry's bed has a mosquito net
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(a)
(b)

I bought a chair. Sam bought three chairs.
!!7e bought sonte furniture.
INCaRRECT: $fle bought some furnitures.
INCaRRECT: We bought a furnirure.

Chair is a count noun; chairs are items that can be
counted.
Furniture is a noncount noun. In grammar, furniture
cannot be counted.

a c h a i r  l @ c h a i r s *
one chair I tztso chairs

sottte cltairs
a lot of cltairs
ntany clntrs

A count noun:
(l) may be preceded by alan in the singular.
(2) takes a final -s/-es in the plural.

@ Jurnittce*
sotne Jitrniu.re
a lot of furnirure
ntuch furniture

A noncount noun:
(1) is not immediately preceded by alan.
(2) has no plural form, so does not take a final -s/-es.

rO = nothing.

(a) I bought some chairs, tables, and desks. In other
words, I bought some furniture.

(b) I put some suerar in my coffee.

(c) I wish you, luck.

(d) Sunshine is warm and cheerful.

Many noncount nouns refer to a "whole" that is made
up ofdifferent parts.
In (a):furniture represents a whole group of things that
is made up of similar but separate items.
In (b): szgcr and coffee represent whole masses made
up of individual particles or elements.*

Many noncount nouns are abstractions. In (c): luck is
an abstract concept, an abstract "whole." It has no
physical form; you can't touch it. You can't count it.

1 f )

NONCOI,\IT:

COI'NT:

NONCOUNT:

COIINT:

Ann has brown hair.
Tom has a haiy on his jacket.

I opened the curtains to let in some
light.
Don't forget to turn off the light
before you go to bed.

tTo express a particular quantity, some noncount nouns may be preceded by unit expressions: a spoonful of sugar, a glass of water,
acupofcof fee,aquartoJmi lk,a loafofbread,agrainofr ice,abowlofsoup,abagoff lour,apoundofmeat,apizceof furni ture,
a piece of paper, a piece of jewelry.

A phenomenon of nature, such as sunshine, is
frequently used as a noncount noun, as in (d).

Many nouns can be used as either noncount or count
nouns, but the meaning is different; e.g., hair in (e) and
wht in (t).
(Dictionaries written especially for learners of English as
a second language are a good source ofinformation on
count/noncount usages of nouns.)
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This list is a sample of nouns that
noncount nouns.

are commonly used as noncount nouns. Many other nouns can also be used as

(a) wHor'E GRoups MADE up oF SIMII-AR ttzus: b.aggage, crothing, equipment,food,fruit,furniturr, r**,hardware, jewelry, junk, lwgagr, machinery, malt,-iiniup, *"*y:i;r:h.i;i,ongr, pouogr, scenery, traffic, etc.
(b) rr-uros: water, coffee, tea, milk, oil, soup, gasol,ine, blood, etc.
(c) sor-ros: ice, bread, butter' cheese, meat, gord, iron, silver, grass, paper, zuood, cotton, woor, etc.
(d) cases: steam, air, oxtgen, nitogen, smoke, smog, pollution, etc.
(e) r,anrlcr-es: rhe, chalk, corn, dirt, dust,flnur, grass, hair, pepper, sab, sand, sugar, wheat, etc,

-beauty, confidence, courage' education, enjoyment, fun, happiness, heahh, help, honesty, hospitahty, importance,intelligence, iustice, knowledge, laughter, iuik, *r.rir, potiiiu, pnl.r, pridr, progrru, recreation, significance, sleep,truth, aiolence, weahh, etc.
-adoice, information, news, eaidence, proof, erc.
-time, space, energy, etc.
-homework, work, etc.
-gramma6 slang, vocabulary, etc.

(g) reNcuacvs: Arabic, Chinese, English, Spanish, etc.
(h) FIELDS oF sruDy: chemisty, engineering, history, literature, mathematics, psychorogy, etc.
( i ) REcREATIoN: baseball, soccer, tennis, chess, bridge, poker, etc.
(i) acrrvrcrcs: driving, studging, swimming, *aaehng,* warking, etc. (andother gerunds)
(k) Narunar PHENOMENA: weather, deqfog, hail, heat, humidity, lightning, rain, sleet, snow, thunder, ri;d, dorknru,light, sunshine, electricity, fire, graz,ity,-ei

*British spelling: ravelling.

This yard is full of lunk

I - - : ; : - -  - " . " .
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I. USING A ot Ot GENERIC NOUNS

(a) A bdnana is yellow.* A speaker uses generic nouns to make generalizations.
A generic noun represents a whole class of thinesl it is
not a specific, real, concrete thing, but rather a iymbol
of a whole group.

In (a) and (b):The speaker is talking about any
banana, all bananas, bananas in general. In (c):The
speaker is talking about any and all fruit, fruit in
general.

Notice that no article (O) is used ro make
generalizations with plural count nouns, as in (b), and
with noncount nouns, as in (c).

(b) @ Bananas are vellow

(c) @ Fruit is good for you.

II. USING A or SOME.INDEFINITE NOUNS

(d )  Ia te  abananu. Indefinite nouns are actual things (not symbols), but
they are not specifically identified.
In (d):The speaker is not referring to ,,this banana,'or"that banana" or "the banana you gave me.,' The
speaker is simply saying that s/he ate one banana. The
listener does not know nor need to know which specific
banana was eaten; it was simply one banana ouiof that
whole group of things in this world called bananas.
In (e) and (f): Some is often used with indefinite olural
count nouns and indefinite noncount nouns. In addition
to sonte, a speaker might use tano, afeut, seoeral, a lot
of, etc., with plural count nouns, or a littl.e, a lot of, erc.,
witlr noncount nouns. (See ChanT-4,p.32)

(e) I ate sonte bananas.

(f) I ate sorne .fi'uit.

IIII. USING THE: DEFINITE NOI.AIS

(g) Thank you for the banana, A noun is definite when both the speaker and the
listener are thinking about the same specific thing.
In (g):The speaker uses the because the listener knows
which specific banana the speaker is talking abour, i.e.,
that particular banana which the listener gave to the
speaker.

Notice that the is used with both singular and plural
count nouns and with noncount nouns.

(h) Thank you for the bananas.

(i) Thank you for the Jrutt.

*Usually alan is used, with a singular generic count noun. Examples:
A atindout is made of glass. A doctor heak sich people. Parents must gioe a child looe. A box has six sides. An a2tltle can be
red., green, or yelhw.
However, llre is sometimes used with a singular generic count noun (not a plural generic count noun, not a genenc
noncount noun). "Generic the,, is commonly used with, in particular:
(l) species of animals: The blue alhale is the largest mammal on earth.

The elephant is the largeu land mammal.
(2) inventions: lVho invented the telephone? the a;heet? the refrigerator? the airplane?

The con4tuter will play an increasinglg large role in all oJ our lfues.
(3) musical instruments: I'd like to learn m pla3t the piano.

Do you play the guitar?
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(a) The sun is bright today.
Please hand this book 16 the teacher
Please open the door.
Omar is is the kitchen

(b)

(c)

(d)

Yesterday I ssut some dogs. The dogs,,vs1s chasing
a tat. The 9at was chasing d mouse. The mouii
ran into a hole. The hole v77s very small.

coRREcr: Apples are my favorite fruit.
INC?RRECT: The apples are my favorite fruit.
C9RRECT: Gold is a metal.
INCaRRECT: The gold is a metal.

(e) connrcr: (1) I drove a car. I I drove the car.
(2) I drove that car
(3) I drove his car.

INCzRRECT: I drove car.

kThe is not used for the second mention of a generic noun. coMpARE:
(1) Wat color is a banana (generic noun)? ..4 banana (generic noun) is yellow.
(2) Joe ofJered me a banana (indefinite nown) or an apple. I chose the banana (definite noun).

GUIDELINE:IJse the when you know or assume
that your listener is familiar with and thinking about
the same specific thing or person you are talking about.

GUIDELINE: Use the for the second menrion of an
indefinite noun.* In (b): first mention = some dogs, a
cat, a mouse, a hole; second mention = the dogs, the
cat, the mouse, the hole,

GUIDELINE: Do Nor use the with a plural count
noun (e.g., apples) or a noncount noun (e.g., gold)
when you are making a generalization.

GUIDELINE: A singular counr noun (e.g., car) is
always preceded by:

(l) an article (alan or the)i ox
(2) thislthat; ox
(3) a possessive pronoun.

two, etc,
both
a couple of
a few
seaeral
man!
a number oJ

(d) no
somelany
a lot ofllots of
plenry of
most
all

(b)

USED WITH COTINT NOLTNS An expression of quantity
may precede a noun. Some
expressions of quantity are
used only with count nouns.
as in (a) and (b).

(a) one
each
eaery

one apple
each apple
eTrery apple

@*
@
@

tttso apples
both apples
a couple of apples
afeus apples
seoeral apples
,nany apples
a nuntber of apples

@
@
@

@
a
o

(c) a little
much
a great deal of

o
@
a

a little rice
rnuch rice
a g?'est deal of rice

Some are used only with
noncount nouns, as in (c7.

no apples
sotnelany apples
a lot ofllots of apples
plenty of apples
ntost apples
all apples

no rtce
sornetany rrce
a lot ofllots of rice
plenty of rice
tttost rtce
all rice

Some are used with both
count and noncount nouns.
as in (d).

*A = not used. For example, you can say ,,1 ate one apple"btttNor ,,1 ate one rice.,,

I  _ . . r c - * * - , .  . .  .
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a few

a little

*AJeut andfeus are used with plural count nouns. A tittte and, littte are used with noncount nouns.

(a) She has been here only two weeks, but she has
already made a fezo friends.
(Positive idea: Sfte has madc some friends.)

(b) I'm very pleased. I've been able to save a little
,a.oney this month.
(Positive idea: I haoe saaed some money instead of
spending all of it.)

A feus and a little* give a positive idea; they
indicate that something exists, is present, as in
(a) and (b).

(c) I feel sorry for her. She has (zsery) feu friends.
Q.{egative idea: Sfte does not have many friends; she
has almost no friends.)

(d) I have (ztery) little rnoney. I don't even have
enough money to buy food for dinner.
(Negative idea: I do not have much money: I have
almost no money.)

Feas and little (without a) give a negative idea;
they indicate that something is largely absent.

Very (+ feutllittlc) makes the negative
stronger, the number/amount smaller.

(a) connncr: A lot ofboofts are paperbacks,
(b) connecr: A lot of my books arc paperbacks.
(c) r,rrconnrcr: A lot books are paperbacks.

Some. expressions of quantiry (such as a lot of) always
contain oy| as in (a) and (b). See cRoup oNE below.

Sometimes o;f is used with an expression of quantity, as in
(d), and sometimes o;f is Nor used with rhe same
expression of quantity, as in (f ). See cRoup rrrrzo below.

O/is used with the expressions of quantity in cnouprrxro
when the noun is specific. A noun is specific when it is
preceded by:

l. my,John\ (or any possessive), as in (h).
2. this,that,these, or those, as in (i).
3. the, as in (j)

O/is Nor used with the expressions of quantity in cnou,p
r'no if the noun it modifies is nonspecific. In (k): The noun
boofts is nonspecific; ie., the speaker is not referring to"your books" or "these books', or ,,the books on that desk.',
The speaker is not referring to specific books, but to books
in general.

GROUP ONE: EX-PRESSIONS OF QUANTITY THAT ALITTAYS CONTAIN OF
a lot of a number of a majoritg of
lou of a great deal of plenty oj

GROUP T'O/O: EXPRESSIONS OF QUANTITY THAT SOMETIMES CONTAIN O]? AND SOMETIMES NOT

all (of) man! (gQ one (ofl both (ofl some (ofl
most (ol) much (ofl two (ofl ser.,eral- (ofl any (O
almost all (ofl a few (ofl three (ofl

(d) connncr: Many of my boohs are paperbacks.
(e) mconnrcr: Many my books are paperbacks.

(f) connecr: Many boohs are paperbacks.
(g) .INCoRRECT: Many of books are paperbacks.

a little (ofl erc.

(h) Many of my books are in English.
(i) Many of those books arc in English.
(j) Many of the books on rhat shelf are in English.

(k) Many books arc in English.
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(a) conxncr: All of the students in my class are here.
(b) connrcr: All the students in my class are here.

(c) coRRECT: All students must have an I.D. card.
(d) rNconnrcr: All of studew.s must have an I.D. card.

!{rhen a noun is specific (e.g., the students), using o;f
after all is optional as in (a) and (b).

!7hen a noun is nonspecifrc, o.f does Nor follow a//, as
in (c).

Similarly, using o;f after both is oprional when the noun
is specific, as in (e).
\il(rhen a noun is nonspecific, o./does Nor follow boflr,
as in (f) .

(e) I know both (ofl those nten.

(f) connrcr: I know both rnen.
(g) r,rrconrucr.' I know borh of men.

(a) One student was late to class.
(b) Each student has a schedule.
(c) Eztery student has a schedule.

One, each, ar'd eoery are followed immediately by
singular count nouns (never plural nouns, never
noncount nouns).

(d) One of the students was late to class.
(e) Each (one) of the students has a schedule.
(f) Eaery one ofthe students has a schedule.

One of, each of, and eoery one of are followed by
specific plural count nouns (never singular nouns;
never noncount nouns).

Eoety one (two words) is an expression of quantity; e.g., I haae read etsety one of those boohs.
Eoetyone (one word) is an indefinite pronoun; it has the same meaning as etserybody; e.g., EoeryonelEoerybody has a
schedule.

Note: Eacrr and etsery have essentially the same meanrng.
Each is used when the speaker is thinking of one person/thing at a time: Each stud.ent has a schedule, = Mary has a schedule.
Hiroshi has a schedule. Carlos has a schedule. Sabrina has a schedule. (etc.)
Eoety is used when the speaker means "all": Eaery student has a schedule. = All of the students hazse schedules.

I .
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] SINGULAR

PLURAL

(a) I  read,a booft. .  
. f f .was good.

( f )

f o )

(h )

(b) I read.sorz t books. 
,The!,were good.'--!-r

(c; t hke tea.Do You like tea too?

(d) John has a car. He d,riaes to work.

John works in my office. l pno* him wgil.
I talk ro hrm everv dav.

That book ig hers.
Yours ," over there.
arconR^ecr; That book is her's.

Your's is over there.

Q) Her bookisherc.
Ybur 6oop is over tlere.

( j) A bird ,r..r ils wings to fly.
(k) rrrlconnrcr: A bird uses ert wings to fly.

( I ) ft's cold today.
(m) 

Jhe Harbour Inn is my favorite old hotel.
oeett in business since 1933.

38

I
you
she, he, it

,/nne
your
hers, his, its

rnt, name
youf name
her, his, its name

outs
yours
thebs

our names
your names
their names

A pronoun is used in place of a noun. The noun it
refers to is called the "antecedent."

In (a): The pronoun dt refers to the antecedent noun
book.

A singular pronoun is used to refer to a singular noun,
as in (a). A plural pronoun is used to refer to a plural
noun, as in (b).

Sometimes the antecedent noun is understood. not
explicitly stated. In (c): f refers to the speaker, and
you rcfers to the person the speaker is talking to.

Subject pronouns are used as subjects of sentences, as
he in (d).

Object pronouns are used as the objects ofverbs, as in
(e), or as the objects of prepositions, as in (f).

Possessive pronouns are not followed immediatelv bv a
noun; they srand alone, as in (g).
In (h):Possessive pronouns do Nor take apostrophes.
(See Chart 7-2,p.31, for the use of apostiophes with
possessive nouns.)

Possessive adjectives are followed immediatelv bv a
noun; they do not stand alone.

coMpARE: Ils has No AposrRopus when it is used as a
possessive, as in (j).

.It's has an apostrophe when it is used as a contracdon
of it is, as in (l), ot it has when &as is part of the
present perfect tense, as in (m).

It's



( a )

(b)

(d)

A student walked into the room. Slre was looking
for the teacher.
A student walked into the room. IIe was lookine
for the teacher.

In (a) and (b): The pronouns refer to particular
individuals whose gender is known. The nouns are
not generic.

A student should always do lreb assignments.

A student should always do hts lher
assignments.
A student should always do his or her
assignments.

(e) Students should always do /fterr assignments.

A generic noun* does not refer to any person or thing
in particular; rather, it represents a whole group. In
(c);4 studenf is a generrb noun; rt reGrs to alry)one
who is a student.
tilfith a generic noun, a singular masculine pronoun
has been used traditionally, but many English speakers
now use both masculine and feminine pronouns to
refer to a singular generic noun, as in (d). The use of
both masculine and feminine pronouns can create
awkward-sounding sentences.

Problems with choosing masculine and/or feminine
pronouns can often be avoided by using a plural rather
than a singular generic noun, as in (e).

no onet'
nobody
nothing

INDEFINITE PRONOIJNS

eDeryone
ezterybody
everything

someone
somebody
something

anyone
anybody
anything

/ f \

(e)
(h)

Sontebodyleft his book on the desk.
Ezteryone has ftis or her own ideas.

INFORAiTAL:

Sontebodyleft theirbook on the desk.
Ez.teryone has tfterz own ideas.

*See Chart 7-7, p.34, Basic Article Usage.
**No one can also be written with a hwhen in British Enelish: No-one heard me.

A singular pronoun is used in formal English to refer
to an indefinite pronoun, as in (f) and (g). In everyday
informal English, a plural personal pronoun is often
used to refer to an indefinite pronoun, as in (h).

EXAMPLES OF COT I FCTN,T NOLINS

audience couple
class crowd
committee facubjt

(a)

(b)

My family is large. ft is composed
of nine members.

My family is loving and supportive.
They arc always ready to help me.

'When 
a collective noun refers to a single impersonal unit, a singular

gender-neutral pronoun (it,its) is used, as in (a).

When a collective noun refers to a collection of various individuals, a
plural pronoun (they, thern, their) is used, as in (b).*

family
government
group

publir
staff
team

*NorE: rVhen the collective noun refers to a collection of individuals, the verb may be either singular or plural: My family is ox

are loving and supportiae. A singular verb is generally preferred in American English. A plural verb is used more frequently in

British English, especially with the words gozternment or public. (American: The gotsernrnent is planning many changes.

British: The gooerntnent are planning many changes.)

. -
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SINGIII.AR

myself
yourself
herself, hbnself, itself, oneself

PLURAL

ourseloes

yourselzses

them"selzses

(a) I-arry was in the theater. ! 5aw hiftt
I talked to hirn.

(b) I saw myself jyl the mirror.
f looked at tnyself g$ a long time.

(c) ruconnrcz.. I saw meinthe mirror.

Compare (a) and (b): Usually an object pronoun is used as the
obje^ct of a verb or preposition, as hirn in (a). (See Chart g_1,
p .  38 . )

Areflexiae pronoun is used as the object ofa verb or preposition
when the subject of the sentence and the object are the same
person, as in (b).* I and myselfare the same person.

-Did someone fax the report to Mr. I_ee?
-Yes.
-Are you sure?

(d) -Yes. I rnyself faxed the report to him.
(e) -I faxed the report to him tnyself .

Reflexive pronouns are also used for emphasis. In (d): The
speaker would say "I myself" strongly, with emphasis.
The emphatic reflexive pronoun can immediately follow a noun
or pronoun, as in (d), or come at rhe end of the clause, as in (e).

(f) Anna lives bt herself. The expression by + a reflexizte pronoun means.,alone."
*sometimes, but relatively infrequently, an object pronoun is used as the object of a preposition even when the subfect andobject pronoun are the same person. Examples: I took my boohs with tnc. Bob brought his books with him. I looked aroundtne. She kept her son close m her'.

Anna drew a picture of herself .
All of the students drew pictures of themselves.

I
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(a) One should always be polite.
(b) How does one get to 5th Avenue from here?

(c) You should always be polite.
(d) How do you get to 5th Avenue from here?

In (a) and (b): One means "any person, people in general."
In (c) and (d): You means "any person, people in general."
One is much more formal than you. Impersonal you, rather
than one, is used more frequently in everyday English.

(e) One should take care of one's health.
(f) One should take care of ftrs health.
(g) One should take care of his or herhealth.

(h) - Did Ann lose her job?
- Yes. They firedt,er.

(i) - They mine graphite in Brazil, don't they?
- Yes. Brazil is one of the leading graphite

producers in the world.

Notice the pronouns that may be used in the same senrence to
refer back to one: (e) is gpical in British usage and formal
American usage. (f) is principally American usage. (g) is
stylistically awkward.

They is used as an impersonal pronoun in spoken or very
informal English to mean "some people or somebody.,'*
They has no stated antecedent. The antecedent is implied. In
(h): They = the people Ann worked for.

*In wriften or more formal English, the passive is generally preferred to the use of impersonal lfteyr
Active: They fired her. Active: They mine graphite in Brazil, donl they?
Passive: She wasfired. Passive: Graphite is minedin Brazil,isn'tit?

SINGUT-A.R another 6ooA (is) another (is)
PLURAL other books (are) others (arc)

I will be here for anothe'r three years.
I need another fiae dollars.
W'e drove snother ten tniles.

(d)

/'f\

ADJECTIVE PRONOUN Forms of otfter are used as either adjectives or pronouns.
Notice: A final -s is used only for a plural pronoun
(others).

SINGUI-AR the other &ooA (is) the other (is)
PLURAL the other Doo&s (are) the others (arc)

(a) The students in the class come from many
countries. One of the students is from Mexico.
Another student rs from kaq. Another r's from
Japan. Other students arefromBrazil. Others
are from Algeria.

The meaning of another: one more in addition to the
one(s) alreadg mentioned.
The meaning of other I others (without the): setteral
more in addition to the one(s) already mentioned.

@) I have three books. Two are mine. The other
book is yours. (The other is yours.)

(c) I have three books. One is mine. The other
boohs are yours. (The otheys are yours.)

The meaning of the other(s): all that remains from a
giuen number; the rest of a specific group.

Another is used as an adjective with expressions of time,
money, and distance, even if these expressions contain
plural nouns. Another means "an additional" in these
expressions.
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(a) \il(re write to each other every week.'We 
write ro one another everv week.

Each other and one another indicate a reciprocal
relationship.* In (a): I write to him every week, and

I he writes to me everv week.
l -

(b) Please write on ez;ery otherline.
I see her eaery other week.

Eoery other can give the idea of "alternate." In (b):
\tr7rite on the first line.
Do not write on the second line.
$/rite on the third line.
Do not write on the fourth line.

i (Etc.)

/ f )

(e)
No one knows my sectet othey tltan
No one knows my secret except (lbr)

(h) Fruit and vegetables are full of vitamins and
minerals. In other usords, they are good for you.

In (f): other than is usually used after a negative ro
mean "except." (g) has the same meaning.

In (h): In other usords is used to explain, usually in
simpler or clearer termi, the meaning of the preceding
sentence(s).

*In typical usage, each other and one another are interchangeable; there is no difference between *rem. Some nadve speakers,
however, use each otherwhen they are talking about only tvo persons or things, and, one anotherwhen there are more than two.
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The modal auxiliaries in English are ca?r, could, had better, rnay, rnight, n.ust, ought (to), shall,
should, u:ill, usould.

Modal auxiliaries generally express speakers'attitudes. For example, modals can express that a speaker
feels something is necessary, advisable, permissible, possible, or probable; and) in addition, they can convey
the strength of those attitudes.

Each modal has more than one meaning or use. See Chart 10-10. p. 54.for a summarv overview of modals.

BASIC

} {

(a)

I
\itu
He
She
It
Ve
Yotr
'fhet

MODALS

can do it.
could do it.
had better do it.
rnay do it.
might do it.
rnust do it.
ought to do it.
shall do it.
should do it.
u:ill do it.
usould do it.

Modals do not take a final -s, even when the subiect is she, he, or it.
coRRECT: She can do it.

TNCoRRECT.' She cars do it.

Modals are followed immediately by the simple f"rt" "f . t*b.
coRRECT: She can do it.

INC?RRECT: She can ro do it. / She can does it. / She can did it.

The only exception is ought, which is followed by an infinitive (to + the
simple form of a verb).

coRRECT: He ought to go to the meeting.

(b) rHnesar MoDALS
be able to do it

be going to cltt it

be supposed to do it

hazte to dtt it

haae got to do it

used to do it

Phrasal modals are common expressions whose meanings are similar to those
of some of the modal auxiliaries. For example: be able ro is similar to can;
be going lo is similar to u:ill.

An infinitive (to + the simple form of a aerb) is used in these similar
expressions.
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.\L{Y I

COL-I-D I

(a)

G)

May I (please) borcozu your
pen?
Could I bomotu your pen
(please)?

(c) Can I boryou: your pen?

*Might is also possible: Might I borrous your pen?
tnay I or could I.

Might I is quite formal and polite; it is used much less frequentlv than

May I and could f are used to request permission. They are
equally polite.*
Note in (b): In a polite request, could has a present or furure
meaning, not a past meaning.

Can I is used informally to request permission, especially if the
speaker is talking to someone s/he knows fairly well. Can I is
usually considered a little less polite than ntay I or could L

TYPICAL RESPONSES

Certainly. Yes, certainly.
Of course. Yes, of course.
Sure. (informal)

Often the response to a polite request is an action, such as a
nod or shake of the head, or a simple,.uh-huh."

COIJ'LD YOU

(a) Would you pass the salt (please)?
(b) Will you (please) pass the salt?

The meaning of usould you and usill you in a polite
request is the same. Would you is more common and is
often considered more polite. The degree of politeness,
however, is often determined by the speaker's tone of voice.

(c) Could you pass the salt (please)? Basically, could you and usould you have the same
meaning. The difference is slight:
Would you = Do you want to do this please?
Could you = Do you want to do this please, and is it
possible for you n do rhis?

Could you and u,tould yoz are equally polite.

(d) Can yoz (please)pass the salt?

TYPICAL RESPONSES

Yes, I'd (I would) be happy to/be glad to.
Certainly.
Sve. (informal)

Can you is often used informally. It usually sounds less
polite than could you or usould you.

A person usually responds in the affirmative to a polite
request. If a negative response is necessary, a person
might begin by saying "I'd like to, but . . . " (e.g., ,,I'd

like to pass the salt, but I can't reach it',).

(e) ruconnrcr: May you pass the salt? May is used only with I or zue in polite requests.

I
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ASKING PERMISSION

(a) Wotrld you mind if I closedthe window?
(b) Would you mind if I used the phone?

ryPICAL RESPONSES

\o, not at all/of course not.
\o, that would be fine.

.\SKI\IG SOMEONE TO DO SOMETHING

c) lYbuld yu mind closing the window?
.d) Excuse me. Would lott mind repeating thar?

T"I'PICAL RESPONSES

\o. I'd be happy to.
\ot at all. I'd be glad to.
Sure./Okay. (informal)

rSornetimes, in informal spoken English, the simple present is used: Vlould you mind if I close the windmts?
(Norr: The simple past does not refer to past time after uould gou rnind; it refers to present or future time. See Chart 20-3,
p. l0l, for more information.)

Notice in .(a): Would you rnind ryf f is followed by the simple
past.* The meaning in (a): May I close the windml? Is it all
right if I close the window? lVill it cause you any touble or
discomfort if I close the window?

Another typical response might be "unh-unh," meaning "no."

Notice in (c): Would you rnindis followed by -ing (a
gerund). The meaning in (c): / don't want to cause you any
trouble, but would you please close the window? W'ould that cause
you ang inconaenience?

The informal responses of "Sure" and "Okay" are common,
but are not logical: the speaker means "No, I wouldn't mind"
but seems to be saying "Yes, I would mind." Native speakers
understand that the response "Sure" or "Okay" in this
situation means that the speaker agrees to the request.

(f)

(a) All applicants rnust take an entrance exam.
(b) All applicants hazte to take an entrance exam.

(c) I'm looking for Sue. I haae to talh to her about
our lunch date tomorrow. I can't meet her for
lunch because I haae to go to a business meeting
at  1 :00 .

(d) uirhere's Sue? I ntust talh to her right away. I have
an urgent message for her.

I haz:e lo ("hafta") be home by eight.
He has to ("hasta") go to a meeting tonight.

I hazse got to go now. I have a class in ten
minutes.
I hatse /o go now. I have a class in ten minutes.

I hazse got to go ("I've gotta go/I gotta go") now.

PRESENT OT FUTURE

I hazse to I hazte got to lrnust study tonigl:lt.

PAST

I had to srzdy last night.

The idea ofpast necessity is expressed by had to.
There is no other past form for tnust (when it means
necessity) or haoe got to.

t'o)

(h)

( i )

Must and hazse to both express necessity.
In (a) and (b): It is necessary for every applicant to
take an entrance exam. There is no other choice. The
exam is required.

In everyday statements of necessiry haoe to is used
more commonly than tnust. Must is usually stronger
than haoe fo and can indicate urgency or stress
importance. In (c): The speaker is simply saying, "I

need to do th)s, and.I need to do that." In (d):The
speaker is strongly saytng, "This is very important!"

Note: ftooe lo is usually pronounced "hafta"; has to is
usually pronounced "hasta."

Hazse got lo also expresses the idea of necessity: (g)
and (h) have the same meaning. Haoe got to is
informal and is used primarily in spoken English.
Hazte to is used in both formal and informal English.

(Jsual pronunciation of got to is "gotta." Sometimes
haoe is dropped in speech: "I gotta do it."

(k)
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'  :.CK OF \ECESSITY

a Tomorrow is a holiday. Ve don't hazse to go ro
class.

r I can hear you. You don't haz:e to shout.*

\(fhen used in the negative, tlrust and hazte to have
different meanings.

:ROHIBITION

; You ,rtust not look in the closet. your birthoay
present is hidden there.

J. You rTtust not tell allyo1s my secret. Do vou
promise?

rnust not = prohibition (oo Nor Do rHrs!)
In (c): Do not look in the closet. I forbid it. Looking in
the closet is prohibited.

j Negative conrraction: rnustn't. (The first .,1,, is silent:
| "muss-ant.")

'l-ack of necessity may also be express ed by need not -t- the simple form of a tnrb: you needn,t shout, The ,", of ,."drr,,"s an auxiliary is chiefly British except in certain common expressions such as ,,you 
needn,t worry.,,

do not haae to = lack ofnecessiry
In (a): It is not necessary for us to go to class tomorrow
because it is a holiday.

Should and ought lo have the same meaninq: thev
express advisability. The meaning ranges in ,tr."git
from a suggesrion ("This is u good idea,') to a
statement about responsibility or duty (.,This is a very
important thing to do,'). In (a): ..This is a good idea.
This is my advice." In (b): .,This is an imp6rtant
responsibility."

Negative contraction: shouldn't.*

Ought lo is often pronounced ..otta', in informal
speaking.

In meaning, had better is close to should lought to,
blrt had better is usually srronger. Often had better
implies a warning or a threat of possible bad
consequences. In (e): Ifwe dbn't stop at a service
station, there will be a bad result. $(/e will run out of
gas.

Notes on the use of had better:
. It has a present or future meaning.
. It is followed by the simple form 

"of 
a verb.

. It is more common in speaking than writing.

Contraction: 'd better, as in (g).
Sometimes in speaking, had is dropped, as in (h).

Negative form: had better + not.

You should study harder.
Youought to study harder.
Drivercshould obey the speed limit.
Drivers ought to obey the speed limit.

Youshouldn't leazse your keys in the car.

. )  t ; ; "
watch TV instead.

The gas tank is almost empty. $(/e fta d better stop
at the next service station.
You had bettey take care of that cut on Vour hand
soon, or it will get infected.

Yotd better take care ofit.
Youbetter take care of it.

i) YouiC better not be late.

'Ought to is not commonly used in the negative.
'to) leaoe your keys in the car.

3 )

h'r
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b l

I had a test this morning. I didn,t do well on the
test because I didn't study for it last night. I
should haae studied last night.
Y9y were supposed to be here at l0 p.M.r but you
didn't come until midnight. Sfe were worried
about you. You should haae called us. (you did
not call.)

My back hurts. I should not hat;e carried that
heaqr box up two flights of stairs. (I carried the
box, and now I'm sorry.)
!7e went to a movie, but it was a waste of time and
money. Ve should not haae gone to the movie,

Past form: should hante I past participle.*

In (a): I should haue studied means that studying was a
good idea, but I didn't do it. I made a mistake.

. l \

u u D t 4 ^ c .
i _ _ _ _ - - _

I Usual pronunciation of should haoe:,,should_av,, or"should-a."

In (c): I should not haae carried means that I carried
something, but it turned out to be a bad idea. I made
a mistake.

Usual pronunciation of sfrould not ftaoe....shouldn't-av"
or "shouldn't-a."

I
'The past fotm of ought to is ought to haoe + past participle. (I ought to have studied.) It has the same meaning as the

:::: *: ir^:^:!o;^t:!:pas,t, 
sho.utd is used more commonly than ought to. Had better isused only rarely in apast form (e.g., He had better haoe tahen care of it) and usually only in speaking, not writing.

The game is supposed to begin at l0:00.
The committee,:s.vrppos'ed to cote by secret
ballot.

Be supposed to expresses the idea that someone (I,
we, they, the teacher, lots of people, my father, etc.)
expects something to happen. Be supposed lo often
expresses expectations about scheduled events, as in
(a), or correct procedures, as in (b).

/ , 1 )

r ;;" ""eo " " " a ;;L;;.,*. ;; o.,r--_- f"7""ra",.;;;;;;;,.J0..*r*; "0.* 
-

told me that he wants me to attend. ] behaviii.
The children are supposed to pttt autay rheir toyr i tr, (c) and (d): be supposedto gives the idea that iberore thev go to bei.- i ;;;;;;..0"..['rL?#;#;AJiU::fi* j

I behavior. iI behavior. i
I

L"* -"" '*r,""o r ."r, -. ;;;;;. r *."dJ l; ;;;;;r" t" rh, ;"<*",t*;;;;;;- 
-

rq!^ wsJ nuPPureu Lu cu.t me last nlgnt. I woncler i be suplrosed to in the past (waslwere supposed to)whv he didn't' i expresses untulfilled expectations. r" t.l'lrtJ*p1"rc. I\ L / ,  r u !  r P l d A s l  i

1 expected Jack to call, but he didn,t. ]
! -  _ _ -
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c )
,]\

Let's go to a movie.
Let's nol g'o to a movie.
Let's stay home instead.

ll'hy don't rDe go to a movie?
ll'hy don't you cottte around seven?
lVhy don't I gizte Mary a call?

(.fS Shall I open the window? Is that
okay with you?

(g) ShaU ute leante ar rwo? Is that okay?

(h) Let's go, shall zue ?
(i) Let 's go,okay?

Let's = let us. Let's is followed by the simple form of a verb.
Negative form: let's + not + simple oerb
The meaning of let's: "I have a suggestion for us."

Why don't is used primarily in spoken English to make a friendly
suggestion.

In (c): Why don't use go = let\ go.

In (d): I suggest that you come around seven.

In (e): Should I give Mary a call? Do you agree with my suggestion?

VIlVhen shall is used with f or use in a question, the speaker is usually
making a suggestion and asking another person if s/he agrees with
this suggestion. This use of shall is relatively formal and infrequent.

Sometimes "shall we?" is used as a tag question afret let's, as in (h).
More informally, "okay?" is used as a tag question, as in (i).

-ltVhat should we do tomorrow?
(a) Why don't we go on a picnic?
(b) We could go on a picnic.

-I'm haaing touble in math class.
(c) Yousftould talk to your teacher.
(d) Maybe yov should talh to your teacher.

-I'm having touble in math class.
(e) You could talk to your teacher. Or you could ask

Ann to help you with your math lessons. Or I
could try to help you.

Should gives definite advice. In (c), the speaker is
saying: "I believe it is important for you to do this.
This is what I recommend." In (d), the use of rnaybe
softens the strength of the advice.

Could offers suggestions or possibilities. In (e), the
speaker is saying: "I have some possible suggestions for
you. It is possible to do this. Or it is possible to do
that."*

-I failed vry) math class.
(f) Yousftould hazse talked to your teacher and

gotten some help from her during the term.

-I failed mt math class.
(g) Youcould hazse talhed to your teacher. Or you

could hazse asked Ann to help you with your
math. Or I could haae tried to help vou.

* Might (but not rnay) can also be used to make suggestions (You tnight talk n your teacher), but the use of could ts more

common.
**"Hindsight" refers to looking at something after it happens.

Could can be used to make suggestions. (a) and (b)
are similar in meaning: the speaker is suggesting a
picnic.

Should hazte gives "hin{sight advice."** In (f), the
speaker is saying: "It was important for you to talk to
the teacher, but you didn't do it. You made a mistake."

Could haoe offers "hindsight possibilities."** It (g)'
the speaker is saying: "You had the chance to do this
or that. It was possible for this or that to happen. You
missed some good opportunities."
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-W9 isn't John in class?
1007o sure: He rs sick.

less than 50Zo sure:

957o sure: He tnust be sick.

He may 6e sick.
He might be sick.
He could be sick.

, , :WJ isn,r John in class?'"' 
f;;,?ff 

';i3""i'f;*Y::"ll{l'.': in. crass everv
feal i -^  _^^r  -  l r_ last  n ight ,  he wasn,rfeeling good. So *ui.o 

rqol'rErrL' ne wasn't

todayli""";,ir,"i"i.'.il'J"il::;ll$1,,T.i"'.0
Il--!"),Tlr. speaker is safng, ..l.oUrUty;of_ 

i, ,i"t .-have evidence to make n
rnv lopicel .^h^r,.^:^_ , 

re belteve that he is sick. Thatmy I o gicar .on.r * i o,r, u u ; ffi ; rT:;: ri.'ili r",1rll
(b)

(d)

:Wy isnl John in class?
ne may be sick.
He might 6e sick.

!-e 
c.7uld be sick. (I don,t really know. He mav

,?i-1lh"T" watchingTV. H. ;ch,l; u;;;;,"tlrbrary. He could be out of town])

-Y:nU: (one word) is an adverb: Maybe he is sick.May be (two words) is a verb n ^, i, ^"i iZ7*n.

Harry is coughing and sneezing, blowing
, 

his nose, and running a fever.
He must have the flu.

-"Degree of certainw,,refers ro how.sure illrvnu, *"think the chances "i._t rut something is true.If we are sure somethinr

i:f J:;;i :#ili:i*1Ti\,tr',r ff,S!ti,,,
degree "f;;il",y ir'ido'").it 

that I am sure is true. Mv

{11r lxgress.es a strons ."ffipresenr situation, but th-t
uan 100%. 

: degree of certainty is still less

X:{;K:*,and, 
coutdexpress " *.Ji[,"" *

3".10")j J.l,and.(d): The 
lp:"r:, is saying, *t".r,ull

maybe,* possibly John isI .a,, ti,i,,r.;ffi;;;,iliif;.,'.,:- onlv making a suess.
(b), (c), and (d) have t}te: same meaning.

I
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(a) Sam doesn't want anything to eat. He r-szr'l
hungry. He told me his stomach is full. I heard
him say that he isn't hungry. I believe him.

(b) Sam couldn'tlcan't be hungry! That's
impossible! I just saw him eat a huge meal. He
has already eaten enough to hll two grown men'
Did he really say he'd like something to eat? I
don't believe it.

(c) Sam isn't eating his food. He rrir.s/ ttrtt be
hungry. That's the only reason I can think of.

(d) I don't know why Sam isn't eating his food' He

rnay notitnight not be hungry right now. Or
maybe he doesn't feel well. Or perhaps he ate iust
before he got here. Vy'ho knows?

PAST TIME: AFFIRMATI\E

-Why wasn't Mary in class?
(a) 1007o: She u.'as sick.

95oh: She rerasl haoe been sick.

She rrray hazte been sick.
S};'e might haae been sick.
She corrld hsoe been sick.

-Why didn't Sam eat?
(d) 1007o: Sam ron.sre'f hungrY.

In (a):The speaker is sure that Sam is not hungry.

In (b):The speaker believes that there is no possibility

that Sam is hungry (but the speaker is not 100%
sure). When used in the negative to show degree of
certainty, couldn't and can't forcefully express the
idea that the speaker believes something is impossible.

In (c):The speaker is expressing a logical conclusion, a
"best guess."

In (d): The speaker vses lnay notlrnight not to
mention a possibility.

In (a): The speaker is sure.

In (b): The speaker is making a logical conclusion,
€.8., "I saw Mary yesterday and found out that
she was sick. I assume that is the reason why she

was absent. I can't think of any other good

reason."

In (c):The speaker is mentioning one possibility.

In (d):The speaker is sure.

In (e):The speaker believes that it is impossible
for Sam to have been hungry.

In (f ) : The speaker is making a logical conclusion.

In (g): The speaker is mentioning one possibility.(f) 95Yo:

(g) less than 507o:

Sam coaldn't hsoe beenhungrY.
Sam calr'l haue been hungrY.

Sam rrrrr.sf not haoe been hungrY.

Sam rnay not haue beenhungrY.
Sam ntight not haoe beenhungrY.
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100%o sure: Kay "r:illdo well on the test.

907o sure: { KaY should 46 well on the test. I
t Kay ought to 4o well on the test.J

( She *ou 4o well on rhe resr. )
less than 50%o sure: { She miilrt 4o well on the test. }

( She.or14 4o well on the test. I

The speaker feels sure.

The speaker is almost sure.

+ The speaker is guessing.

(a) Kay has been studying hard. She should do I
ought to 4e well on the test tomorrow.

(b) I wonder why Sue hasn't written us. \7e should

?^fr1fr..^"""o 
I ought to hazse heat'd from her last

Should I ought to can be used to express
expectations about future events.
In (a): The speaker is saying, "Kay will probably do
well on the test. I expect her to do well. That is what
I think will happen."

The past form of should I ought lo is used to mean
that the speaker expected something that did not
occur.

i (a) Irt's just knock on.rhe.door lightly. Tom m^qy ,b.e sleeping. eight nozt)
(b) All of the lights in Ann's room are rurned ofl Sfr.l,J],1|t^ -;^:^,

(right now) 
*n s room are turned olr' she must be sleeping'

Sue wasn't at home last night when we went to visit her. St " n g7r1 Troon
been studying at the librarY.
Joe wasn't at home last night. He has a lot of exams coming up soon, and
he is also working on a rerm paper. He ntust hazte b.n, siuiyirg it the
library.

(c)

(d)

Progressive form, present time:
m o d a l + b e + - i n g

Meaning: in progress right now

Progressive form, past time:
modal + hazse been + -ing

Meaning: in progress at a time in
the bast
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(a) Tom is strong. He can hft that hear,y box.
(b) I can see Central Park from my apartment.

(c) Maria can play the piano. She's been taking lessons
for many years.

(d) You can buy a hammer at the hardware store.

COMPARE

(e) I'm not quite ready to go, but yo.u can leaae if
you're in a hurry. I'11 meet you later.

(f) \\4:ren you finish the test, yournay leaz;e.

(g) Dogs can bark, but they cannot I can't talk.

(h) Tom could lift the box, butl couldn't.

Can is used to express physical abiliry as in (a).

Can is frequently used with verbs of the five senses:
see, hear, feel, smell, taste, as in (b).

Canis used to express an acquired skill. In (c),can

Play = Pro*t how to play.

Caz is used to express possibility. In (d),you can buy
= it is possible for one to buy.

Can is used to give permission in informal
situations, as in (e). In formal situations, rnay rather
than can is usually used to give permission, as in (f).

Nesative fotm: cannot or cant't.

The past forrn of can meaning "ability" is could, as
in (h).
Negative = could not or couldn't.

Would can be used to express an action that was
repeated regularly in the past. 'When 

usould is used to
express this idea, it has the same meaning as used to
(habitual past).

(a) and (b) have the same meaning.

Used to expresses an habitual situation that existed in
the past, as in (c). In this case, usould may not be used
as an alternative. Would is used only for regularly
repeated actions in the past.

When I was a child, I would fake a flashlight

to bed with me so that I could read comic books

without my parents'knowing about it.

(c) | used to liae in California.
He used to be a Boy Scout.
They used to haae a Ford.

\ "  , \
, \  

' \ \r  \<(K
' \  

\ / , /
\, "'"

,rt/

(a) When I was a child, my father zttould read me a
story at night before bedtime.

(b) \ilhen I was a child, my farher used to read rr:1s g
story at night before bedtime.

I
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(a)

(b)

I usould rather go to a movie tonight than study
grammar.
i'd rather slzdy history than (study) biology'

-How much do you weigh?
I'd rather not tell Yort.

The movie was okay, butl tpould rather hazse

gone to the concert last night.

G) I'd rather be lying on a beach in India rJran (be)

sitting in class right now

Woutd rather expresses preference.

In (a): Notice that the simple form of a verb follows

both usould rathet and than.

In (b): If the verb is the same, it usually is not

repeated after than.

Contraction: I utould = I'd
Negative form; utould rather 1- not

The past form; usould rathet haoe * past partitiple

lJsual pronunciation: "I'd rather-av"

Progressive fotm: anuld rather + be + -ing

INCIRRECT: Janet will canhelp you tomorrow. A modal cannot be immediately fotlowed by another

modal. In (a):The modal rodll cannot be followed by

can, wlnidn is another modal.

A modal can, however, be followed by the phrasal

modals be ablc to and hatse lo. In (b):The modal az'll

is correct$ followed by the phrasal modal be able to'

(b) connrcr: Janet zaill be able lo help you

tomorrow.

It is also somedmes possible for one phrasal modal to

follow another phrasal modal. In (c): be going to is

followed by be able to.

(c) connrcr: Tom isn 't going to be able lo help you

tomorrow.
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AUXILIARY

had better

haae got m

will

PRESENT/FUTURE ]'AS-r

(1) polite request (oniy
with I or we)

May I borrozl your pen?

(2) formal permission You ntay leaae the room.

-Where's John?
He ntay be at the library.

(3) less than 50'/o
certainty

-lVhere's John?
He might be at the library.

He night haae been at the

tibrary.
( l)  less than 50%

certainty

MightI bot't'otts your pen?

I should sludy tonight.

She should do well on the test.
(future only, not present)

I should haae studiedlast
night, but I didn't.

She should hazse done well on
the test.

(2) polite reqvesL (rare)

( 1 )

Q)

advisability

,0"/" .."a"t"ay
(expectation)

I ought to study tonight. I ought to haoe studiedlast
night, but I didn't.

(1) advisability

She ought to do well on the Slre ought to hsae done well on
tesL. (Juture onlg,not present) the test.

Yow had bettet'be on time, or
we will leave without you.

(1) advisability with
threat ofbad result

Class rb supposed to begin at
10 :00 .

Class aras supposed to begin
at l0:00, but it didn't begin until
1 0 :  I  5 .

(2) untulfilled
expectation

(l) strong necessity I tnust go to class today. (I had to goto class yesterday.)

You rnust not oper' that door.

Mary tnust haoe beensick
yesterday.

(3) 95% certainty Mary isn't in class. She zusl
be sick. (present only)

I haae to go to class today. I I had to go to class yesterday.

I didn't haz:e to go to class
yesterday.

I don't haz:e to go to class
today.

I haz.te got to go to class today. (l had to go to class yesterday.)(l) necessity

He u:ill be here at 6:00.
(future only)

(l) 100% certainty

(2) willingness -The phone's ringing.
I'll get it.

Willyou please pcss the salt?(3) polite request

I
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AIJXILIARY USES PRESENT/FUTURE PAST

I be going to

I

(1) 100% certainty
(prediction)

He is going to behere at 6:00.
(future onlg)

(2) definite plan
(intenion)

I'nt going to paint my
bedroom. (future onlt)

(3) unfulfilled intention I ztsas going to paint my room,
but I didn't have time.

can

l

l

i

(l) ability/possibiliry I can run fast. I could run fast when I was a
child, but now I can't.

(2) informal permission Yow can rse my car tomorrow.

(3) informal polite
request

Can I borrous your pen?

(4) impossibility
(negatiae only)

That can't be true! That can't hazte been tru,et

couM

i

I

i

(1) past abiliry I could yun fasL when I was a
child.

(2) polite request Could I borroul your pen?
Could you help me?

(3) suggestion
(ffirmatite only)

-I need help in math.
You could talk to your teacher.

You could haae talked to your
teacher.

(4) less than 50%o
certainty

-lX/here\ John?
He could 6e at home.

He could hante been at home.

(5) impossibility
(negatizte only)

T}i^at couldn't be tr:uel T}rat couldn't hazse been trtel

' 
be able to (1) ability I atn sble to help you. I u;ill

be able to help yo:u.
I zuas able to help him.

would (l) pol i te request Would you please pass the salt?
Would yow tnind if I left earlv?

(2) preference I zuould rather go to the park
than sloy home.

I uould rather hatse gone to
the park.

(3) repeated action in
the past

$7hen I was a child, I ztsould
ztisit my grandparents every
weekend.

(4) polite for "want"

(with like)
I u;ould lihe an apple, please.

(5) unfulfilled wish I uould haae lihed a cookie,
but there were none in the house.

used to (l) repeated action in
the past

I used to aisit my grandparents
every weekend.

(2) past situation that no
longer exists

I used to liae in Spain. Now I
live in Korea.

shall (1) polite question to
make a suggestion

Shall I open rlne window?

(2) future with "I" or
"we" as subiect

I shall arrizte at nine.
(will = more common)

Notn: LJse of modals in reported speech is discussed in Chart l2-7,p.65. Use of modals in conditional sentences ls
discussed in Chapter 20.

r-"
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ACTI\,'E: (a) Mary helped the boy.

subject verb
PASSI!'E: @16) E.6;;; h;e"i- by Mary.

In the passive, the object of an active verb becomes t&e
subject of the passive verb: the boy in (a) becomes the
subject ofthe passive verb in (b).

Notice that the subject of an active verb follows by in
a passive sentence. The noun that follows by is called
t1re "agent." In (b): Mary is the agent.
(a) and (b) have the same meaning.

ACTIV'E: (c) An accident happened.
PASSTvE: (d) (none)

Only transitive verbs (verbs that can be followed by an
object) are used in the passive. It is not possible to
use intransitive verbs (such as happen, sleep, come, seem)
in the passive. (See Appendix Chart A-1, p. al.)

Form of the passive: be + past participle

simple present
present proSresstoe
present perfect*

simple past
past progressrue

past perfect*

simple future*
be going to

future perfect*

ACTI\iE

Mary helps
Mary rs helping
Mary ftas helped
Mary hellted
Mary aras helping
Mary had helped
Mary zt:ill help
Mary is going to help
Maty u:ill haoe helped

PASSI\'E

The boy rb
The boy is being
The boy has been
The boy zoas
The boy usas being
The boy had been
The boy uill be
The boy is going to be
The boy ttsill haoe been

helped by Mary.
helped by Mary.
helped by Mary.
helped by Mary.
helped by Mary.

helped by Mary.

helped by Mary.

helped by Mary.
helped by Mary.

the boy.
the boy.
the boy.
the boy.
the boy.
the boy.

the boy.
the boy.
the boy.

(f)
(e)

Was tlrcboy helped by Mary?
Is the boy being helped by Mary?
.Has the boy been helped by Mary?

In the question form ofpassive verbs, an auxiliary
verb precedes the subject. (See Appendix Chart B-1,
p. A5, for information about question forms.)

rThe progressive forms of the present perfect, past perfect, future, and future petfect are very rarely used in the passive.

I
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(d)

(a) Rice is groznn in India.
(b) Our house arcs built in 1990.
(c) This olive oil usas irnported from

Crete.

Life on the Mississippi zaas usritten
by MarkTwain.

(e) My a:unt ntade this rug. (acrizte)

(f) This rug zrlos tnade by my aunr.
That rug ztsas nrade by my mother.

If the speaker knows who performs an action, usually the active is
used, as in (e).

Usually the passive is used without a 6y-phrase. The passive is mosr
frequently used when it is not known 6..rot i*po.tant to know
exactly who performs an action.

fn 
(a): Rice is grown in India by people, by farmers, by someone. Itis not known or important to know exacilywho grows rice in India.

(a)_, (b), and (c) illustrate rhe most common use of the passive, i.e.,
without the 6y-phrase.

The 6y-phrase is included only if it is important to know who
performs an action, as in (d), where by i4arkTu:ainis important
information.

Sometimes, even when the speaker knows who performs an action,
s'/he chooses to use rhe passive with the Dy-phraie because s/rre wants
to focus attention on the subject ofa senience. In (f),The fo".rs oi
attention is on two rugs.

I .O.  D.O.

(a) Someone g r, 
-frii} 

il;A
(b) Mrs. Lee was given an award.

D.O.  I .O.

(c) Someone gave an szrsard 
'to 

Mrs. Lee.'
(d) An ausard was given to Mrs.6e.

*The omission of lo is more common in British English than American English: A;r;;;r*ir* Mr, ,rr.

t.o. = indirect object;o,o. = direct object
Either an_indirect object or a direct object may become the
subject of a passive sentence.
(a), (b), (c), and (d) have the same meaning.

Notice in (d): !(4ten the direct object becomes the subject, to is
usually kept in front of the indirect obiecr.*
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THE PASSIVE FORIT: modal* + be + past participle

(a)
(b)
(c )
(d)

( f )
t 'o)

(h)

Tom
The window
Children

This book
This letter
Mary
Fred

uill
can't

should
May I

had bettey
ought to

has to
is supposed to

inaited
opened.
taught
excused
retuyned
sent
told
told

be
be
be
be
be
be
be
be

to the picnic.

to respect their elders.
from class?
to the library before Friday.
before June lst.
about our change in plans.
about the meeting.

THE PAST:PASSM FOR.UL: modal * haoe been + past participle

(i) The letter
( t) This house
(k) Jack

should haae been
rttust haoe been

ought to haae been

sent last week.
built over 200 years ago.
inz-tited to the party.

*See Chapters 9 and l0 for a discussion of the form, meaning, and use of modals and phrasal modals.

( a ) The door is o/d.
(b) The door is green.
(c) The door is loched.

( d )
( e )
( f )

I locked the door five minutes ago.
The door was locked by me five minutes ago.
Now the door rs locked.

rJ(rhen the passive form is used to describe an existing
situation or state, as in (c), (f), and (i), it is called the"stative passive." In the stative passive:

. no action is taking place; the action happened
earlier.
there is no 6y-phrase.

. the past participle functions as an adjective.

Prepositions other than by can follow stative passive
verbs. (See Chart 1l-6, p. 59.)

(m) through (p) are examples of idiomatic usage
of the passive form in common, everyday English.
These sentences have no equivalent active sentences.

( g ) Ann broke the window yesterday.
(h) The window was broken by Ann.
( i ) Now the window is broken.

I arn interested izr Chinese art.
He is satisfied u:ith his job.
Ann rc married /o Alex.

( ' )
( k )
( l )

(m)
( n )
( o )
( p )

don't know where I am. I ant lost.
can't find my purse. h is gone.
antfinished tuith my wotk.
am done aity'r my work.

I

In (a) and (b): old and green are adjectives. They
describe the door. In (c): Iocked is a past participle. Ir
is used as an adjective. It describes the door.
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(a) I'm interested dn Greek culture.
(b) Het wonied aboutlosing his job.

Many stative passive verbs are followed by prepositions
other than by.

COMMON STATIVE PASSIVE \'ERBS +

be accustomed to
be acquainted with
be addicted to
be annoyed with, by
be associated with

be bored with, by

be cluttered zpith
be composed of
be concerned about
be connected to
be coordinated zuith
be coaered with
be crowded with

be dedicated to
be deztoted to
be disappointed in, with
b e disuiminated against
be diztorced from
be done with
be dressed in

PREPOSITIONS

be engaged to
be equipped with
be excited about
be exhaustedfrom
be exposed to

be filled with
be finished with
be frightened of, by

be gone from

be interested in
be involued in

be known for

be limited to
be located in

be made of
be married to

be opposed to

be pleased with
be prepared for
be protected from
be prooided with

be quaffied for

be related to
be remembered for

be satisfied with
be scared of, by

be tenified of, by
be tired of,from

be worried about

John's bald head is protected from
the hot sun when he wears his hat.
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GET + ADJECTIW
(a) I'm getting hungry. Let's eat soon.
(b) You shouldn't eat so much.Yot'll get fat.
(c) I stopped working because I got sleepy.

GET + PAST PARTICIPLE

(d) I stopped working because I got tired.
(e) They are getting rnarried next month.
(f) I Srot usorried because he was two hours late'

*Some of the common adiectives that follow gel are

angfy

anxious
bald
better
bis
busy

chilb

cold
dark
dizzy
empa

fat
fua
good

heaz.:y
hot

hungry

late

light
mad
nervous

old
rich

sick
sleepy
tall

thirsty

uJarm
well
wet
wofse

Get rnay be followed by certain adiectives.* Ge! gives the
idea of change - the idea of becoming, beginning to be,
growing to be.

ln (a): I'rn getting hungry = I wasn't hungry before, but

now I'm beginning to be hungry.

Get may also be followed by a past participle. The past
participle functions as an adiective; it describes the subiect.

The passive wirh get is common in spoken English, but is
often not appropriate in formal writing.

(a)

(b)

-The problem confuses the students.
It is a confusing Problem.

-The students are confused by the problem.
They are confused students.

-The story amuses the children.
Itis an arnusing story.

-The children are amused by the story.
They are antused children.

Ttre present participle serves as an adiective with an active

meaning. The noun it modifies performs an action. In (a):

The noun problern does something; it confuses. Thus, it is

described as a "confusing problem."

The past participle sewes as an adiective with a passive

meaning. In (b): The students are confused by something.
Thus. thev are described as "confused students."

In (c): The noun stort performs the action.

l
In (d): The nottn children receives the action.

(c)

(d)
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independent clause

Sue lives in Tokyo.
independent clause

(b) tl7here does Sue live?

dependent clause

(c) where Sue lives

indep. cl. dependent cl.

(d) I know where Sue lioes.

noun pnrase

(e) I/rs slory was interesting.

noun clause

(f) What he said was interesting.

noun phrase

I heard his story.

noun clause

I heard zuhat he said.

noun phrase

(i) I listened to his story.

noun clause

( j) I listened to ushot he said.

*Aphrase is a group ofwords that does Not contain a subiect and a verb.

**See Appendix Unit B for more information about question words and question forms.

(a )

(g)

(h)

A clause is a group of words containing a subject and a verb.*

An independent clause (or main clause) is a complete sentence. It contains
the main subject and verb of a sentence. Examples (a) and (b) are
complete sentences. (a) is a statement, and (b) is a question.

A dependent clause (or subordinau clause) is not a complete sentence. It must
be connected to an independent clause. Example (c) is a dependent clause.

Example (d) is a complete sentence. It has an independent clause with the
main subject (I) and verb (knous) of f}re sentence. Where Sue lizses is a
dependent clause connected to an independent clause. Where Sue lhses is
called a noun clause.

Anoun phrase is used as a subiect or an obiect.

A,noun chuseis used as a subject or an obiect. In other words' a noun clause
is used in the same ways as a noun phrase.

In (e): Ifts sfory is a noun phrase. It is used as the subject of the sentence'
In (f ) : What he said is a noun clause. It is used as the subject of the
sentence. The noun clause has its own subiect (he) andverb (said).

In (g): ftls sfory is a noun phrase. It is used as the object ofthe verb heard.

ln (h): u;hat he said is a noun clause. It is used as the obiect of the verb
heard.

In ( i ) : ftrs slor6l is a noun phrase. It is used as the obiect of the preposition fo.

In ( j): uhat he saidis a noun clause. It is used as the object of the
preposition to.
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QL-ESTION

!7here does she live?
What did he say?'
When do they arrive?

S V

\Vho lives there?
What happened?
Who is at the door?

v s
Who is she?
Who are those men?
Whose house is that?

\{4rat did she say?
Vhat should they do?

Sally wants to know
where this bus goes.

I

NOTIN CI-AUSE

(a) I don't l<now ushere she lhses.
(b) I couldn'thear uhat he said.
(c) Do you know uhen they arrioe?

In (a): ushere she lizses is the object of the
verb knoas. In a noun clause, the subject
precedes the verb. Do not use question word
order in a noun clause.
Notice: does, did, and do are used in
questions, but not in noun clauses. See
Appendix Unit B for more information about
question words and question forms.

S V
(d) I don't know[Z] Ti] ther..
(e) Please tell me uhat happened.
(f) I wonder uho is at the door.

In (d): The word order is the same in both the
question and the noun clause because a)ho is
the subject in both.

s v
(g) I don't krro* *noTiJTJ,
(h) I don't l<now uho those nten are.
(i) I wonder u,shose house that is.

In (g): she is the subject of the question, so it is
placed in front of the verb be in the noun
clause.*

(j) What she said surprised me.
(k) What they should do is obvious.

In (j): What she said is the subiect of the
sentence. Notice in (k): A noun clause subiect
takes a singular verb (e.g., is).

*coMpARE: lVho is at the door? = asho is the subiect of the ouestion
lN/ho are those men? = those tnen is rhe subject of the question, so be is plural.
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YES/NO QUESTION

\trfill she come?

Does he need help?

NOUN CI-AUSE

(a) I don't V.now u:hether she z.oill cotne.
I don't b,aow if she ztill cotne.

(b) I wonder ushether he needs help.
I wonder if he needs help.

'When 
a yes/no question is changed to a

noun clause, ushether or r3f is used to
introduce the clause.
(Note: Whether is more acceptable in
formal English, but r/is quite commonly
used, especially in speaking.)

(c) I wonder zthether oy not she will come.
(d) I wonder ushethey she will corrre or not.
(e) I wonder f she will come or not.

In (c), (d), and (e): Notice the patterns
when or zol is used.

(f) Whether she contes or not is
unimportant to me.

In (f): Notice that the noun clause is in the
subject position.

(a)
(b)

(d)

(e )
/ f \

(o)

(h)

I don't l<now zuhat I should do.
I don't l<now ushat to do.

Pam can't decide whether she shLttrld go 01" stLt-\' ltonte .
Pam can't decide uthether to go or (to1 stay honte.
Please tell me hou: I can get to the bus stLttion.
Please tell me hous to get to the bus station.

Jim told us uhere tae could find it.
Jim told ts u,shere to find it.

Question words (ashen, anhere, hoas, utho, ushorn,
ushose, athat, u,thich) and ushether may be
followed by an infinitive.

Each pair of sentences in the examples has the same
meaning. Notice that the meaning expressed by the
infinitive is either should or canlcould.

STATEMENT

He is a good actor.

The world is round.

She doesn't
understand spoken
English.

The world is round.

(d)

(e )

/ f )

(e)

That she doesn't understand spoken English
is obvious.
.It is obvious (that) she dttesn't understcmd
s1:�oken English.

That the uorld is rountl is a facr..
ft is a fact that the uorld is rotmd.

NOLTN CL-{USE

(a) I think thot he is a good actor.
(b) I think he is o good actctr.

(c) We L<now (that) the uorld is round.

In (a): that he is a good actoris a noun
clause. It is used as the object ofthe verb
think.
The word that, when it introduces a noun
clause, has no meaning in itself. It simply
marks the beginning of the clause.
Frequently it is omitted, as in (b),
especially in speaking. (Ifused in
speaking, it is unstressed.)

In (d): The noun clause (That she
doesn't understand spoken English) is
the subject of tlre sentence.The word that
is not omitted when it introduces a noun
clause used as the subject of a sentence, as
in (d) and (f ) .
More commonly, the word dt functions as
the subject and the noun clause is placed
at the end of the sentence, as in (e) and (g).
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Quoted,speech refers to reproducing words exactly as they were originally spoken.*
Quotation marks (". . .") are used.**

QUOTING ONE SENTENCE

(a) She said, "My brother is a student.,,

(b) "My brother is a studentr,' she said.

(c) "My brotherr" she said, ,.2's a student.,'

In (a): Use a comma after she said. Capitalize the first word of
the quoted sentence. Put the final quotation marks outside tlle
period at the end of the sentence.
In (b): Use a comma, not a period, at the end of the quoted
sentence when it precedes she said.
In (c): Ifthe quoted senrence is divided by she said, tuse a
comma after the first part of the quote. Do not capitalize the
first word after she said.

QUOTING MORE THAN ONE SENTENCE
(d) 'My brother is a student. He is attending

a universityr" she said.
(e) "My brother is a student." she said."fiIe is attending a univeisity.',

In (d): Quotation marks are placed at the beginning and end of
the complete quote. Notice: There "r. ,ro qrlot"tion marks
after student.

In (e): If sle said comes between two quoted sentences, the
second sentence begins with quotation marks and a capital lefter.

QUOTING A QIJ'ESTION OR AN EXCI-{MATION

(f) She asked, "When will you be here?"
(g) "Vy'hen will you be here?r, she asked.
(h) She said, "Watch out!',

In (f): The question mark is inside the quotarion marks.
In (g): If a question mark is used, no comma is used before sfte
asked.

In (h): The exclamation point is inside the quotation marks.

(i) "My brother is a studenr,', said Anna."My brotherr" said Anna,,.is a student.',

(j) "I-et's leaver" zlhispered Dave.
(k) "Please help mer" begged the unfortunate

man.
(l) "$(rell," 

Jack began,..it's a long story.',

Say and ask are the most commonly used quote verbs. Some
others: add, agree, announce, ansuer, beg, begin, commenr,
complain, confess, continue, explain, inquire, promise, remark, reply,
respond, shout, suggest, whisper.

In (i):The noun subject (Anna) follows said. A noun subject
often follows the verb when the subject and verb come in the
middle or ar the end of a quoted sentence. (Note: A pronoun
subject almost always precedes the verb.Very rare: ,,i4y brother,s
a srudentr" said she.)

t

*Quoted speech is also called "direct speech." Reported speecl (discussed in Chart l2-7,p.65) is also called.,indirect
speech."

**In British English, quotation marks are called "inverted 
commas" and can consist of either double marks (..) or a single

mark ('): She said,'My brother is a student.,

"What's 
wrong, Officer?" I asked.

"Was I speeding?"
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QUOTED SPEECH
( a ) 

"I ztatch TY every day." +
(b) "I am zoatchingTY." +
( c ) 

"I haae watchedTY.)' +
(d) "I zuatchedTY." +
( e ) 

"I had watchedTY." +
(f ) 

"I will watchTY." +
(g) "I am going to watchTY." +
(h) "I can zaatchTY." +
( i ) 

"I may zaatchTY.r! +
( i)  

- I  must watchTY." +
(k) "I have to zaatchT'\." i

REPORTED SPEECH

She said she usatchedTV every day.
She said she rras usatchingTY.
She said she had ztsatchedTY.
She said she had usatchedTY.
She said she had zpatchedTY.
She said she u,sould uatchTY.
She said she zlas going to usatchTY.
She said stre could usatchTY.
She said she rnight zuotch TY.
She said she had to usatchTY.
She said she had to usatchTY.

Reported speech refers to using a
noun clause to report what
someone has said. No quotation
marks are used.

If the reporting verb (the main
verb of the sentence, e.9., said) is
simple past, the verb in the noun
clause will usually also be in a
past form, as in the examples.

"I should watchTY."
"I ought to watchTY."
"I might watchTY."

J She said she should ztsatchTY.
She said she ought to zaatchTY.
She said she rnight zoatchTY.

In (l): should, ought to, and
rnight do not change to a past
form.

Changing verbs to past forms in
reported speech is common in both
speaking and writing. However,
sometimes in spoken English, no
change is made in the noun clause
verb, especially if the speaker is
reponing something immediately
or soon after it was said.

Immediate reporting:
-\i(rhat did the teacher just say? I didn't hear him.
-He said he zoants us to read Chapter Six.

Later reporting:
-I didn't go to class yesterday. Did Mr. Jones make any assignments?
-Yes. He said he utanted us to read Chapter Six.

(o) "The world rs round." - She said the world rc round. Also, sometimes the present tense
is retained even in formal English
when the reported sentence deals
with a general truth, as in (o).

(p) "I watchTY every day." - She says she usatchesTY every day. I \7hen the reporting verb is simple
(q) "I zoatchTY every day." + She ftas said that she zpctcftesTV every day. I present, present perfect, or
( r ) 

"I watchTY every day." - She zrrrTl say that she utatchesTY every day. | future, the noun clause verb is

(s) "WatchTtl ." + She fold me to usatchTY.* In reported speech, an imperative
sentence is changed to an
infinitive. Zbll is used instead of
scy as the reporting verb. See
Chan l4-7, p.77, fot other verbs
followed by an infinitive that are
used to report speech.

*Norn: 7bll is immediately followed by a (pro)noun obiect, but scy is not: He mld rne he would be late. He said he would be
late. Also oossible: He said to nte he would be late.

8 ' . , . _ , , . ' *
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(a) The teacher detnands rhat we be on time.
(b) I insisted that he pay me the money.
(c) I recotnrnended that she not go to the concert.
(d) ft rs hnportant that they be told the truth.

(e) I saggested that she see a doctor.
(f) I szggested that she should see a doctor.

coMMoN'V'ERBS AND EXPRESSIONS FoLLor(/ED By rHE suBruNCTI\aE IN A NouN CI_AUSE
adaise (that)
ask (that)
demand (thar)
insist (that)

propose (that)
recommend (that)
request (that)
suggest (that)

it is essential (that)
it is imperatiz.te (that)
it is important (rhat)

it is uitical (that)
it is necessary (that)
it is aital (that)

In British English, should + sim\le form is mote
*The subfunctive is more common in American English than British English.
usual than the subjunctive: The teacher insists thtt we should be on time.

A subjunctive verb uses the simple form of a verb. It
does not have present, past, or future forms; it is neither
singular nor plural. Sentences with subjunctive verbs
generally stress importance or urgenct. A subjunctive verb
is used in lfrar-clauses that follow the verbs and
expressions listed below. In (a): be is a subjunctive verb;
its subject is roe. In (b): pay (tot pays, not paidl ts a
subl'unctive verb; it is in its simple form, even though its
subiect (fte) is singular.
Negative: not + simple form, as in (c).
Passive: simple form of be + pasr participle, as in (d).

Should is also possible after suggest and
teconartend.*

The following -eoer words give the idea of "any." Each pair of sentences in the examples has the same meaning.

(a) Whoezser wants to come is welcome.
An.\,one zolro wants to come is welcome.

(b) He makes friends easily with usho(tn)ez.ter he meets.*
He makes friends easily with tur\tone ,clto(nr) he meets.

(c) He always says u,shatezter comes into his mind.
He always says ar1,-rhing r/r.tr comes into his mind.

(d) There are four good programs on TV at eight o,clock. W.e can
watch u;hichez)er progrant (u.:hichezser one) you prefer.
S7e can watch iznl of the four progrants r.J.tat you prefei.

wheneaer (e) You may leave usheneaer you wish.
You may leave ar any time thdt you wish.

whereaer (f) She can go zuhereaer she wanrs ro go.
She can go ar1t'pl,tce r/r.rr she *unG to go.

howeaer (g) The students may dress houseoey they please.
The students may dress in an.\, zaa,v thar they please.

rln (b): ztshonteoer is the obiect of the verb tneets. ln American English, ushortteoer is rare and 1r.ry fo.-"IJ.,
British English, zt'shoeoer (not uhornetser) is used as the object form: He makes friends easily with whoever he meets.

whoeaer

who(m)ever

zuhatezter

zphicherser

I
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CIAUSE:

INDEPENDENT CLAUSE:

DEPENDENT CI-AUSE:

ADIECTI\,'E CI-AUSE:

ADIECTIVE CI-AUSE
PRONOUNS:

A clause is a group ofwords containing a subject and a verb.

An independent clause is a complete sentence. It contains the main subject and verb
of a sentence. (It is also called "a main clause.")

A dependent clause is not a complete sentence. It must be connected to an independent
clause.

An adjectfue clause is a dependent clause that modifies a noun. It describes, identifies, or
gives further information about a noun. (An adfective clause is also called "a relative
clause.")

An adjective clause uses pronouns to connect the dependent clause to the independent
clause. The adjectiae clause pronouns are who, whom, whirh, that, and whose. (Adjective
clause pronouns are also called "relative pronouns.")

I thanked the woman.
Sfte helped me.

(a) I thanked the woman *-ho hdprd rrn.
(b) I thanked the woman that helped me.

The book is mine.
It is on the table.

Y

(c) The book u;hich is on the rrzDle is mine.
(d) The book that is on rhe la&/e is mine.

(e) nrconne'cr: The book is mine that is on the table.

In (a): f thanked the usornan = an independent
clause; u:ho helped r/te = an adjective clause.
The adiective clause modifies the noun u)ornan.

In (a); usho is the subject of the adjective clause.
In (b): that is the subject of tlie adjective clause.
Note: (a) and (b) have the same meaning.

(c) and (d) have the same meaning.

usho = used for people
a,thich = used for things
that = used for both people and things

An adiective clause closelv follows the noun it modifies.

I"-
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(a) The man
(b) The man
(c) The man

The man was Mr. Jones.
I saw hitn.

j-
toho(rn) I saw was Mr.Jones.
that I saw was Mr. Jones.
O l sazrr was Mr. Jones.

The movie wasn't very good.
\trfe saw r7 last night.

f-
us_hich we saw last night wasn,t very good.
t!"t zre saw last night wasn,t very good.
O ue saw last night wasn,t very good.

(d)

( f )

Ttre movie
The movie
The movie

(g) rNcoRREcr..The man
The man
The man

who(m) I saw him was Mr. Jones.
that I saw him was Mr. Jones.
I saw him was Mr. Jones.

Notice in dre examples: The adiective clause
pronouns are placed at the beginning ofthe clause.

In (a): usho is usually used instead of ushotn.
especially in speaking. Whotn is generally usid
only in very formal English.

In (c) and (f): An object pronoun is often omitted
from an adjective clause. (A subject pronoun,
however, may not be omitted.)

afio(m) = used for people
u;hich = used for things
that = used for both people and things

In (g): The pronoun hirn mtst be removed. It is
unnecessary because who(m), that, or O functions
as the object ofthe verb saar.

(a) She is the woman
(b) She is the woman
(c) She is the woman
(d) She is the woman

She is the woman.
I told you about her.

about u:htm I tolcl yott-
u:ho(m) I nld you about.
that I told you about.
O I nld you about.

(e) The music
(f) The music
(g) The music
(h) The music

The music was good.
\07e listened to r'l last night.

J-
to tt:hich we listened last night
zthich we listened to last night
thot we listened to last night
O we listened to last night

was good.
was good.
was good.
was good.

*1,\.coRREcr.' She is the woman about who I told you.
INCaRRECT: The music to that we listened last night was good.
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In very formal English, the preposition
comes at the beginning of the adjective
clause, as in (a) and (e). Usually, however,
in everyday usage, the preposition comes
after the subject and verb ofthe adiective
clause, as in the other examoles.

Note: If the preposition comes at the
beginning of the adjective clause, onlv
uthorn or ashich may be used. A
preposition is never immediately followed
by that or usho.x

I



(a) usuAr-: I like the people u;ho live next to me.
LEss usuAr-: I like the people that liae next to me.

(b) usuAl: I like books that haae good plots.
LESS usuAl: I like books u;hich haae good plots.

(c) usuAr-: I liked the people @ I met lasr night.
(d) usuAl: I liked the book O I read last week.

*See chart 13-10, p. zl, for patterns of pronoun usage when an adjective "lurrr. ,.oJroloil"l

In everyday informal usage, often one adiective clause
pattern is used more commonly than another.* In (a):
As a subject pronoun, uho is more commo n than that.

In (b): As a subject pronoun, that is more common than
ushich.

In (c). and. (d): Object pronouns are commonly omitted,
especially in speaking.

( a )

(b)

I know the man.
His bicycle was stolen.

I
Y

I know the man zt;hose bicycle was stolen.

The student writes well.
I read her cornposition.

v
The student zuhose cornposition I read wtites well

Mr. Catt has a painting.
Its oalue is inestimable.

(c) Mr. Catt has a painting ztshose zsalue is inestimable.

Vhose is used to show possession. It caries the
same meaning as other possessive pronouns used
as adjectives: his, her,irs, and their. Llke his. her.
ils, and their, tuhose is connected to a noun:

his bicycle - zt;hose bicycle
her cornposition , ushose composition

Both u;hose and the noun it is connected to are
placed at the beginning of the adjective clause.
Whose cannot be omitted.

Whose usually modifies people, but it may also
be used to modify things, as in (c).

The building is very old.
He lives there (in that buitding),

(a) The building uthere he liues is verv old.
(b) The building in uthich lte lites is verv old.

The building zahich he liaes rn is verv old.
The building lftat he liaes in is verv old.
The building O he liaesin is verv old.

\lere is used in an adjective clause to modifi, a place
(city, country, room, house, etc.).
If u,shere is used, a preposition is Nor included in the
adjective clause, as in (a). If ushere is not used, the
preposition musr be included, as in (b).
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(a) I'll never forget the day
(b) I'll never forget the day
(c) I'll never forget the day
(d) I'll never forger the day

I'll never forget the day.
I met you then (on that day).
ztshen I nrct |ou.
on uhich I net yott.
that I ntet .,-otr.
A I ntet yott.

When is used in an adjective clause to modifu a
noun of time (year, day, time, century, erc.).
The use of a preposition in an adjective clause
that modifies a noun of time is somewhat different
from that in other adjective clauses: a preposition
is used preceding ushich, as in (b). Otherwise, the
preposition is omitted.

July is the month when the
weather is the hottest.

(a) There is sotneone (zuhorn) I uant you to tneer.
(b) Ez:erything he said was pure nonsense.
(c) Anybody who zrants to conrc is welcome.

(d) Paula was the only one I knett: dt the parqr,.
(e) Scholarships are availablefor those zuho need

.financial assistance.

( f ) INcoRREcr: I who am a student at this school come
from a country in Asia.
It is I utho atn responsible.
He uho laughs iau laughs best.

*An adjective clause with ushich can also be used to modifu the demonstrative pronoun that. For example
\7e sometimes fear that a,shich we do not understand.
The bread my mother makes is much better than that ushich you can buy at a store.

( o )

rh)

Adjective clauses can modifu indefinite pronouns (e.g,,
someone, eaerybody). Object pronouns (e.g., who(m), that,
which) arc usually omitted in the adiective clause.

Adjective clauses can modifu the one(s) and those.*

Adjective clauses are almost never used to modifv
personal pronouns. Native Engtish speakers *or-rid ,rot
write the sentence in (f). (g) is possible, but very formal
and uncommon. (h) is a well-known saying in wlnich he
is used as an indefinite pronoun (meaning "anyone," "any

person").

I
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General guidelines for the puncruation of adjective clauses:
(1) oo Nor usE coMMAS_rF the adjective clause is necessary to identi$r the noun it modifies.*(2) usE 

,couues;:,*.r.1g."ive 
clause 'ilpit gi; ;;;tJ; iiilffir;;;d i#;l ;JII;"., . identig,

(a) The professor uho reacltes Ohentistry I0I is an
excellent lecturer.

(b) Prolesso r Wilson, tttho teaches Chemi.srry 1 01 , is an
excellent lecturer.

In (a): No commas are used. The adjective clause is
necessary to identifu which professor is meant.
In (b): Commas are used. The adjective clause is not
necessary to identifii ProfessorVTilson. \Jfe already
know who he is: he has a name. The adiective clause
simply gives additional information.

Hau:aii, t:hich tansisrs o.l ttgiu prirtcipal li./alcfu, is a
ravonte vacatlon spot.
Mrs. Stnith, zt:ho is e rettrcd teacher, does
volunteer work at the hosoital.

f ; c h , , ,  t t t . \
(e) The man 

\r l t tr  
j  t  , , , , .r  reaches chemistry.

(t) Mn Lee, zuhont I rnet -vesterdu-r-, teaches chemistry.

COMPARETHE MEANING

(g) \il7e took some children on a picnic. The
I children, usho u,santed to play soccer, ran to
i .r open field as soon as we arrived at the park.

Guideline: IJse commas, as in (b), (c), and (d), if an
adjective clause modifies a proper noun. (A proper
noun begins with a capital letter.)
Note: A comma reflects a pause in speech.

In (e): If no commas are used, any possible pronoun
may !e used in the adjective clause. Object pronouns
may be omitred.
In (f ): til(rhen commas are necessary, the pronoun
that may not be used (only uho, u:hom, u:hich,
ushose, u,shere, and u,then may be used), and obiect
pronouns cannot be omitted.

In (g): The use of commas means that a// of the
children wanted to play soccer and all of the children
ran to an open field. The adjective clause is used only
to give additional information about the children.

In (h): The lack of commas means that only some of
the children wanted to play soccer. The adiective
clause is used to identif' which children ran to the
open field.

(c )

(d)

ft) ufe took some children on a picnic. The children
tuho usanted to play soccer ran to an open field as
soon as we arrived at the park. The others played a ]
different game. i

*Adjective clauses that do not require commas are called "essential" 
or ,.resu.ictive,, 

or ,,identifuing.,,
r*Adiective clauses that require commas are called "nonessential" 

or "nonrestrictive,, 
or ,.nonidentifring.,,

NorE: Nonessential adiective clauses are mole common in writing than in speakrng.

- ----
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(b)

In my class there are 20 students.
Most of thern are from the Far East.

In my class there are 20 students, ntost ttf zahorn
are from Asia.

He gave several reasons.
Only a few of thern were valid.

He gave several reasons, onll a few of zahich
were valid.

The teachers discussed Jim.
One of his problems was poor study habits.

The teachers discussed Jim, one of uhose
problems was poor study habits.

An adjective clause may contain an expression of quantity
with ol' some of, many of, most of, none of, two of, half of,
both of, neither of, each of, all of, several of, a few of, little of,
a number of, etc.

The expression of quantity precedes the pronoun. Only
ztshortt, ushich, and ushose are used in this pattern.

Adjective clauses that begin with an expression of
quantity are more common in writing than speaking.
Commas are used.

!(/e have an antique table.
The top of it has jade inlay.

(a) !7e have an antique table, the top of u:hich
has jade inlay.

(a) Tom was late. (b) That surprised me.
(c) Tom was late, u;hich surprised me.

The elevator is out of order. (e) This is too bad.
The elevator is out of order. u,shich is too bad.

72 CHAPTER IE

The pronouns that and this can refer to the idea of a
whole sentence which comes before. In (b):The word that
refers to the whole sentence "Tom was late."
Similarly, an adjective clause with afiich may modiSr the
idea of a whole sentence. In (c): The word ushich refers to
the whole sentence "Tom was late."

Using uthich to modifii a whole sentence is informal and
occurs most frequently in spoken English. This structure is
generally not appropriate in formal writing. Vrhenever it is
written, however, it is preceded by a comma to reflect a
pause in speech.

An adjective clause may include a noun + of uthich (e.g.,
the top of whicft).This pattern carries the meaning of ushose
(e.g., We haae an antique table whose top has jade inlay.).
This pattern is used in an adjective clause that modifies a
thing and occurs primarily in formal written English. A
comma is used.

I



A clause is a group ofrelated words that contains a subject and a verb.
A phrase is a group ofrelated words that does not contain a subiect and a verb.

(a)

(b)

ADIECTI'V'E CI-AUSE:

The girl u:ho is sitting next to rne is Maria.

ADIECTI'VaE PHRASE:

The girl sitting next to rne is

cr-AUSE: The boy who is playing the piano
is Ben.

PHRASE: The boy playing the piano is Ben.

cl-tusE: The boy (u.thotn) f satp was Tom.
tunl^se: (none)

Only adjective clauses that have a subject pronoun-arfto,
ushich, or that-are reduced to moditring adjective phrases.

The adjective clause in (e) cannot be reduced to an
adjective phrase.

(d)

( f )

An adjective phrase is a reduction ofan adiective clause. It
modifies a noun. It does not contain a subiect and verb.
The adjective clause in (a) can be reduced to the adjective
phrase in (b). (a) and (b) have the same meaning.

( a )

(b)

( c )

(d)

(e )

r f )

cr-{usE: The man usho is talhing tD .lolut is from Korea.
IHRASE: The man @ O talking to .lohyt is from Korea.

CI-AUSE: The ideas zohich are presented irt rhat ai){)A are good.
PHRASE: The ideas @ @ presented ip 717a17 [1tpl1 are good.

cI-AUSE: Ann is the woman tpho is responsible .for tlt,
IHRASE: Ann is the woman O O responsible -ftrt. rlt,

CI-AUSE: The books that are on that shelf are mtne.
pHRASE: The books O @ on thot shelf arc mne.

cI-AUSE: English has an alphabet that consrcls of 26 lerrers.
PHRASE: English has an alphabet @ consisting o,l'26 letrers.
cl.{usE: Anyone tuho tuants to conrc uith us is welcome.
PHRASE: Anyone @ zaanting to conte zuith rrs is welcome.

There are two ways in which an
adjective clause is changed to an
adjective phrase.

1. If the adjective clause contains the
be form of a verb, omit the pronoun
and the be form, as in examples (a),
(b), (c), and (d).

If the adjective clause requires commasJ
as in (g), the adjective phrase also
requires commas, as in (h).

(g) George r0(rashington, who was the first president of the {Jnited States,
was a wealthy colonist and a general in the army.

(h) George l7ashington, the first president of the (Jnited States, was a
wealthy colonist and a general in the army.

(i) Paris, the capital of France, is an exciting city.
( j) I read a book by Marh Tusain, a famous American author.

*If an adjective clause that contains be t a single adjective is changed, the adiective is moved to its normal position in front of
the noun it modifies.

cLAUSE: Fruit thot is fresh tastes better than old, soft, mushy fruit.
coRRECT IHRASE: Freshfruit tastes better than old, soft, mushy fruit.
INCoRruECT pHRAse: Fruit fresh tastes better than old, soft, mushy fruit.

2. If there is no be form of a verb in
the adjective clause, it is sometimes
possible to omit the subject pronoun
and change the verb to its -r'ng form,
as in (e) and (f).

Adjective phrases in which a noun
follows another noun, as in (h), (i),
and (j ), are called "apposirives."
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s
(a) PlaYing tennis

v
is fun.

L grrundis the -dzg form of a verb used as a-noun'* A gerund is

used in the same *"y, ",.u ''o"n, i.e., as a subject or aS an obiect.

ln (a): playing is a gerund' It is used as the subject of the

*.-"i.".'.. 
-Ptiying 

tennis is a gerund phrase'

In (b): playingis a gerund used as the obfect ofthe verb enjoy'

ln (c): playingis a gerund used as the object ofthe preposition

about.

*coMPlRn the uses ofttre -ing form ofverbs:

(l) Walhins is good exercise'
-+ asalking = a gerund used as the subject of the sentence'

(2) Bob andAnn are pl'aying tenn.s'. 
1 - ^.

-+ playing = a present;articiple used as part of the present progressive tense

(3) I heard some surPtising news'

-+ sur\rising = " p"""t participle used as an adiective'

(a)
(b)
(c)

We talked about going to Canada for our vacatlon'

i;il; charge if organizing the meeting'

i* iti.t*.a"lni"oining more about your work'

l'nt. used to sleeping with the window open'

i''r"-"r.i"r"mei tolteepfng* with the window open'

ii;;i;;"ia to gotusnome next *o1+'. .
T;;;;;;;;; ti chingiig their plans at this late date'

(d)
(e )
( f )
(e)

ft) \D(le tolked about not going to the meeting, but finally

decided we should go'

*Possible in British English: I'rn accttstorted to sleep with the window open'

A gerund is frequently used as the obiect of a

preposition.

fn Cal-l m-"*ft @): lo is a preposition' not part of

".r inh"itlu. torm, so a gerund follows'

Negative form'. not precedes a geruncl'

E
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keep (someone) 
)

l::I:1,,-(:"_.one). I lrom doi ng itpronlblt (someone) 
| 

"

stop (someone) ,/

insist on doing it

complain )

Xl'f- | 
ooout of doing it

think )

be accustomed \
in addition I
6e committed I
&e devoted \
look forward I
obiect I
6e opposed I
6e used /

to doing it
believe
&e interested
participate
succeed

in doing it

of doing it

apologize \
blame lsomeone) |
forgive (someone) 

[
nave an excuse 

I for doing it
have a reason I
be responsible I
thank (someone) ,/

be accused \
6e capable I
f:r ft: purpose I
De gullty \
instead I
take advantage I
take care t
&e tired /

verb + gerund

rZnjd Tr"yd(a)

(b) Joe quit srnoking.
(c) Joe gaoe up srnohing.

(b) and (c) have rhe same meanins.
followed by gerunds. These phraial
list below.

Some phrasal verbs,* e.g., gizse up, are
verbs are given in parentheses in the

\.ERB + GERL\ID
enjoy
appreciate
mind

quit (gioe up)
finish (get through)
stup**

aooid
postpone (put ofl
delay
keep (keep on)

consider
discuss
mention
suggest

*Aphrasalz;erb consists of a verb and a particle (a small word such as a preposition) that together have a special meaning.
For example, put off means "postpone.',

**Sfop can also be followed immediately by an infinitive of purpose (in order to). See Chart l5-2. o. g2.
coMpARE the following:

(l) slop -l gerund:Vhen the professor entered the room, the students stopped talhing. The room became quret.
(2) stop + infinitive of purpose: !.�u|rtile I was walking down the street, I ran into an old friend. I stopped to talh to him.

(I stopped walking in order to tatk to him)

Gerunds are used as the obiects of certain verbs. In (a),enjoy is followed
by a gerund (playin). Enjoy is not followed by an infinitivi.
INCoRRECT: I enjoy to play tennis.
common verbs that are followed by gerunds are given in the list below.
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insist ott doing ir
6e excited ) ,
be worried I aoout ctotng fi

keep (someone) 
)

r:I:ll(::T-.-",".).) 1o* doing itpronlolt (someone) 
| 

-

stop (someone) ,/
&e accustomed \
in addition I
De committed I
6e devoted \
look forward I
object 

I
,e opposed I

aboutlof doing it

complain )
dream (
talk (
think )

apologize \
blame (someone) |
forgive (someone) |
have an excuse )
have a reason I
De responsible I
thank (someone) ,/

believe
be interested
participate
succeed

in doing it

of doing it

6e accused \
De capable I
f:r 4: purpose I
oe gullty 

\
lnstead I
take advantage I
take care t
be tfted /

verb + gerund

(u) r iojd TI"yG

(b) Joe quit srnoking.
(c) Joe gaoe up srnohing.

Gerunds are used as the obiects of certain verbs. In (a)renjoy is followed
by a gerund (playing). Enjoy is not followed by an infinitive.
INCzRRECT: I enjoy to play tennis.
common verbs that are followed bv gerunds are given in the list below

(b) and (c) have the same meaning. Some phrasal verbs,* e.g., gioe up, are
followed by gerunds. These phrasal verbs are given in parentheses in-the
list below.

VERB + GERUND
enJoy
appreciate
mind

quit (gizte up)
finish (get through)
stup"

avoid
postpone (put ofJ)
delay
keep (keep on)

consider
discuss
mdntion
suggest

*A phrasal zer6 consists ofa verb and a particle (a small word such as a preposition) that together have a special meaning.
For example, put off means',postpone."

**Stopcan alsobefol lowedimmediatelybyaninf in i t iveofpurpose ( inorderto) .  See Chat l5-2,p.g2.
CoMPARE the following:

(1) slop 1- gerund:Iwlr.'er. the professor entered the room, the students stoltped talhing, The room became quiet.
(2) stop + tnfinitive of purpose:While I was walking down the sffeet, I ran into an old friend. I stopped to talk to hjm

(I stopped walking in order to tatk to him.)
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insist oz doing it
De excited ) ,
be worried I 

qoout dotng ft keep (someone; 
)

l::I:ll r.",".one) . t, lrom do ing itpronlblt (someone) 
| 

"

stop (someone) ,,f

to doing it

&e accustomed \
in addirion I
be committed I
6e devoted \
look forward I
obiect I
be opposed I
be used /

believe
&e interested
participate
succeed

6e accused
be capab)e
for the purpose
De guilty
instead
take advantage
take care
be tired

complain \

*sf- | 
ooort of doing it

think )

apologize \
blame lsomeone) |
forgive (someone) |

3l: I 
excuse 

) fu aoios,it
nave a reason I
&a responsible I
thank (someone) ,if

in doing tt

verb + gerund

@) rTojd T"y;E

(b) Joe quit sntoking.
(c) Joe gaae up srnoking.

Gerunds are used as the objects of certain verbs. In (a),enjoy is followed
by a gerund (playing). Enjoy is not followed by an infinitivi.
INCIRRECT: I enjoy to play tennis.
common verbs that are followed by gerunds are given in the list below.

(b) and (c) have the same meaning. Some phrasal verbs,* e.g., gioe up, are
followed by gerunds. These phrasal verbs are given in parertheies in the
list below.

\.ERB + GERT,}.ID
enjoy
appreciate
mind

quit (giae up)
finish (get through)
snp**

aaoid
postpone (put oIfl
delay
keep (keep on)

consider
discuss'mention

suSgest

*A phrasal verb consists of a verb and a particle (a small word such as a preposition) that together have a special meaning.
For example, put off means "postpone.,,

**Sfop can also be followed immediately by an infinitive of purpose (in order to). See Chart l5-2.o. g2.
coMPARE the following:

(l) stop 1 gerund:'*/hen the professor entered the room, the students stoptrted talking. The room became quret.
(2) stop + inftnitive of purpose: While I was walking down the street, I ran into an old friend. I stopped to talh to him.

(I stopped walking in order to talk to hrm.)
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Go is followed by a gerund in certain idiomatic expresslons

to express, for the most partr recreational activities'
(a) Did yougro shoPPing?
(b) Ife usent fishing Yesterday.

GO + GERUND
go birdwatching
go boating
go bousling
go catnping
go canoeinglkayaking
go dancing

go fishing'
go hiking
go hunting
go jogging
go mountain climbing
go running

go sailing
go shopPing
go sighueeing
go skating
go skateboarding
go skiing

go skinnydiPPing
go sledding
go snorkeling
go swimming
go tobogganing
go window shoPPing

*Also, in British English: go angling

-rng forms follow certain special expressions:
haoe funla good titne + -ing

haoe tuoubl.eldifficultY + -ing

hanse a hard tirneldfficult tirne + -ing

t" 
V: I:Xf:X""' tinej ptavingvollevbalr

(b) I had trouble
Ihad dfficultY
I had a hat'd tirne
I had a dfficult time

finding his house.

(c) Sam spends most of his time studying '
(d) | u.:aste a lot of time u:atchingTY.

(e) She sat at her dcsk uriting a letter.
(f) I sfood there usondering what to do next'

(g) He is lying in bed reading a novel.

spend + etcpression of time or money * -ing

**t + expression of time or monE) + -ing

sit + exPression ofPlace + -ing

stand + exPression of Place + -ing

Iie + exPression of Place + -ing

(tr) \7hen I walked into my offtce,Ifound George using

mY telephone.
(i) \U7hen I walked into my office, I caught a thief

looking through mY desk drawers'

f ind+ (Pro)noun+-ing
catch+(Pro)noun+- ing
In (h) and (i): Both find and catch mean "discover'"

Catch often expresses anger or displeasure'

t
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VERB + INFINITIVE
(a) | hope to see yolr again soon.
(b) He pronised to be here by ten.

(c) He protnised not to be late.

VERB + (rno)Nolrt + rNFrNrTrv'E
(d) Mr. I*e told nze to be here at ten o,clock.
(e) The police ordered the drizsey to stop.

I usas told to be herc at ten o'clock.
The driver tuo,s oydered to stop.

I expect to pass the test.
I expect Mary to pass the test.

Some verbs are followed immediately by an infinitive, as in (a)
and (b). See Group A below.
Negative form: not precedes the infinitive, as in (c).

Some verbs are followed by a (pro)noun and then an infinitive,
as in (d) and (e). See Group B below.

(f)
(e)

(h)
( i ) !sk, expect, would like, want, and need may or may not be

followed by a (pro)noun object.
COMPARE

In (h): I think I will pass the test.
In (i): I think Mary will pass the test.

GROUP A: \'ERB + INFINITIVE
holte to (do something)
plan to
intend to*
decide to

GROUP B: VERB + (pRO)NOL'ti

teII someone n
adttise someone to**
encourage someone to
rentind someone to
inoite someone to

prornise to
agree tu
offer to
refuse to

+ INFINITN,'E

1>errnit someone to
alloas someone to
u)arn someone to
require someone to
order someone to

seeln tu
appear rc
pretend to
ask n

force someone to
ask someone to
expect someone to
utould like someone to
u)anat someone to

exPect to
utould lihe to
u)ant to
need to

need someone to

*Intend is usually followed by an infinitive (I intend to go to the meeting), but sometimes may be followed by a gerund
(I intend going to the meeting) with no change in meaning.

*rA gerund is used after adtsise (active) if there is no (pro)noun object.
COMPARE:

(l) He adoi^sed buying a Fiat.
(2) He a&ised tte to bug a Fiat. I anas adoised to buy a Fiat.

An infinitive = to + the simpk fonn of a anb (m see, to be, m go, erc.).

These verbs are followed immediately by an infinitive when thev I
"r. 

::.d 
t: dt. p"it*fs in (f) and (g). 

- 
i

=_-__,  j

I
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Srrme verbs can be followed by either an infinitive
Group A below, and sometimes with a difference

GROUP A: VERB + INFINITIVE OR GERUND.

\iTTH NO DIFFERENCE IN MEANING

or a gerund, sometimes with no difference in meaning, as in
in meaning, as in Group B below.

start
conilnue

GROUP B: \'ERB +

WITH A

remember

forget

like
love
prefer'

hate
can't stand
can't bear

a) It began to rain. I It began raining.
b) I started to usork. I I started zoorking

c) It zuas beginning to rain

INFINITI!'E OR GERI.IND,

DIFFERENCE IN MEANING

regret
t!

d) Judy always rernentbers to /ocA the door

Sam often.;fiergets to loch the door.

I retnenober seeing the Alps for the first time.
The sight was impressive.

g'; I'll neaer forget seeing the Alps for the first time.

n't I regret to tell yol that you failed the test.

He never paidI regret lending him some money.
me back.

l"rn trying to learn English.

The room was hot. I tried opening the window,
but that didn't help. So I tried turning on the
fan, but I was still hot. Finally, I turned on the air
conditioner.

prefer + gerund: I prefer staying home to going to the concert.
prefer + infinitive: l'd prefer to stay home (rather) than (to) go to the concert.

"Forget fo l lowedbyagerundusual lyoccursinanegat ivesentenceor inaquest ion:e.9. ,  I ' l lneverforget ,  Ican' t forget ,  Haoe

rou euer Jorgotten, and Can gou ever forget are often followed by a gerund phrase.

r8

The verbs in Group A may be followed by either an
infinitive or a gerund with little or no difference in
meaning.

In (a):There is no difference between began to rain
and began raining.

If the main verb is progressive, an infinitive (not a
gerund) is usually used, as in (c).

The verbs in Group B may be followed by either an
infinitive or a gerund, but the meaning is different.

Retnentber + infinitive = remember to perform
responsibility, duty, or task, as in (d).

Forget + infinitiae = forget to perform a responsibiliry
dury or task, as in (e).

Retnentber + gerund = remember (recall) something
that happened in the past, as in (f).

Forget t gerund = forget something that happened in
the past, as in (g).**

Regret + infinitive = regret to say, to tell someone, to
inform someone of some bad news, as in (h).

Regret + gerund = regret something that happened in
the past, as in (i).

Try + infinitize = make an effort, as in (i).

Try + gerund = experiment with a new or different
approach to see if it works, as in (k).

'Notice the patterns with prefer:

I
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verbs with a bullet (.) can also be followed by infinitives. See chart 14-10.

l. admit
2. advise.
3. anticipate
4. appreciate
5. aztoid
6. can't bear.
7. begin
8. complete
9. consider

10. continue.
ll. delay
12. deny
13. discuss
14. dislike
15. enjoy
16. finish
17. forget.
18. hate.
19. can't help
20. keep
21. like.
22. loz;e.
23. mention
24. mind
25. miss
26. postpone
27. practice

28. prefer.

29. quit
30. recall
31. recollect
32. recommend
33. regret
34. remember.
35. resent
36. resist
37. risk
38. can't stand.
39. start
40. stop
41. suggest
42. tolerate
43. try'
44. understand

He admitted stealing the money.
She adr.,lsed wttiirry until tomorrow.
I anticipate haxing a good time on vacation.
I apprecittted lttzariu..g from them.
He az oideJ Lri 1.ri..i/ r1g my question.
I can't bear ::uatrittp in long lines.
It began raining.
I finally contpletccl t'ritittg my term paper.
I zaill consider goirzg with you.
He corttinued speokfuq.
He delayed leating for school.
She Jcl ied ct)t tutt iui t tp the crime.
They drscz.ts.sad openiuq a new business.
I dislike driuing long distances.
'We 

enioyd zusiring them.
She fmished uudling abour ten.
I'll neaer .fivget ztisitirtg Napoleon's tomb.

hate making silly mistakes.
can't help wt)rryillg about it.
heep hoping he will come.
like ,qoing to movies.
loae going to operas.

She nrcntioned goitlg to a movie.
Would you nind helping me with this?
I miss being with my family.
Let's postpone leaving until tomorrow.
The athlete practiced tltro'zlittq the ball.
Ann pre;t'ers walking to driving to work.
He quit rrling to solve the problem.
I don't recall meetinehim before.
I don't recollect nrceting him before.
She reconmtendcd seeirtp the show.
I regret relling}rim my secret.
I can retnember mettirtg him when I was a child.
I resertt her itrerierin.g in my business.
I couldn't resist earin.g the dessert.
She rfuAs losing all of her money.
I cdn't stand zuairittg in long lines.
It started raining.
She sropperl goiltg to classes when she got sick.
She sirggrsted g(,//ig to a movie.
She zlcue'r tulerate cheatittg during an examination.
I rried changing the light bulb, but the lamp still didn't work.
I don't rmderstand his leaztinp school.
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Verbs with a bullet (.) can also be followed by gerunds. See Chart l4-9.

A. VERBS FOLLO\TED IMMEDIATELY BY AN INFINITIVE

I can't afford to buy it.
T}aey agreed to help us.
She appears to be thed.
I'11 arrange to tneet you at the

airport.
5. ask lfs asked to conte with us.
6. can't bear. I catt't bear to uait in long lines.
7. beg He begged t0 c()nte with us.
8. begin. l t  beqatr t t t  r , t i t t .
9. care I don't cttre ro .iee that show.

10. claim ghs c/airrs to ktnta a famous movie
star.

ll. consent She finally consenteLl to tndvy hrn.
12. continue. He corttintred to speLtk.
13. decide I haue decided t() ledte on Monday.
14. demand I dentand to knoz.a who is responsible.
L5. deserve She deserzes ro win 1f1g pyi7s.
16. expect I expect to enter graduate school rn

the fall.

I loae to g0 to operas.
S}3e ntanaged to .finish her work early.
I didn't medil ro hurt your feelings.
I need to hau yotr opinion.
They olt'ered to help :us.
I am planning to haae a party.
Ann prefers to walk to work.
'We prepared to zoelcome them.
He pretends not to understand.
I promise not to be late.
Irefuse to beliexe his story.
I regret to rell yo:u that you failed.
I rententbered lo /ocA the door.
That cat seems to be friendly.
I cart'I sttutd to wait in long lines.
It started to rain.

I srruggled ro sra.t awake.
She iron' t,, lel1 the truth.
She rhreatened to tell my parents.
l'm tr.yin,g to learn English.
He xolunteered to help us.
I z.oill zuai.t to hear from you.
I u'attr t,t rcll you something.
She .zr,z-rlzes t0 conle with us.

l. aflord
2. agree
3. appear
4. arrange

17. fail

1 R fnroot.

19. hate.
20. hesitate
21. hope
22. learn
23. like.

24. Ioz;e.
25. manage
26. mean
27. need
28. offer
29. plan

30. prefen

31. prepare
32. pretend

33. promise

34. refuse
35. regret
36. rememben
37. seem
38. can't stand.
39. start
40. struggle
41. sutear
42. threaten
43. try.
44. aolunteer
45. utait
46. want
47. wish

She failed to return the book to the
library on time.

lJorgot ro mail the letter.
I hate to make silly mistakes.
Don.'t hesitate to ask for my help.

Jack hoPes ttt arriae next week.
He learned to P/aJ the piano.
l l i ke  t , '  g ( ) to  the  mov ies .

48. adztise.

49. allow
50. ask
51. beg
52. cause
53. challenge

54. convince

55. dare

56. encourage
57. expect
58. forbd
59. force
60. hire

B. VERBS FOLLO\rED By A (PRO)NOUN + AN TNFTNTTTVE

S}l:e adztised me to udit vntil
tomorrow.

She ttllotued me to use her car.
I askcd John to ltelp :us.
They begged us t() clilte.
Her laziness catrsed her to .l'ail.
Sf.e challenged me to rdce her to the

corner.
I couldn't cot'tL)ntce him to dccept o:ut

help.
He ddred me to do better than he had

done.
He ,'ttr'ottruged me to tr.\' again,
I txpetr you to bt on time.
Iforbitl you to tell trirrr.
They forced him ro rell the truth.
S}ae hired a boy ro rtozr the lawn.

61. instruct He instructed them to 6e careful.
62. inaite Harry inaited the Johnsons to conte to

his party.
63. need 'We needed Chris nt help us figure out

the solution.
64. order The judge ordered me to pay afrne.
65. permit He perntir.ted the children to st.z-! up

late.
66. persuade I persuaded him to come for a visit.
67. remind Slr'e renfuded me to lock the door.
68. require Our teacher requires us to be on time.
69. teach My brother taughr me to swim.
70. tell The doctor told me to take these

pills.
71. urge
72. want
73. warn

urged her ro apply for the job.
want gou to be happy.
uarned you not to driz:e too fast.

l
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Often an infinitive phrase is used with r.t as the
subject of a sentence. The word r'l refers to and has
tle-same meaning as the infinitive phrase at the end
ofthe sentence. In (a): It = to leari a second lanptape.

-__
ffi
rJJ..+

. - -
t '

-+ -q_w
\...-<_

+ + : - -

lf's fun to swim in a pool.
Swimming in a poot isfun.

(a) f/ is difficult to learn a second language.

(b) Learning a second language is diffrcult. A gerund phrase is frequently used as the subiect of
a sentence, as in (b).

(c) To learn a second language is difficult. An infinitive can also be used as the sublect of a
sentence, as in (c), but far more commonlv an
infinitive phrase is used with l, as in (a).

(d) It is easyfor young children tu learn a second language.
Learning a second language is easy./oryoung children.
To learn a second language is easy/or.yo un{ children.

The phrase..for (sonteone) may be used to speciS,
exactly who the speaker is talking about, as in (d).

I
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(a )
(b)

He came here in order to srzdy English.
He came here lo slzdy English.

INCzRRECT: He came here for studying English.
INCoRRECT.' He came here for to srufut English.
INCzRRECT:: He came herc for study English.

I went to the store/or some bread.
I went to the store to buy sttme bread.

In order lo is used to express purpose. It answers the
question "Vrhy?" In order is often omitted, as in (b).

To express purpose, use (in order) to, notifor, with a

verb.*

For can be used to express purpose, but it is a
preposition and is followed by a noun object, as in (f).

(c)
(d)

(f)
(e)

*Exception: The phrase be usedfor expresses the gpical or general purpose of a thing. In this case, the prepositionsfor is

followed by a gerund: A saw is used for cutting wood. Also possible: A saw is used to cut wood.

However, to talk about a particular thing and a particular situation, be used + an infinitive is used: A chain sau TDas used to

cut (Nor for cutting) doun the old oak tree.

(a) IiTe tL)ere sorry to hear the bad news.

(b) I aras surprised lo see Tim at the meeting.

Certain adiectives can be immediately followed by
infinitives, as in (a) and (b). In general, these
adjectives describe a person (or persons), not a thing.
Many of these adiectives describe a person's feelings
or attitudes.

SOME COMMON ADIECTIVES FOLLO'JrED BY INFINITIVES

glad ro (do it)
hapry n
pleased m
delighted to
content to
relieaed to
lucky n

fortunate to

*The expressions with asterisks are usually followed by infinitive phrases with verbs such as see, learn,discooer,find out,hear.

sorry to*
sad to*
upset to*
disappointed to*

proud to
ashamed to

ready to
prepared to
anxious to
eager to
willing m
mot'ivated to
determined to

careful to
hesitant to
reluctant to
afraid to

likely m
certain to

surprised to*
amazed to*
astonished to*
shocked to*
stunned to*

I
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COMPARE

(a) That box is loo heaz:y for Bob to lift.
(b) That box is aery heazsy, but Bob can lift it.

(c) I am strong enough to ffi that box. I can lift it.
(d) I have enough strength to ffi thatbox.
(e) I have strength enough to ffi thatbox.

In the speaker's mind, the use of loo implies a negative
result.

In (a): loo heansy = It ts impossible for Bob to lift that box.

ln (b): z:ery heazsy = lt is possible but dfficub for Bob to
tift thar box.

Enough follows an adjective, as in (c).

Usually enough precedes a noun, as in (d). In formal
English, it may follow a noun, as in (e).

SIMPLE PAST

ACTIVE to see
seeing

to hazse seen
hazsing seen

PASSIVE to be seen
being seen

to hazse been seen
hazsing been seen

PAST INFINITI'V'E: to han:e + past participle

(a) The rain seems to hsae stopped.

The event expressed by a past infinitive or past gerund
happened before the time of the main verb. In (a): The
rain seems now to haae snpped a few minutes ago.*

PAST GERL,\ID: haoing + past participk

(b) I appreciate haz;ing hadthe opportunity ro meet
the king.

In (b): I met the king yesterday. I appreciate now
haaing had the opportunity to meet the king yesterday.*

PAST INFINITIvB: to be + past participle

(c) I didn't expect to be intsitedto his party.

In (c): lo be inoited is passive. The understood
&y-phrase is "by him": I didn\ expect to be invited by him.

eAST GERUND: being + past participle

(d) I appreciated being iru.:itedto your home.

In (d): being inoited is passive. The understood
by-phrase is "by you": I appreciated being inz;ited by you.

eAST'IASSIvE INFIMTTvE: to hazse been I past participle

(e) Nadia is fortunate to hsz;e been gioen a
scholarshio.

In (e): Nadia was given a scholarship last month by her
government. She is fortunate. Nadia is fortunate now
to haae been giaen a scholarship last month by her
goaernment.

PASTLPASSIvE GERLTND: hazsing been * past participle

(f ) I appreciate haaing been told the news.

In (f ): I was told the news yesterday by someone. I
appreciate that. 1 appreciate now haaing been told the
news yesterday by someone.

*If the main verb is past, the action of the past infinitive or gerund happened before a time in the past:
The rain seetned to haoe stopped. = The rain seemed at six p.l.l. to have stopped before six p.l.l.

I appreciated haoing had the opportunity to meet the king. = 1 met *re king in 1995. In 1997 I appreciated having had
the opportunity to meet the king in 1995.
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(a)
(b)

(d)

I need to borrotu some money.
John needs to be told the truth.

The house needs painting.
The house needs to be painted.

Usually an infinitive follows need,as in (a) and (b).

In certain circumstances, a gerund may folow need. rnthis case. the
gerund carries a passive meaning. Usually the situations involve ixing or
improving something. (c) and (d) have the same meanins.

We came to class late. Mr. Lee complained about that fact.
(a) FoRMAL: Mr. Lee complained about our corning

to class late.*
(b) rNron-l,mr: Mr. Lee complained about zs corning to

class late.

FoR ,tAL: Mr. Lee complained abowt Mary's cotning
to class late.

INFoRNTAL: Mr. Lee complained abott Mary corning
to class late.

In very formal English, a possessive noun (e.g.,
Mary's) is used to modifu a gerund.
The possessive form is often not used in informal
English, as in (d).

(c,)

(d)

'ComingtoclasslateoccurredbeforeMr.Leecomplained,soapastgerundisalsopossib le:  
Mr,Leecomplainedaboutour

having come to class late.

(a) I sazr my friend run down the srreet.
(b) I sacu my friend running down the street.
(c) I heard the ruinfall on the roof.
(d) I heard the rainfalling on the roof.

$[hen I walked into the apartment, I
heard mv roommate singing in rhe
shower.
I heard a famous opera star smg at the
concert last night.

VERBS OF PERCEPTION FoLLow.ED BY THE SIMPLE FoRAiT oR THE -ING FOR]VT

(f)

see look at
notice obserae
watch

hear feel smell
listen to

*The simple form of a verb = the infinitive form without "to." lNCoRR cr.. I saw my friend to run d.ownthe streer
*'T'he -ing form refers to the present participle.

Certain verbs of perception are followed by either the simple form*
or the -ing form** of a verb. There is often little difference in
meaning between the two forms, except that the -ing form
usually gives the idea of "while.,' In (b): I saw my friend while
she was running down the street.

Sometimes (not always) there is a clear difference between using
the simple form or the -ing form. The use of the -ing fotm
gives the idea that an activity is already in progress when it is
perceived, as in (e): The singing was in progress when I first
heard it. In (f): I heard the singing from beginning to end. It
was not in progress when I first heard it.

I
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(a) My father /efs me driae his car.
(b) I let my friend borrozts my bicycle.
(c) Let's g,o to a movie.

Let is followed by the simple form of a verb, not an infinitive.
INCo.RRECT: My father lets me n driae his car.

(d) MV brother helped me utash my car.
(e) My brother helped me to utash my car.

Help is often followed by the simple form of a verb, as in (d).
An infinitive is also possible, as in (e). Bottr (d) and (e) are correct.

(a) I made my brother caryy my suitcase.
(b) I had my brother carry my suitcase.
(c) I Stot my brother to carry my suitcase.

FOR.N/TS

X ntakesY do something. (simple form)
X has Y do something. (simple form)
X gels Y fo do something. (infinitive)

Make, hazse, and get can be used to express the idea
that "X" causes "Y" to do something. t0(rhen they are
used as causative verbs, their meanings are similar but
not identical. In (a): My brother had no choice. I
insisted that he carry my suitcase. In (b): My brother
carried my suitcase because I asked him to. In (c): I
managed to persuade my brother to carry my suitcase.

CAUSATIVE I4IKE
(d) Mrs. Lee tnade her son c/ean his room.
(e) Sad movies rnake ff1e. cry.

CAVSNII\IE HAW

(t) I had the plumber repair the leak.
(g) Jane had the waitet bring her some tea.

Causative hazse is followed by the simple form of a
verb, not an infinitive. (rNconnncr: I had him to repair
the leak.) Haoe gives the idea that "X" requests "Y"

to do something. In (f):The plumber repaired the
leak because I asked him to.

Causative get is followed by an infinitive. Gel gives
the idea that "X" persuades "Y" to do something. In
(h):The students managed to persuade the teacher to
let them leave early.

The past participle is used after haoe and get to give
a passive meaning. In this case, there is usually little
or no difference in meaning between hatse and get.
In ( | ) and (k): I caused my watch to be repaired by
someone.

CAUSATIVE GET
(h) The students gotrhe teacher to disrniss class early.
(i) Jack gol his friends to play soccer with him after

school.

PASSIV'E CAUSATIVES

(i) | had my watch repaired (by someone).
(k) I Srot my watch repaired (by someone).

Causative ntake is followed by the simple form of a
verb, not an infinitive. (tNconnzcr: She made him ro
ckanhis room.) Mahe gives the idea that "X" forces
"Y" to do something. In (d): Mrs. Lee's son had no
choice.

E
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one use of a conjunction is to connect words or phrases that have the same grammatical function in a sentence.This use of conjunctions is called "parallel structirre." The conjunctionr-,rr.a in this pattern are andrbut,or,zor. These words are called ,,coordinating 
conjunctions.,,

(a) Sreze andhis friend are coming to dinner.
(b) Susan raisedher hand and sn(4)pt:Ll her fingers.
(c) He is waz-inghis arms snd (is) shot.rtitrg atu,s.

(d) These shoes are old but cornfortable.
(e) He wants ro zutttchTy or (to) listetr ro some music.

(f) Sreoe, Joe, and Alice are coming to dinner.
(g) Susan raised her hand, srnpped her fingers, ared

ashed a question.
(h) The colors in that fabric are red, gold, hlach, and

green.

INC2RRECT: Steve, and Joe are coming to dinner.

86

He gave her flowers on Sunday,
candy on Monday,

and a ring onTuesday.

In (a): noun + and t noun
In (b): verb t and + verb
In (c): aerb * and + uerb (Tlne second auxiliary may
be omitted if it is the same as the first auxiliary)
In (d): adjectiae * but I adjectiae
ln (e): infinitiae I or + infinitive (The second fo is
usually omitted.)

A parallel structure may contain more than two parrs.
In a series, commas are used to separate each unit.
The final comma that precedes the conjunction is
optional; also correct: Steae, Joe and Alice are coming to
dinner.

Note: No commas are used if there are only two parrs
to a parallel structure.
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(a) Both m! mother and my sister are here.

(b) Not only my mother but also my slsler r's here.
(c) Nol only my sister but al.so my parents arehere.
(d) Neither my mother nor m! szirer zs here.
(e) Neither my sister nor my parents an'ehere.

The research project will take both time and money.

Yesterday it not only rained but (also) snoued.

I'll take either chemisty or physics next quarter.

That book is neither interesnng nor accurate.

Notice the parallel structure in the examples. The
same grammatical form should follow each part of
the paired conjunctions.r

In (f): both + noun + and r noun

ln (g): not only + aerb + but alss i aerb

ln (h): either + noun + or + noun

In (i): neither + adjective t nor * adjective

(f)
/ o )

(h)

( i )

Two subjects connected by both ... and take a plural
verb, as in (a).
'When 

two subiects are connected by not only .. . but
also, either.. .  or, or neither . . .nor'  the subject
that is closer to the verb determines whether the verb
is singular or plural.

rPaired coniunctions are also called "correlative coniunctions."

(a) It was raining hard. There was a strong wind.

(b) rNconnrcr PUNCTUATIoN:
It was raining hard, there was a strong wind.

(c) It was raining hard, and there was a strong wind.
(d) It was raining hard and there was a strong wind.
(e) It was raining hard. And there was a strong wind.

A conjunction may be used to connect two independent
clauses. PUNCTUATIoN:

Usually a comma immediately precedes the
conjunction, as in (c).

In short sentences, the comma is sometimes omitted, as
in (d).

In informal writing, a conjunction sometimes begins a
sentence, as in (e).i

I  ( f )

t o l

He was tired, so he went to bed.

The child hid behind his mother's skirt' ifor he
was afraid of the dog.

She did not srudy, yel she passed the exam.

* In British English, a period is called "a full stop."
** So,fo4 and yet have other meanings in other structures: e.g., He is not so tall as his brother. (so = as) lY/e waitedfor

the bus. (jor = a preposition) She hasn't arriaed yet. (yet = an adverb meaning "up to this time")

(h)

Example (a) contains wto independent clauses (i.e., wo
complete sentences). Notice the punctuation. A
period,* Nor A coMMA, is used to separate two
independent clauses. The punctuation in (b) is not
correct; the error in (b) is called "a run-on sentence'"

In addition to and, but, or, and nor, other
conjunctions are used to connect two independent
clauses: so (meaning "therefore, as a result")

./or (meaning "because")

tet (meaning "but, nevertheless")
A comma almost always precedes so,./or, and yef when
they are used as coordinating conjunctions.**

, -
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. c )

j)
e )

When zae zoere in Neusyork, we saw ,au".", Orrr.\il7e saw several plays ztshen u)e u)ere in Neusyork.

B_ecause he u;as sleepy, he went to bed.
He went to bed because he u.trls sleepy.

INC2RRECT: Wen we were in Newyork, lV, ,o* uruaplays.
INC2RRECT: He weu rc bed. Because he was sleepy.

Adverb.clauses are dependent clauses. ft;.""",stand alone ", a ,arrtarr".
must be cnhha^?or *^ ^_,,lt,tri,ten English. Theymust be connected to a' i.raeperr;;";^;i;;.;

SL.\IMARY LIST OF'$TORDS

TIME

USED TO INTRODUCE ADVERB CI.AUSES**

after by the time (that)
oeJore once
*l? as/so hng as
zohile whenezter
as etery dme (that)
ds soon as tle firsr time (that)
stnce the last time ehai)until the next time fthil

'see chart 13-1, p. 67, for the definition .to.o.'o.rr*i*o.**i*r."'-\\brds that introduce adverb clauses are calreJ "subordinating 
conjunctions.,,

CAUSEANDEFFECT CONTRAST
oecause even though
now that although
srnce thougi

DIRECT CONTRAST
while
whereas

CONDITION

if
unless
only if
whether or not
ezten if
in case
in the eztent that

Wen ute ztere in NewyorA is an adverb clause.ptrNcruATIoN: When an adverb clause precedes antndependent clause, as in (a), " "o_*" i.;J;.
::111?.t. 

the clauses. si'hen tire "dr;;t.I";;- 
"

follows, as in (b), usually no comma is used.

UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU�ke ushen, because introduces an adverb .turr...Because he was sleepy is an adverb "r".rr".^- 
-"*"
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now that

(a) Because he zoas sleel>.tt, he went to bed.
(b) He went to bed because he zaas sleepr,.

An adverb clause may precede or follow the
independent clause. Notice the punctuation in
(a) and (b).

Noas that means "because now." In (c): Nozu
that the semester is ouer means "because the
semester is now over." Noas that is used for
present causes of present or future situations.

When sdzce is used to mean "because," it
expresses a known cause; it means "because it is
a fact that" or "given that it is true that." Cause
and effect sentences virth since say: "Given the
fact that X is true,Y is the result." In (e): "Given

the fact that Monday is a holiday, we don't have
to go to work."

Note: Sdzce has two meanings. One is
"because." It is also used in time clauses: e.g.,
Since I came here, I haoe met many people. See
Chart. .5-2,p.25.

(c) Nozo that tlte sernester r.s ozer, I'm going to
rest a few days and then take a trip.

(d) Jack lost his job. Nozr that he's uilemplq)ed,
he can't pay his bills.

(e) Since Monda\' is a holiday, we don't have to
go to work.

(f) Since you're a good cooh and I'n rtot, you
should cook the dinner.

Because the weather was cold, I didn't go
swimming.
Etsen though the weather was cold, I zlelt
swimming.

Because I wasn't tired, I didrt't go to bed.

(a) Mary is rich, ushile .lohn is poor.
(b) John is poor, ulhile XIary ts rich.
(c) Mary is rich, u;hereas .lolut is poor.
(d) Whereas MarT' is ricft, John is poor.

COMPARE

(e) While I uas snrd',-ittg, the phone rang.

Whil.e and ashereas are used to show direct contrast: "this" is
exactly the opposite of "that." While and ushereas may be used
with the idea of either clause with no difference in meaning.
Whereas mostly occurs in formal written English.

Note: A comma is usuallv used even if the adverb clause comes
second.

While is also used in time clauses and means "during the time that,"
as in (e). See Chart 5-2,p.25.
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If it rains, the streets get wet.

(b) If it yains tomorrozr,,, I will take my umbrella.

WORDS THAT INTRODUCE ADVERB CIAUSES OF CONDITION (F-CI-A,USES)

if
whether or not
eaen if

in case
in the eaent that

unless
only iJ

WHETHER OR NOI

(a) I'm going to go swimming tomorrow ushether or
not it is cold.
(ox: uhether it is cold or not.)

EVEN IF
(b) I have decided to go swimming tomorrow. Eaen if

the useather is coldr l'm going to go swimming.

90 CHAPTER 17

fclauses (also called "adverb clauses of condition") present
possible conditions. The main clause expresses results.
In (a): nossInlE coNDrrroN = it rains

RESULT = the steets get wet

A present tense, not a future tense, is used in an ry'clause
even though the verb in the rfclause may refer to a future
event or situation, as in (b).*

rSee Chapter 20 for uses of other verb forms in sentences with iFclauses

Whether or not expresses the idea that neither this
condition nor that condition matters; the result will be
the same. In (a): "If it is cold, I'm going swimming. If
it is not cold, I'm going swimming. I don't care about
the temperature. It doesn't matter."

Sentences with eoen r1f are close in meaning to those
with athether or not. Eoen if gives the idea that a
particular condition does not matter. The result will
not change.

I



(b)

I'll be at my uncle's house rin case ))ou (should)
need to reach rne.

In the eaent that you (should) need ttt reach me, l'll
be at my uncle's house.

In case and in the etsent that express the idea
that something probably won't happen, but it might.
In caselin the eoent that means "if bv chance this
should happen."

Notes: Iz the eoent that is more formal rhan in case.
The use of should in the adverb clause emphasizes the
speaker's uncertainty that something will happen.

(a)
(b)

I'll go swimming tomorrow unless it's cold
I'll go swimming tomorrow if it isn't cold.

un l .ess= i f , . . no t
In (a): unless it's cold means "if it isn't cold."
(a) and @) have the same meaning.

(a) The picnic will be canceled only if it rabts.
If it's windy we'll go on the picnic.
If it's cold, we'll go on the picnic.
If it's damp and foggy, we'll go on the picnic.
If it's unbearably hot, we'll go on the picnic.

Only if expresses the idea that there is only one condition
that will cause a particular result.

(b) Only y'it rains zaill the picnic be canceled. r \7hen only ifbegins a sentence, the subfect and verb of the
I main clause are inverted, as in (b).* No commas are used.

*Other subordinating conjunctions and prepositional phrases fronted by only at :dte beginning of a sentence require subject-

verb inversion in the main clause:
Only ushen the teacher dismisses us can @e stand and leatse the room.

Only after the phone rang did I realize that I had fallen asleep in my chair.

Only in mg hometottn do I feel at ease.
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( a )

(b)

(c )
(d)

ADVERB CI.AUSE:

MODIFYING PHRASE:

ADVERB CI-AUSE:
MODIFYING PHRASE:

(f) cunNce possrBTF:

(g) No CHANGE possrBl-E:

INCORREC:f:

INCORRECT:

lY'4tile I utas u,salking to class, I
ran into an old friend.
While u:alhing to class, I ran into
an old friend.

Bejbre I left for work, I are breaKast.
Before leazsing for work, I ate
breakfast.

lWile I was sittirts in class, I fell
asleep.
LY&ile siting in class,l fell asleep.

Wltile Ann was sitrittg in class, she
fell asleep. (clause)
lY&ile sittittg in class, Ann fell asleep.

lVhile the teacher was lectunnp to
the class, f fell asleep.*

(h) No cHANGE possrBI-E: While use were zualking home, a frog

f;;l.OO"O 
across the road in front of

92

While walking home, a frog hopped
across the road in front of us.
lX/hile watching TV last night, the
phone rang.

'While lecturing to the cLass, I fell asleep means "While I was lecturing to the class, f fell asleep.',

In Chapter 13, we discussed changing adjective
clauses to modifring phrases (see Chart l3-13,
p. 72). Some adverb clauses may also be
changed to modif ing phrases, and the ways in
which the changes are made are the same:
l. Omit the subject of the dependenr clause and

the be form of the verb, as in (b). on
2. If there is no 6e form of a verb, omit the

subject and change the verb io -ing, as in (d).

An adverb clause can be changed to a modifuing
phrase only when the subiect ofthe adverb
clause and the subject of the rnain clause
are the sarne. A modifuing adaerbial phrase that
is the reduction of an adverb clause modifics the
subject of the main clause.

No reduction (i.e., change) is possible if *re
subjects of the adverb clause and the main
clause are different, as in (g) and (h).

In (i): lVhile walking home is called a ,.dangling

modifier" or a "danglirig participle," i.e., a modifier
that is incorrectly "hanging alone" without an
appropriate noun or pronoun subject to modifu.
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(a) cr-a,usr: Since Maria canxe to this county. she has
made many friends.

(b) rHneSr: Since corning to this countrt, Maria has
made many friends.

(c) crause: After he (had) finished his hontezoork,
Peter went to bed.

(d) rxnasr: Afterfinishing his hontezuork, peter went
to bed.

(e) r,Hnasr: After haaing finished his hornezaork.petet
,{/ezak7 bed

Peter went to bed after finishing hts
homeuork.

I Ad_ver! clauses beginning with arte4 before, uhilc,
z$---al..e6tr?o'a.rAe.?yfi r!-aCrffi i:'

phrases.

i between After Jinishing and AJter haaingJinished.

In (c): There is no difference in meaning between
Afur he finished and After he had finished. (See Chan 3-3,
p. 19.)
In (d) and (e): There is no difference in meaning

A modi$'ing adverbial phrase may follow the main
clause, as in (f).

a) ll'hile I uas usalking down the street, f fan into an old friend.'b) 
While u;alking down the street, / ran into an old friend.'c) 
Whlhins down the streer, f ran into an old friend.

d.\ Hihing through the woods yesterday, tue saw a bear.
e Pointing to the sentence on the board, the teacher explained

the meaning of modi8'ing phrases.

Sometimes afiile is omitred but the -rzg
phrase at the beginning ofthe sentence
gives the same meaning (i.e., "during the
same time"). (a), (b), and (c) have the
same meaning.

lJpcttuse .she needed some money to buy a book,
-\'re cashed a check.
\eeding some money to buy a book, .Sere cashed
a check.

Recause he lached the necessary qualifications,
/re waS not considered for the job.
i.aching the necessary qualifications, fte was not
considered for the iob.

Often an -rzg phrase at the beginning of a sentence
gives the meaning of "because." (O and (g) have the
same meaning.

Because is not included in a modi$ing phrase. It is
omitted, but the resulting phrase expresses a cause and
effect relationship, as in (g) and (i).

t ) Haoing sBsn that movie before, I don't ztsant to
go agarn.
Haaing seen that movie before, I didn't usant to
go again.

Because she ztsas unable to afford a cltt she
bought a bicycle.
Being unable to afford a cat, she bought a
bicycle.
Unable to afford d cdtt she bought a bicycle.

Haoing + past participle gives the meaning not only of"because" but also of"before."

A form of be in the adverb clause may be changed to
being. The use of being makes the cause and effect
relationship clear. (l), (m), and (n) have the same
meaning.

r-)

t )

m )
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(a) Upon reaching the age of 21, I received my
inheritance.

(b) When I reached the age of 2l,I received mv
inheritance.

On reaching the age of 2l, I received my
inheritance.

(

Upon looking in his wattet, Alex discovered
he didn't have enough money to pay the bil l .

94 cHnprrn rg
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Modiffing adverbial phrases beginning with upon + _ing
usually have the same meaning as adverb clauses introduced
by uthen. (a) and (b) have the same meaning.

Upon can be shortened to on. (a), (b), and (c) all have the
same meaning.
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(b)
(c)

(d)

(a) Because the z.ueather zuas cold, we staved home .

Because of the cold ueather, we stayed home.
Due to the cold ueather, we staved home.

Due to the fact that the zteatlter z.cas ctt/cl, we
stayed home.

(e) Ve stayed home because of the cold tueatlttr.
\7e stayed home dae to the cold zoeather.
lVe stayed home due to the facr that the tttttthe,
was cold.

Because introduces an adverb clause; it is followed by a
subject and verb, as in (a).

Because of and due lo are phrasal prepositions; they are
followed by a noun object, as in (b) and (c).

Sometimes, usually in more formal writing, due to is
followed by a noun clause introduced by the fact that.

Like adverb clauses, these phrases can also follow the main
clause, as in (e).

A1 failed the test because he didn't study.
Al didn't study, Therefore, he failed the test.
Al didn't study. Consequently, he failed the test.

(d) Al didn't study, Therefore, he failed the test.
(e) Al didn't study. He, therefore, failed the test.
(f) Al didn't study. He failed the test, therefore.

POSITIONS OF A TRANSITION

transition + s + v (+ rest of sentencc)
s + transitioz, + v (+ rest of sentence)
s + v (+ rest ofsentence) + transition

(g) Al didn't study, so he failed the test.

(a), (b), and (c) have the same meaning. Therefore and
consequently mean "as a result." In grammar, they are
called transitions (or conjunctive adaerb s) . Transitions
connect the ideas between two sentences.

A transition occurs in the second of two related
sentences. Notice the patterns and punctuation in the
examples. A period (Nor a comma) is used at the end
of the first sentence.* The transition has several
positions in the second sentence. The transition is
separated from the rest of the sentence by commas.

(a)
(b)

coMpARE: A transition (e.9., therefore) has several
possible positions within the second sentence of the pair,
as in (d), (e), and (f). A conjunction (e.g., so) has only
one possible position: between the two sentences. (See
Chart l6-3, p. 87.) So cannot move around in the
second sentence as therefore can.

*A semicolon is also possible in this siruation. See the footnote to Chart l9-3, p.96.
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(a) Because it was hot, we went swimming.
(b) uZe went swimmingbecause it was hor.

j eovexn cr-AUSE

PREPOSITION

(d)

Because of the hot weather, we went
swimming.'We 

went swimming because of the hot
weather.

An adverb clause may precede or follow an
independent clause.

PL\tcruATIoN: A comma is used if the
adverb clause comes first.

A preposition is followed by a noun object,
not by a subject and verb.
pL\IcruATIoN: A comma is usually used if
the prepositional phrase precedes the
subiect and verb ofthe independent
clause.

A transition is used witl the second
sentence of a pair. It shows the
relationship of the second idea to the first
idea. A transition is movable within the
second sentence.
puNcruATroN: A period is used between
the two independent clauses.* A comma
may NoT be used to separate the clauses.
Commas are usually used to set the
transition off from the rest of the sentence.

TRANSITION It was hot.
It was hot.
It was hot.

r f )
(e)

Therefore, ue uent swimnirt.q.
Wc, t h erefore, u'en t sui rrt tu i t tg.
We went sa:intning, therefore.

CO\ITJNCTION (h) It was hog so i('i ' i!\ent suinrtninp. A conjunction comes between two
independent clauses.
pLTNCTUATTON: Usually a comma is used
immediately in fronr of a conjunction.

*A semicolon (;) may be used instead of a period between the two independent clauses.
It was hot; therejore, zt)e went swimming.
It was hot; we, therefore, went swimming.
It was hot; we went ntimming, therefore.

In general, a semicolon can be used instead of a period between any two sentences that are closely related in meaning.
Example: Peanuts are not nuts; they are beans. Notice that a small letter, not a capital letter, immediately follows a semicolon.

Because most 1 Sth-century
Europeans believed the world
was flat, many sailors were
afraid they might sail off the
end of the world.

5 A t L O R S ,
W A N T E D J

E X C t T i N 6  J O B
O P P O R I O N I T Y

S A t L
A R O U N D

T H E  W O R L D
-  c N a ' t ] o r y E R

I
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( d )
( e )

( a ) Because the weather was nice, we went to the zoo.
( b ) It was such nice zueather that we went to the zoo.
( c ) The weather was so nice that we went to the zoo.

Itwas such good coffee thatlhad, another cup,
Itwas such a-foggy day thatwe couldn't see ihe road.

( f ) The coffee is so hot thatl can't drink it
(g) I'm so hungry thatl cou,ld eat a horse.

(h) She speaks so.fast thatl can't undersrand her.
( i ) He walked so quickly thatl couldtt keep up with him.

(n) It was such a good book (that) I couldn't pur it down.
( o ) I was so hungry (that) | didn,t wait for dinner to eat

something.

( j ) She made so rnany ntistahes thst she failed the exam.
(f ) H. has so feu: friends that he is always lonely.
( I ) She tras so ntuch ,noney that she can buy whatever she wants.
(m) He had so little troultle with the test thathe left twenty

minutes early.

Examples (a), (b), and (c) have the same
meaning.

Such . . . thatencloses a modified noun:
such + adjective + noun + that

So . . . lftat encloses an adjective or adverb:

s '  .  
{ : : ; : ; ' }  

+  ' � n " ' �

So . . . that is used with rnany, feus,
rttuch, and little.

Sometimes, primarily in speaking, that is
omitted.

I turned offthe TV in order to ettttble rnt,
tot t i l tntdtc to stuLl . \ ' i l t  f r 'J t r  at tJ quict . ln orde,r to expresses purpose. (See Chart l5-1, p. g2.)

In (a): I turned offtheTV for a purpose. The purpose
was to make it possible for my roommate to studv in
peace and quiet.
So that also expresses purpose.* It expresses the same
meaning as in order fo. The word ,.that', is often

(b) I turned offthe TV so (that) rn-,- roontntat tortltl
sttrJ.t, in peuc'c artJ quier.

SOTHAT + CAN OT COULD
(c) I'm going to cash a check so that I can bug my

textbooks.

(d) I cashed a check so that I could but, wt,/e,trlrr.,rrA...

' omitted, especially in speaking.

i So that is often used instead . of in order lo when the
idea of abiliry is being expressed. Can is used in the

i .9*Ib clause for a presenVfuture meaning. In (c): so
) that I can buy = in order to be able to buy.

Could is used after so that in past sentences.**

so 7'HA7- + WILL /SIMPLE PRESENT or wouLD I In 1e;: so that I won't get wet = in order to make sure that I
(e) I'11 take my umbrella so that I uson't .qet tuit. I wonl get wet.
(f) I'll take my umbrella so,that I don't g!'. l'.r. I n 1r;: It is sometimes possible to use the simple present
(g) Yesterday I took my umbrella so that I usouldn't i after so that in place of utill; the simple presenr,/r rEltsruay r LUUK rrly umDrella so tnat I Ttouldn't aner so that tn place of ulill; the simple p

grr' ;r.cl. r expresses a future meaning.

I Would is used in past sentences; as in (g).
*No'.E: rz order that has the same meaning as so thatbut is less commonry used.

Example: I turned off the TV in ord.er that my roommate courd study in peace and quiet,
Both so that ar'd in order that introduce adverb clauses. It is unusual, but possible, to put these adverb clauses at the
beginning of a sentence: so that nty roommate courd stud3t in peace and quiet, I rurned off the TV

-":::":.,""'^']:lt but less common: the use of reeay or nright in place of can or could: e.g., I cashed a check so that I rnight buy
mv rextDooRs.
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All these sentences have the same meaning. The idea of cold weather is contrasted with the idea of going

swimming. Usually if the weather is cold, one does not go swimming, so going,swimming in cold weather is

an "unexfected result." It is surprising that the speaker went swimming in cold weather'

CONJT]NCTIONS

PREPOSITIONS despite
in spite of
despite the fact that
in spite of the fact that

( i ) I went swimming despite the cold weather.
( k) I went swimming in spite o/the cold weather.
( I ) I went swimming despite the fact that the weather was cold.
(m) I went swimming in spite of the fact that the weather was cold.

(a) Ez:en though it was cold,I went swimming.
(b) Although it was cold,Iwent swimming.
(c) Though it was cold,I went swimming.

( d ) It was cold, but I went swimming snytray.
( e ) It was cold, but I still went swimming.
( f ) It was cold, yel I stil/ went swimming.

nevertheless
nonetheless
houtever . . . s t i l l

/  o )

/ h \

( i )

It was cold. Nezsertheless, I went swimming.
It was cold; nonetheless,I went swimming'
It was cold. Hotueaer,I sfil/ went swimming.

All of the sentences have the same meaning.

(a) Mary is rich, tt;,hile John is poor'
(b) John is poor, zahile Marlt is rich.
(c) Mary is rich, ushereas John is poor.
(d) Whereas Mary is rich' John is poor.

(e) Mary is rich, but John is Poor.
(O John is poor, but Mary is rich.

however

on the other hand

(g) Mary is rich; hou,seoer, John is poor.
(h) John is poor; Mary is rich, housezter.
(i) Mary is rich. John, on the other hand, is poor'
(i) John is poor. Mary, on the other hand, is rich.

TRANSITIONS

I
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(a) If I don'r eat breakfast, I get hungry.
(b) You'll be late if lou don't htrrry.
(c) You'll get wet unless yott take 7,our ttntbrella.

If and unless state conditions that
produce certain results. (See Charts
l7-5 and l7-8, pp. 90 and 91.)

TRANSITION (d)

1 f \

(e)

(h)
( i )

I always eat breaKast. Othersise,I get hungry
during class.
You'd better hurry. Otherzarbe, you'll be late.
Take your umbrella. Otherzaise, you,ll get wet.

I always eat breakfast, or (else) I get hungry
during class.
You'd better hurry, or (else) you'll be late.
Thke your umbrella, or (else) you'lI get wet.

Othenpise expresses the idea "if

the opposite is true, then there will
be a certain result."
In (d): othertsise = if I don't eat
breakfast.

Or else and othentsise have the same
meaning.

ADVERB CLAUSEWORDS TRANSITIONS coNJr.rNcTroNS PREPOSITIONS

CAUSE AND
EFFECT

because so (that)
sLnce
noz)J that

therefore
consequently

so

fo,
because of
due to

CONTRAST eaen though whereas
ahhough while
though

howeoer
neztertheless
nonetheless
on the other hand

b u t ( . . . a n y w a y )
ye t  ( . . .  s t t l l )

despite
in spite of

CONDITION if in case
unless in the eztent that
only if
eoen if
whether or not

othenaise or (else)
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SITUATION

True in the
present/future

Untrue in the
present/future

Untrue in the past I past perfect utould haae * past pdrticiPl€ i If I had had errough time, I tttould
haoe u,satched TV yesterday.

simple present

u.sill + simple form

lf I hazte enough time, I zt'srttchT\'l
every evening.

If I haz:e enough time, I zttill zuatch
TV later on tonight.

IF.CLAUSE

simple present

sirnple past I zaould + simple form I lf I had enough time, I zt;ould utatch
TV now or later on.

(a)

(b)

lf I don't e.u/ breaKast, I always gel hungry during class.

Water freezes on usill freeze if 1l1s temperature
reaches 32oFlO"C.

lf I don't ear breakfast tomorrow morning, I
zpill get hungry during class.

lf il rains, we should slay home.
lf il rains, I might decide to stay home.
If it rains, \ns can't go.
lf il rains, y1g're going to stay home.

If anyone ca1l5 please take a message.

If anyone should col/, please take a message.

(c)

(d)

(e )

( f ) Sometimes should is used in an fclause. It indicates
a little more uncertainty than the use of the simple
present, but basically the meaning of examples (e)
and (f ) is the same.

*See Chart 9-1, p. 43, for a list of modals and phrasal modals.

In conditional sentences that express true, factual
ideas in the present/future, the simple present (not the
simple future) is used in the fclause.
The result clause has various possible verb forms. A
result clause verb can be:
l. the simple present, to express a habitual activity or

situation, as in (a).
2. either the simple present or the simple futurq to

express an established, predictable fact or general
truth, as in (b).

3. the simple future, to express a particular activity or
situation in the future, as in (c).

4. modals and phrasal modals sttc}r as should' ndght'
can, be going to, as in (d).*

5. an imperative verb, as in (e).

I
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(a) If I taught this class, I usouldn't gioe tests.
(b) If he u,tere here right now, he usould help us.
(c) If I TDere yo:u, I usould accept their invitation.

In (a): In truth, I don't teach this class.
In (b): In truth, he is not here right now.
In (c): In truth, I am not you.

Note: Were is used for both singular and plural subjects.
Was (with I, he, she, ir) is sometimes used in informal
speech: If I usas you, I'd accept their inoitation.

COMPARE

(d) If I had enough money, I tt;ould buy a car.
(e) IfI had enough money, I could buy a car.

In (d):The speaker wants a car, but doesn't have enough
money. Would expresses desired or predictable results.

In (e): The speaker is expressing one possible result. Could =

would be able to. Could expresses possible options.

It I were a bird, I wouldn't want

to spend my whole l ife in a cage.

(a) If you had told me about the problem, I zt;ould
hatse helped you.

(b) If they had studied, they zaould haz.se passed
the exam.

(c) If I hadn't slipped on the stairs, I zpouldn't
hazse broken my arm.

COMPARE

(d) IfI had had enough money, I zpould haxe bought
a cat.

(e) If I had had enough money, 1 could hazte bought

In (a):In truth, you did not tell me about it.

In (b): In truth, they did not study. Therefore, they failed
the exam.

In (c):In truth, I slipped on the stairs. I broke my arm.

Note: The auxiliary verbs are almost always contracted in
speech. "If you'd told me, I would've helped you (on
I'd've helped you)."*

In (d): raould expresses a desired or predictable result.
In (e): could expresses a possible option; could have
bought = would haae been able to buy.

*In casual, informal speech, some native speakers sometimes tse toould. haoe in an fclause: If you toould'oe told me

about the problem, I would'ae helped you, This verb form usage is generally considered not to be grammaticaily correct

standard English, but it occurs fairly commonly.

I- ' . , . ' l " t & ,
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Notice the use of progressive verb forms in these examples. Even in conditional sentences, progressive verb forms
are used in progressive situations. (See Chart l-2rp.2, for a discussion ofprogressive verbs.)

lT. is raining right now, so I will not go for a walk.
If it useve not raining right noq I would go for a walk.

(c) rnu'E:
(d) coNp

(a)
(b)

/ f \

I ant not liz:ing in Chile. I arrx not tuorking at a bank.
If I usere lizting in Chile, I usould be usorking at a bank.

fo )

(h)

TRUE: Itusas raining yesterday afternoon, soI did not go for a walk.
CoNDITIoNAL: If it had not been rainingr l would haoe gone for a walk.

TRUE: I usas not liaing in Chile last year. I Loas not ztsorking at a bank.
coNDrrIoNAL: If I had been liz:ing in Chile last year, I usould haz.te been usorking at a bank.

Frequently the time in the fclause and the time in the result clause are different: one clause may be in the present
and the other in the past. Notice that past and present times are mixed in these sentences.

I did not eal breaKast several hours ago, soI ant hungry now.
Ifl had eaten breakfast several hours ago, I u:ould not be hungry now.

(past) (present)

(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

(a )
(b)
(c )

He is not a good student. He did not study for the test yesterday.
lf he ulere a good student, he u,:ould haae studied for the test yesterday.

(present) (past)

Were I you, I wouldn't do that.
Had I knouln, I would have told you.
Should anyone call, please take a message.

102 cHnprrn zo

'Wirh 
utere, had (ptast perfect), and should., sometimes ,Jf is

omitted and the subject and verb are inverted.
In (a): Were I you = if I were you.
In (b): Had I knoasn = if I had known.
In (c): Should anyone call - if arryone should call.
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*^ould haue gone with you, but I had to study.
never usould haoe succeeded without your helo.

Often the fclause is implied, not stated. Conditional
verbs are still used in the result clause.
In (a): the implied condition = if I hadn't had to study.
In (b): the implied condition = if you hadn't helped me.

(c) She ranl othenuise, she uould hazse nissed her bus. I Conditional verbs are frequently used following othensise.
ln (c), the implied fclause 

- if she had not run.

(a) It looks like rain.
(b) It looks as if it is going to rain.
(c) I t  looks as though i t  i . r  goit te to raiu.
(d) It looks like n is going to rairt. (informal)

sramMeNr (r'acr)

(e) He zs nol a child.
(f) She did not take a shower

with her clothes on.
(g) He has rnether.

f t)  She usi l lbehere.

She talked to him a.' r'lhe u:ere a clrrild.
\(rhen she came in from the rainstorm, she looked
as /-she had tqken a shower with her clothes on.
He acted as t l touglthe had nezser rnether.

She spoke a.s r/ she usouldn't be here.

Usually the idea following
as if/as though is
"untrue." In this case,
verb usage is similar to
that in conditional
sentences.

I know a farmer who talks to his
animals as if/as though

they were people.

Notice in (a): like is followed by a noun object.
Notice in (b) and (c): as f and as though are followed by a clause.
Notice in (d): like is followed by a clause. This use of like is
common in informal English, but is not generally considered
appropriate in formal English; as if or as though is preferred.
(a), (b), (c), and (d) all have the same meaning.

VERB FORIVT AFTER I.' IFIAS THOUGH

I"
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wish is used when the speaker wants reality to be different, to be exactly the opposite.

A wish
about the
furure

A wish
about the
present

A wish
about the
past

*Sometimes in very informal speaking: I wish John usould haoe com.e.

Wish is followed by a noun
clause. (See Chart l2-5,
p. 63.) Past verb forms,
similar to those in conditional
sentences, are used in the
noun clause. For example,
in (a): usould, the past form
of usill, is used to make a
wish about the future. In
(d): the simple past (kneut)
is used to make a wish
about the present. In (g):
the past perfect (had come)
is used to make a wish
about the past.

(a) She asill not tell me.
(b) He isn't going to be herc.
(c) She can't cortte tomorrow.

I wish (that) she usould tell me.
I uishhe uere going to be herc.
I zufui she could conte tomorrow.

(d) | don't knous French.
(e) It rs raining right now.
(f) I can't speak Japanese.

I tutsh I kneu Frcnch.
I uislt it useren't raining right now.
I wish I could speak Japanese.

G) John didn't corne.
(h) Mary couldn't corne.

I zailt lohn had corne.*
I zuish Mary could haoe corne.

It is raining. I zuish it uould stop. (I want it to stop
raining.)
I'm expecting a call. I wish the phone u;ould ring.
(I want the phone to ring.)

It's going to be a good parry. I wish you tuould
cotTte.
rVe're going to be late. I wish you zt;ould hurry.

I 04 CHAPIER 20

(a)

(b)

(c )

(d)

Would is usually used to indicate that the speaker
wants something to happen or someone other than the
speaker to do something in the future. The wish mav
or may not come true (be realized).

In (c) and (d): I u:ish you asould. . . is often used to
maKe a request.



UNIT A: Bqsic Grommor Terminology

(a) Birds fly.
(NouN) (veRB)

S V

(b) The baby cried.
(Noul) (vrnn)

s v o
(c) The student needs a pen.

(NouN) (rnnn) (NouN)

s v o
(d) Myfriend enjoyed the party.

(Nor,rr) (veRB) (NorrN)

Almost all English sentences contain a subject (s) and a verb (v). The
verb may or may not be followed by an object (o).

wngs:Verbs that are not followed by an obiect, as in (a) and (b), are
called "intransitive verbs." Common intransitive vetbs: agree, arriae,
come, cry, exist, go, happen, liae, occur, rain, rise, sleep, stay, walk.
Verbs that are followed by an object, as in (c) and (d), are called
"transitive verbs." Common transitive verbs: build, cut, find, like, make,
need, send, use, want,

Some verbs can be either intransitive or transitive.

intransitive: A student studies.
transitive: A student studies books.

suBlrcrs AND oBIECTS: The subjects and obfects ofverbs are nouns (or
pronouns). Examples of nouns: person, place, thing, John, Asia, pen,
information, appearance, amusement.

I
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COMMON PREPOSITIONS

about
above
across
after
against
along
among
around

before
behind
below
beneath
beside
bes'ides
between

beyond
by
dupite
down
during
for
from
in

xnto
like
near
of
otr
on
ou,
over

up
upon
with
within
without

sxnce
through
throughout
till
to
mward(s)
under
until

(b)

S V PREP OofPREP

The student studies in the librarv.
(NouN)

S V O P R E P O o f P R E P

\7e enjoyed the party at your house.
(NouN)

(c) !7e went to the zoo in the afternoon.
(place) (time)

(d) In the afternoon, we went to the zoo.

Ann is an intelligent student.
(ADIEcrftE) (NouN)

The hungry child ate ftuil
(ADJEcrnr) (NouN)

I saw some beautiful pictures.
IN c o RREC 7:; b e autifuls pictures

(a)

(b)

An important element of English sentences is the
prepositional phrase. It consists of a preposition (r,nrn)
and its object (o). The object of a preposition is a noun or
pronoun. ln (a): in the library is a prepositional phrase.

In (c): In most English sentences, "place" comes before
"time."

In (d): Sometimes a prepositional phrase comes at the
beginning of a sentence.

Adjectives describe nouns. In grammar, we say that adjectives modifr
nouns. The word "modift" means "change a little." Adjectives give a little
different meaning to a noun: intelligent student, lazy student, good student.
Examples of adjectives: young, old, rich, beautiful, brown, French, modern.

An adjective is neither singular nor plural. A final -s is never added to an
adjective.

f
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( a )

(b)

He walks quickly.
(ADVERB)

She opened the door quietly.
(nowru)

Adverbs modifu verbs. Often they answer the question "How?" In (a):

How does he walk? Answer: Quickly.
Adverbs are often formed by adding -ly to an adjective.

adjective: quick
adverb: quickly

(c) I am extrernely haPPy.
(aol'ens) (ADJECTI\E)

(d) Ann will come tonlorrou).
(ADvERB)

\IIDSENTENCE ADVERBS

(e) Ann aktays comes ontime.
(f) Ann is ahuays on time.
(g) Ann has alzuays come on time.
(h) Does she alzaays come on time?

COMMON MIDSENTENCE ADVERBS

Adverbs are also used to modifit adjectives, i.e., to give information about
adjectives, as in (c).

Some adverbs may occur in the middle of a sentence. Midsentence
adverbs have usual positions; they

(1) come in front of simple present and simple past verbs (except be),

(2) follow be (simple present and simple past), as in (f);
(3) come between a helping verb and a main verb, as in (g).

In a question, a midsentence adverb comes directly after the subiect, as in (h).

ever
alwags

usually generally
often sometimes

frequently occasionally

seldom
rarely
hardly eaer

already

finallg
just
probably

Adverbs are also used to express time or frequency. Examples: tomorrow'
today, yesterdag, soon, neuer' usually, alzuays, yet.

The young couple had never seen such a

dilapidated house. They quickly

decided not to buy it.

I
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ia) John is a student.
(BE) (Nor,n.t)

fb) John is intelligent.
(BE) (aol)

lc) John zoas at the library.
(BE) (pREp. pHRAsE)

;;;, ', -.,-r* "t",t..
(e) They zuere listening to some music.
(f) That letter zpas writtenby Alice.

A sentence with be as the main verb has three basic Datterns:
In (a): be + a noun
In (b): be * an adjective
In (c): be I a prepositional phrase

Be is also used as an auxiliary verb in progressive verb tenses and in
the passive.

In (d): i's = auxiliary;u;riting = main zterb

I

TENSE FORA4S OF AE

SINGUIj,R

SIMPLE PRESENT

I ann
you are
he, she, it is

tJe, you, they are

SIMPLE PAST

I zpas
you 7.bere
he, she, it tuas

ue, you, they zaere

PRESENT PERFECT

I haae been
you haz;e been
he, she,it has been

u)e, ))ou, they hatse been

woman behind the perfume counter
a sales clerk. The man is buvino
some perfume from her,

a) The soup srnells good.
(rrNxrNcr.'en_n) (aopcrn'E)

ib) This food lastes delicious.
(c) The childrenfeel happy.
id) The weather becante cold.

-COMPARE:

(l)Themanlooksangry. r Anadjective (angry) follows/ooft. Theadiectivedescribesthesubfect (thernan). Loohhas
the meaning of "appear."

(2)Themanlookedatmeangr i ly .  + Anadverb (angr i ly)  fo l lows/oof ta l .  Theadverbdescr ibestheact ionof  theverb.
Look at has the meaning of "regard, watch.',

A4 APPENDIX

Other verbs like be that may be followed immediately by an
adjective are called "linking verbs." An adjective following a
linking verb describes the subject of a sentence.*
Common verbs that may be followed by an adjective:

. feel, look, smell, sound, taste

. appear, seem

. become (and get, turn, grow when they mean ,,become")

T



UNIT B: Questions

A yes/no question = a question that may be answered by yes or no.
A: Does he live in Chicago?
B; Yes, he does. oR No, he doesn't.

An information question = a question that asks for information by using a question
A: Where does he live?
B: In Chicaeo.

Question word order = (euestion word) + helping verb * subjecr

word.

I main aerb
Notice that the same subject-verb order is used in both yes/no and informatron questions.

(quesrroN
woRD)

HELPING

VERB

SUBIECT MAIN \iERB (REST OF

SENTENCE)

( a )

( b )

( c )
/ . { \

( f )

'ltrfhere

\J7here

Where

Does
does

Do
do

Did
did

she
she

they
they

he
he

liae
liae?

liae
liz;e?

lizse
lizse?

there?

there?

there?

If the verb is in the simple present, use does
(wirh he, she, it) or do (with I, you, we, rhey) in
the question. If the verb is simple past, use did.
Notice: The main verb in the question is in its
simple form; there is no final -s or -ed.

( o )

(h) \X4rere

( i )
( i ) ttrThere

( k )
( I ) rtr(/here

(m)
(n) $(rhere

Is
rb

Hqoe
hazse

Can
caTt

wiu
u,:ill

they
they

Mary
Mary

he
he

he
he

liz;e
lioe?

be liaing
be lit:ing?

there?

there?

lizting , there?
liz;ing ?

liz;ed there?
liaed? l

Ifthe verb has an auxiliary (a helping verb),
the same auxiliary is used in the question.
There is no change in the form of the main
verb. If the verb has more than one auxiliarv.
only the first auxiliary precedes the subject, as
in (m) and (n).

( o ) ril(rho
(p) \[ho

@
can

@
o

liaes
cotne?

there? If the question word is the subject, usual
question word order is not used; does, do, and
did are not used. The verb is in the same
form in a question as it is in a statement.
Statement: Torit came.
Question: Who came?

( q )
( r ) $irhere
( s )
( t ) !{rhere

Are
are

Was
TDAS

they
they?

Jim
Jim?

o
6
a
a

there?

there?

Main verb be in the simple present (am, is,
are) and simple past (was, were) precedes the
subject. It has the same position as a helping
verb.
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VTIEN

\\-IJERE

When did they arrive?
When will you come?

QUESTION

(hen i2 used to ask quesrions
aoottt ttme.

(b) Where is she?
Where can I find a pen?

At home.
In that drawer.

Vlrhere is used to ask questions
about Dlace.

(c) Why did he leave early?
Why aren't you coming with us?

Because he's i11.
I'm tired.

Why is used to ask questions
aooul reason.

(d) Hoza did you come to school?
Iloa..r does he drive?

By bus.
Carefully.

Ten dollars.
Fifteen.

Hou,t generally asks about manner.

(e) Hou: ntuch money does it cost?
Hozu rnarry people came?

Hozts is used with rnuch and
,laany.

Hout old are you?
Hout cold is it?
Hozu soon can you get here?
Hozu fast were you driving?
Hou; long has he been here?
Hous often do you write home?
Hou: far is it to Miami from here?

Twelve.
Ten below zero.
In ten minutes.
50 miles an hour.
Two years.
Every week.
500 miles.

Hous is also used with adiectives
and adverbs.

Hous long asks about length of time.
Hous often asks aboutfrequency.
Housfar asks about distance.

rv nv drdn t 
you nrrng the dtrec{rons?

i.!:hereb 

our 
nap?

who can we n^,,

b4u, 

"qil if wegetlost?

t /6 ,
,* 

uooo^
"q"".

A 6 . E P E N D I X

How do we get to Maple Street from here?
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wHo (h) Who can answer that question?
Who came to visit you?

I can.
Jane and Eric.

Who is used as the subject of a
question. It refers to people.

(i) Who is coming to dinner tonight?
Who wants to come with me?

Ann, Bob, and Al.
Ife do.

Who is usually followed by a
singular verb even ifthe speaker is
asking about more than one person.

VTHOM (i) Who(m) did you see?
Who(tn) are you visiting?

(k) Who(m) should I talk ro?
Tb ushorn should I talk? (formal)

I saw George.
My relatives.
The secretary.

Whorn is used as the object of a
verb or preposition. In everyday
spoken English, ushorn is rarely
used; arfto is used instead. Whotn
is used only in formal questions.
l.Jote: Whorn, nol anho, is used if
preceded by a preposition.

'iqHOSE (l) Whose book did you borrow?
Whose key is this?
(Whose is this?)

David's. I Whose asks questions about
It's mine. Dossession.

WHAT (m) What made you angry?
What went wrong?

His rudeness. Whal is used as the subject of a
Everything. question. It refers to things.

(n) What do you need?
What did Alice buy?

(o) What did he talk a6orlr?
Abour u:hat did he talk? (formal)

I need a pencil. What is also used as an object.
A book.

I

His vacation. I

(p) What kind of soup is that? It's bean soup.
l|that kind o3f shoes did he buy? Sandals.

What kind o;f asks about the
particular variety or tlpe of
something.

(q) What did you do last night?
What is Mary doing?

I studied.
Reading a book.

What + a form of do is used to ask
questions about activities.

(r) What countries did you visit?
What tirne did she come?
What color is his hair?

Italy and Spain.
Seven o'clock.
Dark brown.

What may accompany a noun.

(s) What is Ed l ike?

(t) What n the weather /ifte?

He's kind and
friendly.
Hot and humid.

What + be lihe asks for a general
description of qualities.

What does Ed look like?

Whot does her house lLtok like?

(u )

( v )

He's tall and has
dark hair.
It's a two-storyr*
red brick house.

What + look like asks for a
physical description.

WHICH (w) I have two pens. \
Which pen do you want? I
Which one do you want? |
Which do you want?

(x) Which booft should I buy?

The blue one.

That one.

Which is used instead of. uthat
when a question concerns choosing
from a definite, known quantity or
group.

Which countries did he visit?
What countnes did he visit?

Which c/ass are you in?
What class are you in?

(v )

( z )

Peru and Chile.

This class.

In some cases, there is litde difference
in meaning between u:hich arrd
athatwhen they accompany a noun'
as in (y) and (z).

*American English: a two-story house.

British English: a two-storey house.
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Going to bed now? = Are you going to bed now?
Finish your work? = Did you finish your work?
Want to go to the movie utith us? = Do you ztsant
to go to the movie with us?

Doesn't she lizse in the dormitory?
Does she not lioe in the dormitory? (verjt formal)

Bob returns to his dorm room after his nine
o'clock class. Matt, his roommate, is there. Bob
is surprised.

Bob says, "lVhat are you doing here? Aren't you
supposed to be in class nous?',
Alice and Mary are at home. Mary is about to
leave on a trip, and Alice is going to take her to the
airport.

Alice says, "It's already two o'clock. Vle'd better
leazse for the airport. Doesn't your plane leaoe
at three?"

The teacher is talking to Jim about a test he failed.
The teacher is surprised that Jim failed the test
because he usually does very well.

The teacher says: "What happened? Didn't you
study?"

Barb and Ron are riding in a car. Ron is drivine.
He comes to a corner where there is a stop sign]
but he does not stop the car. Barb is shocked.

Barb says, "Wat's the matter with you? Didn't
you see that stop sign?',

A8 APPENDIX

Sometimes in spoken English, the auxiliary and the subiect
you are dropped from a yes/no question, as in (a), (b),
and (c).

o)

(a )
(b)

(c )

(d)

( f )

In a yes/no question in which the verb is negative,
usually a contfaction (e.g., does + not = doesn't) is used,
as in (a).

Example (b) is very formal and is usually not used in
everyday speech.

Negative questions are used to indicate the speaker's
idea (i.e., what sftre believes is or is not true) or attitude
(e.g., surprise, shock, annoyance, anger).

In (c): Bob believes that Matt is supposed to be in class
now.
Expected answer: Yes.

In (d): Alice believes that Mary's plane leaves at three.
She is asking the negative question to make sure that
her information is correct.
Expected answer: Yes.

In (e): The teacher believes that Jim did not study.
Expected answer: No.

In (f): Barb believes that Ron did not see the stop sign.
Expected answer: No.

t



(a) Jack can come, csn't he?
(b) Fred cant't come, can he?

AFFIRIVI,ATIVE SENTENCE + NEGATI!.E TAG + AFFIRMATIVE ANSWER EXPECTED

Mary rs here, ?sn 'l she? Yes, she is.
Yow lihe tea, don't yol? Yes, I do.
Tlney haz.se left, haz;en't they? Yes, they have.

NEGATI\'E SENTENCE + AFFIRNTATIVE TAG + NEGATI\'E ANSWER EXPECTED

Mary rbn 'l here, rb she?
You don't like tea, do you?
They hazsen't left, haoe they?

No, she isn't.
No, I don't.
No, they haven't.

( i )
(k)

(c) ThislThal is your book, isn't fll
TheselThose are yours, aren't they?

(d) There r's a meeting tonight, isn't there?

(e) Eoerything is okay, isn't it?
(f) Ez:eryone took the rest, didn't they?

Nothing rb wrong, zs it?
Nobody called on the phone, did they?
You'oe nezser been therc. hatse you?

I araa supposed to be here, arn I not?
f orn supposed to be here, aren't I?

rA tag question may be spoken:
(l) with a rising intonation ifthe speaker is truly seeking to ascertain that his/her information, idea, beliefis correct

(e.g., Ann lioes in an apartment, doesn't she?); op
(2) with a falling intonation if the speaker is expressing an idea with which s/he is almost certain the listener will agree

(e.g., Ir's a nice dag nday, isn't it?).

A tag question is a question added at the end ofa sentence.
Speakers use tag questions chiefly to make sure their information
is correct or to seek agreement.*

The tag pronoun for thislthat = it.
The tag pronoun for theselthose = they.

In sentences wirh there * be, there is used in the tag.

Personal pronouns are used to refer to indefinite pronouns.
is usually used in a tag to refer to eoeryone, etterybody,
so/neonre, sornebody, no one, nobody.

Sentences with negative words take afErmative tags.

ln (j): am I not? is formal English.
ln (k): aren't.I? is common in spoken English.

I
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UNIT C: Controctions

N SPEAKING: In everyday spoken English, certain forms of be andauxiliary verbs are usually contracted withpronouns, nouns, and question words.
IN VRITING: (l) In written English, contractions with pronouns are common in informal writing, but notgenerally. acceptable in formal writing-.

(2) contractions with nouns and quesdo; words are, for.thg mosr part, rarely used in writing.A few of these contractions may be found- i" q"oi"J-alalogue in stories or in very infbrmalvv'LraLlrv'D 'ray uc ruu'q ln quoteq olalogue rn stories or in very informalwriting, such as a chatry letter io a good friend, but most 6r *r.* "r. *..rvlr.ver written.
In the following, quotation marks indicate that the contraction is frequently spoken, but rarely tf *.-rt**

ls

are

Slle's studying.
Irt going to rain.

You're working hard.
They're waiting for us.

He'd been waiting for us.
We'd forgotten about it.

My "booh's" on the table.
Mary's at home.

My "boohs're" on the table.
The "teachers're" 

at a meeting.

has

had

did

will

would

AI O APPENDIX

"Where'd" you like to go?

f'ne reading a book. "What'nt" I supposed to do?

Where's Sally?
lllfto's that man?

"What'ye" you doing?
"Where'reu they going?

Where's Sally been living?
What's been going on?

S&e's been here for a year.
.&'s been cold latelv.

My "booh's" been stolenl
Sa//-r't never met him.

I'ue finished my work.
They'ae never met you.

The "boofts'oe" 
been sold.

The "studenfs'oe" 
finished the test.

"Where'oe" 
they been?

"HozD'oe" you been?

The "books'd" been sold."Mary'd" never met him before.

"Where'd" you been before that?"lVho'd" been there before vou?

"What'd" you do last night?
"Hous'd" you do on the test?

The "uteather'll" 
be nice tomorrow.'John'll" 

be coming soon.

f'l/ come later.
Sfte'l/ help us.

"Who'll" be at the meetins?
"Where'll" you be at ten?

He'd like ro go there.
They d come if they could.

My "friends'd" come if they could."Mary d" like to go there, too.

I



UNIT D: Negotives

(a)
(b)

AFFIRIVIATTIaE: The earth is round.
NEGATIvE: The earth is not flat.

Nof expresses a negative idea.

Nol immediately follows an auxiliary verb or 6e. (Note: If there is more

than one auxiliary, zot comes immediately after the first auxiliary: I usill

not be going there.)

Do or d.oes is used with not to make a simple present verb (except be)

negative.

Did is used wirth not to make a simple past verb (except be) negative.
He does not
I did not

ALIX + NOT+
u.till not

hazse not

atn not

TDas not

do not

MAIN \TERB

go there.
gane there.
going there.

there.
go there.
go there.
go there.

CONTRACTIONS OF AIIXILIARY \'ERBS WITH NOT

are not = aren't*
cannot = can't
could not = couldn't
did not = didn't
does not = doesn't
do not = don't

I almost neaer go there.
Ihave hardly et-rer gone there.

There's no chalk in the drawer.

COMPARE: NOTVS. NO

(f) I do not haae any money.

(g) I have no ?noneY.

has not = hasn't
haae not = han:en't
had not = hadn't
is not = isn't
must not = mustn't
should not = shouldn't

was not = vJasn't
were not = ueren't
zlill not = won't
would not -- wouldn't

(d)

(e)

In addition to not, the following are negative adverbs:
neoer, rarely, seldom
hardly (eaer)' scarcellt (eoer), barelg (eaer)

No also expresses a negative idea.

Nol is used to make a verb negative' as in (f).

No is used as an adjective in front of a noun (e.g., money), as in (g) '

Note: (f) and (g) have the same meaning.

*Sometimes in spoken English you will hear "ain't." It means "am not," "isn't," or "aren't'" Ain't is not considered proper

English, but many people use ain't regtlarly, and it is also frequently used for humor.

I
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(4 ,
rh)

INC)RRECT: I don't have ?xo monev.
coRREcr: I don'thave any moniy.
CORRECT: Ihave no money.

'sotr: Negatives in two different clauses in the same sentence cause no problems; fbr example:A person who doesn't have love can,t be trullt happy.
I don't know why he isn't here

(.a) Neoer u:ill I do that aeain!
tb) Rarely haae I eater bietter food.
(c) Hardly ezter does he conte to class on time.

*Beginningasentencewithanegat ivewordisrelat ivelvuncom.. . inarrer ' , . |^ ' , ' ' .^-^" �

to emphasize the negative element of the sentence ""j ;:::T.Hn 
rn everyday usage' but is used when the speaker/writer wishes

Never will I ride a rollercoaster againl
It's just too scarv!

^ I2  APPENDIX



UNIT E: Preposition Combinotions

6e absent from
be accused of
6e accustomed to
6e acquainted with
6e addicted to
be aftaid of

agree with
be angry at, with
be annoyed with, by

apologize for
apply to, for
approve of
argue with, about
arrive in, at

6e associated with
be aware of

believe in
blame for

6e blessed with
&e bored with, by

6e capable of
care about, for

&e cluttered with
6e committed to

compare to, with
complain about, of

be composed of
be concerned about
be connected to

consist of
be content with

contribute to
be convinced of
be coordinated with

count (up)on
6e covered with
be crowded with

decide (up)on
6e dedicated to

depend (up)on
6e devoted to
be disappointed in, with
be discriminated against

distinguish from
be divorced from

o

P

A 6e done with
dream of, about

6e dressed in

6e engaged in, to
be envious of
be equipped with

escape from
excel in, at

&e excited about
be exhausted from

excuse for
6e exposed to

6e faithful to
be familiar with

feel like
fight for

6e filled with
be finished with
6e fond of

forget about
forgive for

be friendly to, with
6e frightened of, by
be furnished with

be gone from
6e grateful to, for
be guilty of

hide from
hope for

be innocent of
insist (up)on

6e interested in
introduce to

be involved in

6e jealous of

keep from
6e known for

be limited to
6e located in

look forward to

6e made of, from
6e married to

object to
&e opposed to

participate in
be patient with
be pleased with
6e polite to

pray for
6e prepared for

prevent from
prohibit from

6e protected from
6e proud of

provide with

6e qualified for

recover from
be related to
be relevant to

rely (up)on
6e remembered for

rescue from
respond to

6e responsible for

be satisfied with
ba scared of, by

stare at
stop from
subscribe to
substitute for
succeed in

take advantage of
take care of
talk about, of

6e terrified of, by
thank for
think about, of

be tired of, from

6e upset with
be used to

vote for

&e worried about

E

F
a
R

G

H

T

U

V

w

J
K

L

I

M
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UNIT F: connectives to Give Exomples qnd to continue
on ldeo

There are many interesting places to visit in the
ciry. .€"br exantple, the botanical garden has
numerous displays of plants from all over the world.
There are many interesting places to visit in the
city. The art museum, /or instancerhas an
excellent collection of modern paintings.

There are many interesring places to visit in the
city, e.9., the botanical garden and the art museum.
There are many interesting places to visit in the
city,.lbr exantple, the botanical garden or the art
museum.

(e) I prefer to wear casual clothes,such as jeans and such as
a sweatshirt.
Some counuies,such as Brazil and Canada, are big.
Countries such as Brazil and Canada are big.
!,rr'1r countries as Brazil and Canada are bie.

( f )
( g t

rh)

(f), (g), and (h) have essentially the same meaning
even though the pattern varies.**

*Punctuation note: Periods are used with e.g in American English. Periods are generally not used with eg in British English.
*rPunctuation note:

(l) \X/hen the"such cs phrase" can be omitted without substantially changing the meaning of the sentence, commas are used..
Example: Some words, such as &zozc, and see, are verbs. (Commas are used.)

(2) No commas are used when the "such as phrase" gives essential information about the noun to which it refers.
Example:Vords such as know and see are verbs. (No commas are used.)

The city provides many cultural opportunities. It
has an excellent art museum.

it has a fine symphony orchestra.

\..4)

b) The city provides many cultural opportunities.
,, i ,Jir ion to )
. ,:"" 

' "' 
l an excellent art museum, it has'  i  i 1 1 , 1  J

a fine symphony orchestra.

In (b): In addition to and besides* are used as
prepositions. They are followed by an object (museum),
not a clause.

'coypARE: Besides means "in addition to."
Beside means "next to"; e.g., I sat beside my friend.

For exarnple and for instance have the same
meaning. They are often used as transitions. (See
Chart l9-3, p. 96.)

e.g. = Jor example
(e.g. is an abbreviation of the Latin phrase exempli
graria.)*
(c) and (d) have the same meaning.

Moreozser,furtherrnore, and in addition mean
"also." They are tansitions. (See Chart l9-3,p.96.)
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Able to,  53,55
(Look on pages 5j and 55.)

A

Alan ,32 ,34 -35
Able to,53,  55
Accustorned to,74
A couple of,35

Active verbs, 56, 60

Adjective(s), defined, a2

following being (e.9., being foolish), 9
followed by infinitive (e.9., happy to meet), 82
with linking verbs (e.g., taste good), t4

with get (e.9., get hungry), t4
nouns used as (e.9., vegetable soup), 3I

used as nouns (e.9., the poor),29
participial (e.g., amus'ing I amused), 60
passive verbs (stative), used as, 58
possessive (my, your, etc.), 38
preposition combinations with, nl3

Adjective clauses, defined, 67

expressions of quantity in, 72
used to modify pronouns, 70
with noun + of which,72
object pronouns (whom, which, that), 38, 69
punctuation of, 71
reduction to adjective phrases, 73

The numbers following the words listed in the
index refer to page numbers in the main text.

subject pronouns (who, which, that), 38, 67
with when,7O
with zohere, 69
wirh which to modi$r whole sentence, 72
with whose, 69, n7

Adjective phrases, 73

Adverb(s), defined,,l3

conjunctive (e.g., therefore), 95
midsentence, e3
placement, e3

Adverb clauses, deirned, 24

cause and effect (because, etc.), 89r93

condition (if,unless, etc.), 90-91, 99

contrast (ahhough, etc.), 98
direct contrast (whereas, while), 89
punctuation of, 24, 88, 96
purpose (so that),97

reduction to modiffing phrases, 92-94

summary (cause and effect, contrast)

condition), 99
time (after, before, etc.), 22,24,93
words used to introduce. 89

A feus ,36

Affirmative, e9

Be, 14
(Look in the bqck part of this book
on the fourth page of the Appendix.)

Continuous tenses, Zfz.
(Look at the footnote on page 2.)

The index numbers preceded by the letter "A"

(e.g., n4) refer to pages in the Appendix, which is
found in the last part of the text. The main text
ends on page 104, and the appendix immediately
follows. Page 104 is followed by page 41.

Information given in the footnotes to charts and
exercises is noted by the page number plus the
abbreviation/n.
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.|fter, 19,25

.4 great deal of,35-36

.\greement:
pronoun with noun, 39
subject-verb, 27 -29

verb with paired conjunctions, 87
.|in't, alIfn.
.1 little, 36
AII (of), 37
A lot  of ,32
Al though,98

,llusays, l6

progressive verbs with, l6
Ant, is, are being + adjective, 9
And, but, or, ttor, 86-87
Another, 4l
-\ntecedent, 38

, |ny,35,  a l2

.1 nuntber of,28
.\postrophe:

in contractions with not, All
in contractions with pronouns and nouns, 38
possessive nouns, 31

.\ppositives (sen Adjective phrases)

.\rticles, 34-35

4 s , 2 5
As iflas though, L03
,4s'so long asr 25
,ls soon as,25

^\uxiliary verbs (see Be; Contractions of verbs;
D o I does I did; H ooe I has I hod ; Modal
auxiliaries; Questions)

B
Be, a.4

auxiliary, 2, 56
Be able to, 53,55
Be accustorned to, 74
Be going to,20-21,55
Be supposed to, 47,54
Be used to,74
Because, 39
Because of,95
Before, 19,25
Being + adjective, 9
Besidelbesides, a,14
B o t h , . . a n d , 8 7
Both (of l ,37

2 rruoex

But, 861 98
By:

with passive (the "6y phrase"), 57-58
with reflexive pronouns, 40

By the tinre,25

c
Can ,55

ability/pos sibllity, 5 2
degree of certainty, 50
permissionr 44
in polite requests,44

Causative verbs (make, haae, get), 85
Clauses, defined, 61,67 (san arso Adjective

clauses; Adverb clausesl Noun clauses)
Collective nouns,39
Commands (see Imperative sentences)
Commas:

with adjective clauses, 71
with adjective phrases, 73
with adverb clauses, 24,88,96
in combining independent clauses, 87
in parallel structure, 86
with transitions, 96

Complex sentences (see Adjective clausesl
Adverb clausesl Noun clauses)

Compound sentences, 87
Conditional sentences. 100-l 03
Conjunctions:

combining independent clauses with, 86-87
coordinating, 86-87
paired (correlative), 87
punctuation with, 96
subordinating, 88fn.

Conjunctive adverb, 95 (soe nr-so Transitions)
Consequently,95

Continuous tense,2fn.
Contractions of verbs:

auxiliaries with not, all
auxiliaries with pronouns and nouns, A10

Contrary-to-fact (sna Conditional sentences)
Coordinating conjunctions, 86-87
Correlative conjunction s, 87 fn.
Could,55

degree of certainty, 49-51
past ability, 52
in polite requests, 44
in reported speech, 65



for suggestions, 48
after wish, 104

Count/noncount nouns, 32-3 4
use of expressions of quantity with, 35

D
Dangling modifiers (see Modifuing phrases,

reduction of adverb clauses)
Dependent clauses, defined, 611 67 (see er-so

Adjective clausesl Adverb clauses; Noun
clauses)

Definite nouns, article :use,34-35
Despite,93
Direct object, 57
Direct speech,64fn.
Do/does/did:

in negatives, al 1
in questions, A5-46

Double negatives, A12
Due  to ,95

E

Eachleoery,2T,37
Each of,28
-Edforms, 6, 10

pronunciation, I I
spelling,6

E i t h e r . . . o r , 8 7
Enough,83
Et:en if, 90
-Eoer wordsr 66
Ezseryone,3T
Eoery one of, 28,37
Eoen though, 89,98
Eoery tirne,25
Expressions:

ofplace, 16
of quantity, 28, 35-36, 7 2
(sen nI-so Past participle;Verb tenses,

simple past)

F

(A) Feu I (a) little, 35 -3 6
For:

meaning because, ST
purpose, 82
vs. since. 17-18

For exarnple (e.g.), l^l4
Forgetlrernentber, 78
Frequency adverbs, e3
Full stop, 8ff2.
Furtherntore, Al4
Future time,20-23

using modals to express, 54-55
using present tenses to express, 22
expressing in time clauses, 22
(see arso Be going lo; Verb tenses; Will)

G
Generic nounr 24r 39
Gerunds, defined, 74

following need,84
as objects of prepositionsrT4
passive/past, 83
possessive modifier with, 84
preposition combinations followed by, 7 5
as subjects,8 l
verbs followed by, 75,78

list, 79-80
Get:

causative (e.g., get them to do it),85
linking (e.9., get hungry), t4
passive (e.g., get worried),60

Go * gerund (e.g., go shopping),76
Going to,20-23,55
Goodlutell, t4

H
Habitual past,52,55

Had better, 46,54
Had to, 45
Haoelhaslhad:

auxiliary, 3
causative, 85
contracted, e10, al I
as main verb, use of do with:

in negative, el I
in questions, e5
in tag questions, ,l.9

Hazse got to, 45,54
Haoe to:

lack ofnecessiry 46
necessity, 45
phrasal modal, 53-54
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Hous, -16
Hou:ezser:

-e'"^er word, 66
ransition, 98

Hlphen, 31

I

If, 63 (szn ar-so Adverb clauses, conditions;
Conditional sentences; Noun clauses)

.Ifclauses, 90
Imperative sentences, 65
Impersonal pronouns, 41
In addition (to), ^I4
In the ez:ent that,9l
Indefrnite nouns, articles with, 34-35
Indefrnite pronouns, 39

modified by adjective clauses, 70
Independent clauses, defined, 61, 67

combining with conjunctions, 86-87
hdirect object, as passive subject, 57
Irdirect speech,64fn.
I:rfinitives, defined, 77

iollowing adjectives, 82
tollowing be, 47,54-55
rr-ith causative get, 85
u'ith ir, 81
q-ith modal auxiliaries. 43
following need,84
negative formrTT
past, passive, 83
purpose (in order to),82
n'ith question words, 63
in reported speech, 65fn.
as subf ects, 81
with toolenough,83
verbs followed by, 77-78

list, 79
Intbrmation questions, A5- A7
-ing forms:

rc *  - ing,76

special expressions followed by (e.9., hazte fun
doing) ,76

spelling, 6
upon + -ing,94

lerbs of perception + -ing (e.g., see her
ualking), 84

.sre auo Gerunds; Present participles)

In order that,97fn.

1 ' . l E X

In order to, 7 5fn., 82, 97
In spite of,98
In the eoent that,9l
Intransitive verbs, defined, Rl

not used in passive, 56
Inverted commasr 64fn.
Inverted word order:

after negative, Al2
after only if,9l

Irregular plural nouns, 30
Irregular verbs, l0

list, 12

It:

with infinitives, 8l
its vs, it's, 38
with noun clauses, 63
personal pronouns, 38

L
Lay, lie, 14
Zel + simple form,85
Let'sr 48
Like,103
Linking verbs, A4
(A) Littlel(a) feus,36
Lots of,35-36
-I4t, adverb form, a3

M

Main clauses (see Independent clauses)
Make, causative (e.9., make them do it), 85
Many/rnuch,32
May,54

degree of certainty, 49-51
permissionr 44
in polite requests, 44

Maybe vs. rnay be, 49fn.
Midsentence adverbs, R3
Might,54

degree of certainty, 49-51
in polite requests, 44/2.
in reported speech, 65

Modal auxiliaries, defined, 43
passive, 58
progressiver 5l
in reported speech, 65
summary chan,54

Modifu defined, e3



Phrases, defrned, 6 1/n.
prepositional, R2
reduction of adjective clauses, 73
reduction of adverb clauses, 92-94
reduction of noun clauses, 65

Place expressions with progressive verbs, l6
Plenty of,35
Polite requests,44-45
Possessive:

in adjective clauses (whose), 69, a7
with gerunds, 84
nouns (e.g., John's book),31
pronouns/adjectives (mine,my, etc.), 38, 69
in questions (whose), t7

Prefer,78
Preposition(s):

combinations with adjectives and verbs, e13
combinations followed by gerunds, 75
list, a2

following stative passive verbs, 59
Prepositional phrases, R2
Present participle, l0

as adjective (e.9., amusing story), 60
vs. genndrT4fn.

in reduction of adjective clauses, 73
in reduction of adverb clauses, 93
special expressions followed by (e.g., haz;e fun

doing), 7 6
spelling of -ing forms, 6
with verbs of perception (e.g., watch someone

doing), 84
in verb tenses, 2-3

Present time (sre Verb tenses)
Principle parts of verbs, l0
Progressive verbs, 2, 7, 16 (see Rr-soVerb tenses)

vs. stative, 8
Pronouns:

impersonal, 41
indef in i te ,39,70

object, 38, 69
personal, 38

agreement with nouns, 39
possessive, 38r 69
reflexive, 40
relative (snn Adjective clauses)
subject, 38,67

Pronunciation:
-ed,  l l
-s les,26

6 INDEX

Punctuation:
adjective clauses, 7l
adjective phrases, 73
adverb clauses, 24, 88, 96
independent clauses, 87
parallel structure, 86
quoted speech, 64
transitions, 95-96
(sen eI-so Apostrophe; Commas; Hlphens;

Periods; Quotation marks; Semicolon)

a
Quantity (snn Expressions of quantity)

Questions:
information, A5-A7
negative, A8
tag, A9

word order in, e5
yes/no, .t5, A8

Question words:
with infinitives, 63
in noun clauses, 62
in questions, A6-A7

Quotation marks, 64

Quoted speech, 64

R
Reduction:

of adjective clauses, 73
of adverb clauses, 92-94
ofnoun clausesr 65

Reflexive pronouns,40

Regular plural nouns, 30
Regular verbs, 10
Relative clauses, 67 (sne amo Adjective

clauses)
Relative pronouns, 67
Rernernberlforget, 78
Repeated action in the past (would,

used to), 52
Reported speech, 65
Restrictiveinonrestrictive, 7 lfn.
Raiselrise, 14
Run-on sentence, 87

S

-S/-es, 26-27,30-32
-Selflseloes,40



Semicolon, 96/2.
Sentences:

affirmative, al 1
complex (see Adjective clauses; Adverb

clauses; Noun clauses)
compound (srn Conjunctions, combining

independent clauses with)
conditional, 100-103

inverted word order in. 102
imperative, 65
interrogative (see Questions)
negative, Al l-A12
simple (ser Subjects, verbs, objects)

Sequence oftenses in noun clausesr 65
Set, sit, 14

Seoeral,35-36
Shal l ,55

futurer 20fn.

for suggestions, 48
Should,54

advisability, 46
in conditional sentences, 100
degree of certainty, 5 I
past form, 47

in reported speech, 65
for suggestions, 48

Simple form of a verb, 10
with causative verbs, 85
in imperative sentencesr 65
following let and help, 85
with modal auxiliaries, 43
subjunctive, 66
with verbs of perception, 84

Simple tenses) 1,7, 14 (sne er-so Verb tenses)
Since:

meaning because,89
duration of time, 25

Sincevs.for, 17
Singular/plural (sen Agreement; Count/noncount

nouns; Nouns, regular and irregular
plurals; Nouns, used as adjectives; -S/-es)

So, conjunction, 87
So long as,25
Sorne ,32 ,34
So that,97

So . . . thatlsuch. .. that, 97
Spelling:

-edl-ing, 6
-sl-es, 26

Stative passive, 58
followed by prepositions, 59

Stative verbs, 8
Subjects, verbs, objects, el
Subject-verb agreement, 27-28
Subjunctive, 66
Subordinate clauses (see Adjective clausesl

Adverb clausesl Noun clauses)
Subordinating conjunctions, 8 8/2.
Such as, e.l4
S u c h . . . t h a t , 9 7

Supposed to, 47,54

T
Tag questions, a9

in imperative sentences, 65
Tenses (sar Verb tenses)
That:

in adjective clauses, 67-69
in noun clauses, 63

The,34-35
There + be,28
Therefore,95
They, impersonal pronoun, 4l
Though,95

Tiu,25
Time c lauses,24,93

future, tense use in, 22
Tbo ,83

Transitions, 95-96, xl4
Transitiveiintransitive, defined, el

in passive, 56
troublesome (e.g., layl lie), 14

T ry ,78

U
Uncountable nouns (snn Noncount nouns)
Unless,9l
Unt i l ,25
Upon + -ing,78

Used to, 52,55

v
Verbals (sen Gerunds; Infinitives, verbs followed by)
Verbs, defined, el
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Verb tenses:
continuous, 2/n.
Iuture perfectr 3r 23
tuture perfect progressive, 3, 23
ruture progressive, 2, 23
overview, I

in passive, 56-60
past perfect, 3, l9
past perfect progressive,3, 19
past progressive, 2, 15
present perfectr 3, 17
present perfect progressive, 3, l8
present progressive, 2, 7, 22
sequence ofin noun clausesr 65
simple future, I

simple past) l, 10, 14
simple present ,  l r7r22
. ' ' - *^ . . '  , , |) u r r r r r r 4 r J t  a

lbryltoo, 33
\biced and voiceless sounds, 11

w
llhs luere in conditional sentences,
l l 'hat, e7

ll'hat + a form of do, n7

ll'hat kind of, a7
l l ' hen ,  14 ,25 ,69 ,  a6
ll 'heneoer, 25, 66
ll'here, 69, t6

l l 'hereas,89,  98

- : Y

Whether,63
Whether or not,90
Which, 67-69, 17
Whi le,  25,89,98

Why, a6

wi l l ,20-2t ,54
conditional, 100
degree of certainty, 5 I
future, 20
in polite requests, 44

Wholushorn,6T-69, A7

Whose, 69, a7
Why don't,48

Wish ,104
Would,55

in conditional sentences, 100
in polite requests, 44
repeated action in the past, 52
in reported speech, 65
with wish, 104

Would rather, 53
Would you rnind,45

Y
-Y, final, spelling:

with -ed, -ing, 6
with -sl-es,26

Yes/no questionsJ A5r A8
Yet, conjunction, 87, 98
You, impersonal pronoun, 41
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